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PREFACE

Foreign language teachers are very much aware of the educational and societal

importance of foreign language proficiency for students in American schools. We are

as delighted when our students are successful in developing proficiency and continuing

their foreign language study to an advanced level as we are disappointed and frustrated

by students who seem to have little aptitude for foreign languages and who never

progress beyond the most elementary level of language study.

This resource guide, developed as part of a research project funded by the United

States Department of Education's International Research and Studies Program, is

designed to provide foreign language teachers with suggestions for helping ineffective

students learn how to become better language learners and for already effective students

to become superior language learners.

Our research with high school and college students of French, Russian, and

Spanish has led us to a new understanding of the somewhat elusive notion of "aptitude"

as it pertains to foreign language learning. What distinguished effective from ineffective

language learners in the students we studied was that effective students had a range of

learning strategies which they used often and which they tailored to the demands of the

language task. Ineffective students, on the other hand, used strategies in very limited

and often inappropriate ways. Looking at students' abilities in terms of strategies rather

than in terms of aptitude has profound implications for instruction.

Strategies can be taught and learned, whereas aptitude is generally thought to be

innate and unchangeable. The complete resource guide provides guidelines and sample



lesson plans for teaching learning strategies for different language skills. The writing

materials were developed with second year high school French students, the listening

comprehension materials with fourth year high school Spanish students, and the reading

comprehension materials with first year (intensive) Russian college students. These

materials were then field tested by high school teachers with different combinations of

languages and levels of study, as follows: reading materials field tested with third year

French students and first year Russian students; listening materials with first year

French students; and writing materials with fourth year Spanish students. The results

of the field test guided the revision of the resource guides for listening, reading, and

writing, and also contributed to the devlopment of the resource guide tor speaking.

Finally, the research team and participating foreign language instructors

developed guidelines and sample lessons for teaching four essential strategies across

language skills. The lessons are designed so that they can be used with other languages

and at other levkAs than those for which they were originally developed. Sample

beginMng and intermediate level student worksheets in French, Spanish, and Russiar. are

provided with the lesson plans.

liaskgratai

Our understanding of the learning and teaching of native and foreign language

skills has undergone a fundamental change in the last 20 years. Instead of repetitive

drilling to instill automatic responses, we now stress meaningful communication. We

understand that language is learned best when used to understand ideas and functions

that are meaningful to students.

12
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This basic understanding characterizes current approaches to foreign language

instruction and is the focus of current research in second language acquisition. For

example, communicative approaches provide students with opportunities to actually use

the foreign language for a variety of functions. The functional/notional syllabus differs

from the traditional grammatical syllabus because it describes domains of knowledge and

the type of language needed in different social contexts, rather than the sequence of

grammatical structures to be practiced (Munby, 1978). A number of current

approaches, such as Total Physical Response and the Natural Approach, emphasize the

importance of developing listening comprehension as the first language skill (Asher,

1981; Krashen, 1982; Terrell, 1982). In these approaches students begin by focusing on

the development of a receptive database of the new language that can then be drawn

upon for developing productive skills. The proficiency-oriented classroom organizes

instruction around performance criteria that specify goals for different levels of language

achievement (ACTFL, 1986). These goals include descriptions of language function,

context of topics, and level of accuracy expected at different stages of the language

learning process (Ormggio, 1986). The proficiency guidelines describe meaningful use

of the language in all skill areas, from interactive practice to the use of authentic texts

for receptive skills. Our understanding of the reading process has been enhanced by

schema theory, in which reading - whether in a first or second language - is seen now as

an interactive process between the reader's prior knowledge and experiences, or

conceptual schemas, and the text (Byrnes, 1984). Similarly, our understanding of the

writing process has shifted from a concern only with the product to an awareness of the

xiiil 3



stages of the writing process and the importance of tapping into the writer's prior

knowledge (Carrell & Eisterhold, 1983; Raimes, 1983).

What all of these approaches to language instraction have in common is a

recognition that cognition is as fundamental in language learning as it is in other kinds

of learning. A cognitive approach to foreign language learning is predicated upon the

assumption that language learners should be mentally active, purposeful, strategic, and

conscious of their own learning processes.

The purpose of learning strategy instruction is to help students become aware of

the power of their own metacognition and to teach them metacognitive, cognitive, and

socioaffective strategies to help them become better language learners. This resource

guide provides practical suggestions and sample materials for integrating learning

strategy instruction into any foreign language course.

Organization of the Resource Guides

The four teacher resource guides for learning strategy instruction are titled as

follows:

1. Learning Strategy Instruction in the Foreign Language Classroom: Speaking

2. Learning Strategy Instruction in the Foreign Language Classroom: Listening

3. Learning Strategy Instruction in the Foreign Language Classroom: Reading

4. Learning Strategy Instruction in the Foreign Language Classroom: Writing

4
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Each resource guide begins with this Preface and also includes the next chapter,

Teaching Learning Strategies. The second chapter in each of the resource guides

focusing on a particular language skill consists of an overview of our approach to

understanding and teaching the language skill and general guidelines for strategy

instruction. Subsequent chapters contain tips, lesson plans, suggested procedures, and

sample student worksheets for learning strategy instruction in the foreign language

classroom. The final chapter of the guides presents two lesson plans that take students

through all four language skills and require them to use a strategic approach to language

learning. Because the lesson plans are built around materials typically found in language

textbooks, they should assist teachers in integrating strategy instruction into the materials

they are currently using. This chapter reflects our belief that, although there are four

guides, each addressing a different language skill, the best way to teach learning

strategies to students is to integrate strategy instruction into all four skill areas.



CHAPTER ONE.

TEACHING LEARNING STRATEGIES

Why Teach or Use Learning Stratekies?

Learning strategies are the purposeful actions and thoughts that we engage in

when we want to understand, store, and remember new information and skills. The

defining characteristic of good learners and expert performers in any field is the ability

to select approriate strategies and deploy them efficiently. This is as true in the foreign

language class as in any other class.

We have all noticed the difference between the student who actively associates

the new vocabulary or language functions of a lesson with what has been learned earlier,

and the student who handles the material in each new lesson as though it were totally

unrelated to anything that has gone before. From a learning strategies perspective, we

would say that the first student is actively using his or her prior knowledge by

elaborating or associating the new information to it. k.lother familiar example of the

strategic versus the non-strategic foreign language student can be found in the receptive

skills area. A student who is reading or listening actively is constantly monitoring his

or her comprehension (Does this make sense?) and guessing at the meanings of

unknown words by using context clues. This student is using the learning strategies of

self-monitoring for comprehension and making inferences. The non-strategic student,

on the other hand, is a passive reader or listener, and tends to give up and stop

attending whenever a new word or expression is encountered.



k
stud:nits, and they are also more adept at selecting the best strategy for a particular task.

Learning strategies are important tools in teaching a foreign language

because:

o Students who are mentally active while learning understand and

remember the material better;

o Proficient strategy users learn faster;

o Students who use learning strategies are more motivated because they

have control over their own learning;

o Strategies used in one language learning context can be applied in many

other language learning contexts;

o Effective strategies can be taught to non-strategic students, and even

strategic students can learn new strategies.

Effective students use a wider range of kinds of strategies than ineffective

What Kinds of Learning Stratezies Are There?

Learning strategies can be classified in various complex ways, but we have found

a simple classification to be the most useful (Chamot & Kiipper, 1989; O'Malley &

Chamot, 1990). The three types of learning strategies in this classification are the

following:

Metacognitive Strategies. Metacognition means thinking about our own thinking

and learning processes. When we take time to plan how we'll go about a task, we are

using a variety of metacognitive strategies. Similarly, when we surface from task

engagement from time to time to check on our progress, we are also engaged in a

1-2 1 7



metacognitive strategy. And after we have fmished a task - whether it's writing a paper

or teaching v. lesson - we can sit back and thoughtfully evaluate our own performance.

This self-evaluation is also a metacognitive strategy. When we use metacogrutive

strategies we have powerful tools for regulating our own learning and performance.

Cognitive Strategies. These are the strategies we use to accomplish a task. For

example, if we want to remember an informative lecture, we might take notes. If we

encounter an unfamiliar word while reading, we may look at the surrounding context to

make an inference about its meaning. If we cannot immediately remember a word or

phrase we want to say or write, we may substitute a synonym or paraphrase. As

mentioned above, one cognitive strategy that good learners consistently use is

elaboration of prior knowledge. When we can tie in something new to an existing

schema or knowledge framework, we understand it better and retain it longer. So

cognitive strategies involve working directly with the material we want to learn, often

transforming it in some way to make it ours.

Social and Affective Strategies. As the name implies, these are strategies that

involve interaction with another person and that influence our affective state. For

example, when we work with a team of teachers to develop a curriculum guide, we are

using the strategy of cooperation because we know that the interaction of ideas and

expertise will result in a better product. Similarly, we ask questions for clarification

when we need to understand the requirements of a task or make sure that we have

understood what another person has said.

These, then are the three basic types of learning strategies that foreign language

teachers can teach to their students. Of course, they are just as useful with other



subjects, too. The next section provides some examples of how real foreign language

students have actually used some specific learning strategies.

. I '4 I '

In our own research with high school second and foreign language students, we

found that the following learning strategies characterized good language learners:

Strategy

Self-monitoring
of comprehension

Elaboration of
Prior Knowledge

Elaboration Between
Parts

Inferencing

Planning

Substitution

Self-evaluation

Strategies for Language Learning

5tudent's Thoughts

Am I understanding this?
Does this make sense?

What do I already know about this?
What does this make me think of?

How do the different parts relate
to each other?

Logically, what could this mean?
Can I make an intelligent guess?
What can I predict will come next?

How can I sequence and organize
what I want to say/write?

What other words or phrases can I use?
How can I say this another way?

How well did I learn this?



A complete list of the learning strategies we identified with foreign le.nguage

students appears at the end of this chapter. The strategies4aught by the teachers who

developed the strategy lesson plans appearing in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 will be described

and defined in those chapters.

Guidelines for Learning Strategy Instruction

This section summarizes what we have discovered about teaching 'earning

strategies and offers suggestions for an instructional sequence to incorporate strategy

instruction in any foreign language classroom.

Strateg instruction should be integrated into regular coursework, not taught as

a separate class. Students appreciate the value of strategies when they can apply them

to a real foreign language task immediately. A few minutes devoted to strategy

instruction and/or practice and feedback in each class provides students with the practice

they need to begin using the strategies on their own.

Strategies work best on material that is challenging but not totally beyond the

student's capability. If the material is too easy, students don't need strategies to

understand or produce it. Being required to use strategies when you can be successful

without them seems like a waste of time to students. And if the material is too

impossibly difficult, the strategies don't work. Materials selected for strategy practice

should stretch students, not rehearse what they already know or be totally beyond them.

The nature. of the language task should determine what strategies are taught.

For example, inferencing is a strategy that is particularly useful for the receptive skills.

Planning strategies are extremely helpful for productive skills, especially writing.



Elaboration of one's prior knowledge and se.% n: anitoring of performance are important

strategies for all types of language tasks (and for all types of learning in general).

Strategies are procedures or skills, and need considerable practice before they

become automatic. Students need explicit reminders to use strategies and to try the

strategies they know on new tasks. For this reason, strategy instruction needs to be

ongoing throughout the school year.

All levels of language study can benefit from strategy instruction. Beginning

level students who learn to use strategies will encounter more success in the foreign

language, and will have more motivation to continue their language study. Students

who can benefit most from learning strategy instruction at any level are those who are

encountering difficulties. Students who have no difficulty in learning a foreign language

already have developed effective learning strategies. These students are nevertheless

interested in talking about their strategies and understanding why they are helpful to

them.

Most learning tasks reqiire several learning strategies for highly successful

performance. As you begin to think about your own learning strategies that you use for

a given task, the temptation is to teach them all to your students immediately. We

strongly advise you to resist the temptation - we have learned through experience that

too many strategies all at once merely confuse students and they can't keep them

straight. One or two strategies at a time, followed by lots of practice and reminders,

is a more effective approach.

Strategies need to be modeled by the teacher so that students can observe how

an expert uses strategies. Because many strategies are mental rather than observable,

1-6
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the teacher needs to model them by thinking aloud. In other words, the teacher

describes his or her thought processes while doing the task. We have provided models

of our own think-alouds in the lesson plans presented in a later chapter. Thinking

aloud takes some preparation, and we suggest some rehearsal prior to doing it for the

first time in front of the class. It is also helpful to think aloud as much as possible in

the target language as a way of modelling thinking in the L2 (rather than translating

from Ll thoughts to L2 speech).

Summary of Strategy Instruction Guidelines

1. Integrate strategy instruction with regular coursework.

2. Select material that is neither too easy nor too difficult, but
that represents a stretch.

3. Teach strategies that are most effective with the language
skill(s) to be practiced.

4. Start instruction with a discussion of what it's like t3 read
(write, listen, or speak) in one's native language.

5. Teach strategies to beginning level as well as to more
advanced students.

6. Don't try to teach too many strategies at the same time.
Keep it simple.

7. Model the strategies for students by thinking aloud about
your own mental strategies.

8. Make the instruction explicit. Mention the strategies by
name. Give the strategies names in the target language.

9. Practice strategies throughout the school year.



Learning strategy instruction should be integrated into the regular foreign

language curriculum. During initial instruction in the strategies, five to ten minutes a

day can be spent in presenting, modeling, or practicing and discussing the strategies

being taught. Later, students will need cnly brief reminders to use the strategies on

class exercises and homework.

Learning strategy instruction can most effectively be divided into phases. These

phases lead students throngh preparation, presentation, practice, evaluation, and

application. Each phase is taught on one or more days so that students have time to

understard, practice, and apply the strategies. The instructional sequence that we have

found effective is the following:

Preparation - The teacher provides orientation to learning strategy instruction

and fmds out what strategies students are already using. This phase is useful because

it gives students a road map of what to expect in strategy instruction, assists the teacher

in discovering the specific strategies that students use or don't use, and demonstrates to

the students that their prior knowledge about strategies (even if they have not used the

term before) is valuable. Comparisons of both strategy use and approaches to different

aspects of language in English and in the target language allow students to become more

metacognitively aware of themselves as language processors and learners. The

preparation phase is generally conducted in English, unless students' proficiency level in

the foreign language is adequate for conducting the discussion in the 12.

Pres..ntation - In this phase the teacher first names and describes the strategies

to be taught and provides a reason for their use. This needs to be quite direct. For

1-8 23



example, a teacher might say to the class: "Elaboration is a strategy for learning new

information. When we elaborate, we uce our prior knowledge to help us learn

something new. When we make good elaborations, we learn faster and remember

longer. That's why we're going to learn how to use elaboration." Next, the teacher

models the strategy use. Again, this is quite direct. A teacher might say: "Let me show

you what I do when I use elaboration. I'm going to think aloud so you can see how I

use this strategy mentally." The teacher proceeds to model elaboration with a real

language task, such as reading or writing a paragraph. After the teacher has modelled

the strategy by thinking aloud, students are asked to analyze the think-aloud by going

through the task and reflecting on how the teacher used the strategy. During this phase,

much of the discussion will be in English for students at the beginning level, but the

foreign language can also be used in a number of ways. For example, the strategy

names can be written on a poster in the L2, and subsequently referred to in that

language. Also, when the teacher models thinking aloud, much of the think aloud

should be in the target language.

Practice - In this phase the teacher has students practice the new strategy with

a variety of materials. Sample worksheets for initial strategy presentation and

subsequent practice are provided in this resource guide. This practice can be done

individually or in small groups. The focus is on practicing the strategy rather than on

getting correct answers. This initial practice should be followed by continuing practice

of the strategies with the regular curriculum materials used in the foreign language

course.

Evaluation - In this phase students are asked to reflect analytically on their



strategy practice. This debriefing is particularly important for developing students'

metacognitive knowledge about their own strategy use. The following types of questions

can guide the self-evaluation: How did the strategy work for you (the students)? Was

it cumbersome? (Practice will make it easier.) Did it replace another strategy that

you are more familiar with? Which strategy - the faniilar one or the new one - do you

think will be most effective in the long run? Why? Students should become aware of

their needs and long term goals, and should begin to realize that strategies need lots of

practice.

Application - This phase continues throughout the year, as the teacher reminds

students to use the strategy on new tasks, to use the strategy in new ways, and to use the

strategy in different contexts. Whenever an opponunity arises in the classroom to apply

a familiar strategy, teachers can remind students of the strategy, or elicit from them

suggestions for appropriate strategies to use for a language task. Eventually, students

should be able to choose appropriate strategies for language learning tasks without

teacher prompting. At this point the student has truly become an autonomous language

learne r.

This sequence of strategy instruction is reflected in the sample lesson plans.

2 5
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The Learning Strategies

Below is a list of the learning strategies discussed and taught in the four guides. Definitions
and descriptions of the strategies are given, strategy by strategy, in the remaining pages of
this chapter.

Metacognitive Strategies

-=111.1P

Metacognitive strategies involve thinking about the learning process, planning for
learning, monitoring the learning task, and evaluating how well one has learned.

Planning Self-management
Directed Attention Self-monitoring
Selective Attention Self-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies

Cognitive strategies involve interacting with the material to be learned, manipulating
the material mentally or physically, or applying a specific technique to a learning task.

Repetition
Resourcing
Grouping
Note-taking
Substitution

Elaboration
Summarization
Translation
Inferencing

Social Strategies

[ Social strategies are those that require the presence of another person.

Questioning Cooperation



Definition:

Planning

Generating a plan for the parts, sequence, main ideas, or
language functions to be used in a language task;
proposing strategies for handling an upcoming task;
previewing the organizing concept or principle of an
anticipated learning task.

Synonyms: Previewing, outlining, brainstorming, advanced
organization

Name of strategy in Prepararse
the 12: Se preparer

DESCRIPTION

Planning means getting prepared to act; specifically, getting a mind set to
function in the 12, including deciding what strategies might best be used for the task.
Tht process of planning often involves using other strategies as well, such as
elaboration and inferencing.

Planning covers the ideas and concepts to be treated, order and organization,
the mechanics of how to say it; it can also include setting longer term goals for
language learning.

Reading: Previewing what is to be read. Getting an idea of the context.
Recalling what is known about the topic. Deciding what the purpose for reading will
be.

Speaking: Reviewing the topic to be discussed. Recalling what is known in
the L2 to discuss the topic. Making notes if practical.

Writing: Making notes about the topic in the L2, including vocabulary.
Making a preliminary plan.

Listening: Getting ready to listen, by anticipating content and L2 vocabulary
(planning, used in combination with elaboration and inferencing).

1-13



NOTES

Students aren't particularly pleased when they have to plan. They tend to
believe that they do quite well without it!

This is a very important point, however: As you plan, you become more
aware of your knowledge and skills -- you reinforce them because you are reviewing
them -- you explore new ideas and expand your knowledge and skills.

A plan is valuable only if it is flexible. Your plan is actually meant to lead
you into new possibilities, to give you new ideas, and to prepare you for what is to
come. Do not approach planning as if it were a prison! A plan is a starting point.

Guide

Reading

Speaking

Writing

Listening

How and Where Planning is Taught

Previewing, page IV-63

Thinking in the 1.2 during the planning stage,
page 111-29



Definition:

Synonyms:

Name in L2:

Directed Attention

Deciding in advance to attend in general to a learning
task and to ignore irrevelant distractors; maintaining
attention during task execution.

Paying attention, focusing, concentrating

Concentrarse, GAFAS, BANDES (see Listening Guide)
Diriger son attention

DESCRIPTION

Directing one's attention means deciding in advance first to focus attention, then
to maintain it for the duration of the task. It requires persistence and self-discipline.

NOTES

Students need to be specifically told that they cannot do something else (clean
out notebook, homework, etc.) when the teacher is talking, while listening to a tape,
during instructions, because the brain does not automatically process input in and about
the U. Students cannot allow themselves to be distracted. They must learn that
attention is a force under learner control.

Guide How and Where Directed Attention is Taught

Reading

Speaking Tip, page 111-53

Writing

Listening as a pre-listening and during-listening strategy,
page 111-50



Definition:

Synonyms:

Name in L2:

Selective Attention

Deciding in advance to attend to specific aspects of
language input or situational details; attending to specific
aspects of language input during task execution.

Scanning, selectively focusing

Enfocarse
Concentrer son attention

DESCRIPTION

Using this strategy means narrowing the focus of attention to seek out only a
small part of the content, as opposed to intensive attention to the whole task.

NOTFS

We cannot pay attention to everything at once. Sometimes it is desirable to select
an element to focus most of our attention on. This implies identifying and setting
priorities.

The teacher prepares the students by using advanced organizers to point out what
the focus of attention will be. For example, if the point of a lesson is learning a new
construction, then students should concentrate their attention largely (selectively) upon
hearing and using that construction. Selective attention can be used for review purposes
as well, such as "Last week we talked about formal versus informal distinctions. Listen
to this dialogue. What relationship between the speakers is implied?"



Guide How and Where Selective Attention is Taught

Reading Scanning, page IV-87

Speaking 11p, page III,V

Writing during revising stage, when using Revising
Checklist, page 111-62

Listening as a pre-listening and during-listening strategy,
pages 111-25 and 111-43



Definition:

Self-management

Controlling one's language performance to maximize
what is already known; understanding the conditions that
help one successfully accomplish language tasks and
arranging for the presence of those conditions.

Synonyms: Staying within your 12 means; using what you know;
thinking in the 12

Name in L2: Manejarse
Decider de contrOler son langage

DESCRIPTION

Self-management basically means accepting in advance that you may not going
to be able to say (or write) exactly what you'd like to, and that you still need to say what
you can say about the subject. It also means having an awareness of how you learn and
having the self-discipline to seek out and provide yourself with those conditions that
promote your learning.

NOTES

Learning more language, and learning to use it correctly, is done by building on
what is already known. When teachers assign an activity to build language use, students
often think that the point of the activity is to solve the problem, as, for example, making
a description of a picture. For the foreign language teacher, however, the process of
using language to arrive at a description is the point. When students can use
approximate language, gestures, parRnhrase, express an idea in incomplete sentences,
they are creating a foundation or wnich the teacher can build to give them new
language.

When students believe that they must have a complete and accurate utterance to
participate, they end up not participating at all! Students need to realize that, while they
cannot control what the teacher asks them to do or what an 12 speaker will say to them,
they.= manage themselves -- their attention, their approach to language learning, their
attitudes about their own performance and risk-taking,

I -19
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Guide

Reading

Speaking

Writing

Listening

How and Where Self-management is Taught

Tip, Work within what you know in the L2,
page 111-61

Not explicitly mentioned, but a component of
thinking in the U, page 111-29

3 3
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Selfmonitoring

Definition: Checking, verifying, or correcting one's comprehension
or performance in the course of a language task.

Synonyms:

Name in 12:

Monitoring, correcting

Comprobrarse
Verifier son langage

Monitoring is defined in these guides as a strategy that takes places cluing task
execution, as opposed to checking and correcting one's work 'az a space of time as
passed (self-evaluation).

DESCRIPTION

Self-monitoring is thinking about what you do as you do it.

Learning to self-monitor requires time and practice. To be able to hear or see
one's own mistakes depends on first knowing what is correct, or, at least, what is not or
may not be correct, or what doesn't sound right. It also requires recognizing when there
is no comprehension, so that something can be done about it.

Self-monitoring can lead to taking a risk; the learner may decide to tentatively use
a word or structure about which he is not sure.

Students do not see that it is their role to check their output. For them, it is the
teacher's role to make corrections! You can teach them to listen to themselves and hear
when they have produced an incorrect utterance. Not all errors may need to be
corrected, however. Mistakes that impede communication or that are offensive to the
listener probably should be addressed, while "slip-of-the-tongue" errors (that don't
interfere with communication) may go unren_arked. The teacher needs to decide (and
inform students) as to his or her standards of accuracy, and in which situations (e.g.,
skill-getting versus skill-using) a high level of accuracy is expected.



On the flip side of this -- not understanding something that has been said to them
or something they have read -- students need to learn that self-monitoring is the first
step in problem solving. Identifying what is causing the comprehension problem leads
to deploying any number of strategies (inferencing, questioning, repeating) to clear up
the difficulty.

Guide How and Where Self-monitoring is Taught

Reading

Speaking of production (accuracy), pages III-13, III-47,
and 1II-111

of comprehension of conversational partner,
page 111-120

of one's comprehensibility, page 111-136

Writing of production (accuracy), during compoaing stage, Ss are
instructed to circle uncertainties and return to correct
these during revising phase, page 111-48

Listening



Definition:

Self-evaluation

Checking the outcomes of one's own language
performance against an internal measure of
completeness and accuracy; checking one's language
repertoire, strategy use, or ability to perform the task at
hand.

Synonyms: Checking back, revising, verifying

Name in L2: Evaluarse
Confirmer son langage

Self-evaluation can be very similar to self-monitoring in its checking back and correcting
aspects. However, it is defined as a strategy that is used either immediately or some
longer time after students have stopped listening, speaking, reading, or writing. Aspects
of the strategy can be applied before a language task as well, such as checking one's L2
repertoire to see if certain words or structures are known.

DESCRIPTION

For use before a task, self-evaluation implies that the learner has an intuitive
sense of what he or she knows in the L2 and the self-discipline to make this personal
assessment as a first step to working within what he or she knows.

For use after the task, self-evaluation implies that a given task is done in advance,
so as to have time to return to the completed whole and examine it for ways to improve
it, to complete it, to verify understanding, to make corrections. It means setting a certaia
standard and working to reach that standard.

NOTES

Pitfalls for use of self-evaluation: Students do not begin a task sufficiently in
advance to evaluate and make changes. Students have little or no awareness of the
actual impact made by effective evaluation and are frequently insecure in the knowledge
they need for evaluating. Students expect the teacher to do the evaluation since they
may not distinguish grading from evaluation.
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There are questions that students can ask themselves in conjunction with self-
evaluation: Does this make sense? Can the order be changed to make it more
effective? Can I add/take out anything? Is the grammar correct?

Guide How and Where Self-evaluation is Taught

Reading as verification after reading, page 1V-1 14

Speaking

Writing An aspect of thinking in the 12 during
planning (not explicitly mentioned, but
working within what you know implies
making an assessment of what is known), page 111-29

Checking back during revising phase, page 111-57

Listening as verification after listening, page III-58

3 7
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Repetition

Definition: Repeating a chunk of language (a word or phrase).

Synonyms: Repeating, rehearsal

Name in L2: Repeticion; repetir
Répdter

DESCRIPTION

Repetition can be oral, silent or written.

Oral repetition is reproducing a chunk of language out loud.

Silent repetition occurs when the learner is silently practicing in his/her mind,
trying either to remember, comprehend, visualize or reproduce the language. Silent
repetition is what we do between looking up an unfamiliar telephone number and dialing
it -- repeat it over and over in our mind until it is dialed. It is basically a short-term
memory way of maintaining or remember something until we either forget it or it gets
pushed into long-term memory.

Written repetition is copying or practicing orthography, vocabulary or syntax in
multiple written form.

NOTES

It is well-known that repetition is essential to language learning. The language
teacher's problem has always been how to provide adequate repetition in a sufficiently
varied or disguised format and context to maintain student interest.

Students need to be made aware of how vital repetition is to their learning.
Understanding the benefits of an activity may help to ameliorate possible boredom or
at least make it tolerable. One has only to watch students doing calisthentics or
exercises in preparation for sports to realize that they're willing and able to do repetitive
activities when there is a definite goal they want to achieve. Also, students can often
give suggestions as to creative and fun ways to vary repetition.



The most important suggestion you can give your students about repetition they
do on their own is: 'Vary the ways in which you repeat. Manipulate the material to be
learned in as many ways as possible. Say it aloud. Silently. Visualize it. Make up
sentences. Write it. Study it with a friend."

EXAMPLES

"Review" is repetition.

Silent: Memorizing lines of a dialog/play.

Listening: Listening to a passage several times.
Write 5 different sentences using a new word or phrase.
Revise a passage you have written.

Oral repetition: "I'm going to and I'm going to take (A) ; (C) with me."
(Each student must repeat all of the preceding and add one.)

Reading: Reread a selection several times, each for a different purpose.
Underline X each time you see it in a given passage.
Read flashcards.

Written: Group given 1 copy of a play/script; must make copy for each member
of the group (pre-xerox setting!)
Write flashcards.

Guide How and Where Repetition is Taught

Reading

Speaking Tip, to help in memorizing. page 111-65

Writing

Listening Tip: silent repetition to assist comprehension,
page 111-71
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Definition:

Synonyms:

Name in L2:

Resourcing

Using available reference sources of information about
ti a target language, such as dictionaries, textbooks, and
prior work.

Research(ing)

Utilizar recursos
Se renseigner; chercher de l'aide

DESCRIPTION

Listening: Paying attention to vocabulary and syntax used by other more
advanced speakers, to provide structures that the learner can use. (This form of
resourcing uses people, not books, as sources of information.)

Reading: Looking at the rest of the body of writteli material for clues and
models of correct language usage and meaning.

Writing: Using reference sources to find the word(s) or structure(s) needed.

Speaking: Utilizing the questioning strategies to solicit information from other
speakers (see "Questioning"). This particular use of resourcing can also be considered
cooperation.

NOTES

At some point students will need to go beyond the limits of the L2 they have
learned; they need to be taught how to do this competently. We have all received
assignments, whether written or oral, for which students have not utilized any resources,
but have simply invented cognates or structures and hoped for the best! Or ones in
which students have used a reference source such as the dictionary, only to take the first
word or phrase given (usually wrong!) and put it in an incorrect context.



In terms of listening/speaking, students must be repeatedly reminded to
concentrate their attention on how the message is being communicated as well as what
the message is, to repeat silently (repetition) the word(s) or structure(s) they need, and
then to transfer the same to their own oral production as soon as possible.

With regard to reading and writing, students are likely to turn to references such
as dictionaries. It is therefore important for the teacher not to take for granted that they
know how to use one properly. At lower levels students should stick to dictionaries
which include context phrases or sentences in both languages so that they: (1) can be
certain they have the correct meaning, and (2) can see how everything fits together
syntactically and imitate it. They need to know how bilingual dictionaries differ from
monolingual ones, what the various abbreviations mean, how to distinguish between
definitions of syntactically different usages ui the same word (verb vs. noun), and how
to cross-check the definitions in the Ll and 12 parts of the dictionary. Constant
reminders, and pointing out examples of models or information available in the body of
tests which would have helped them answer questions on the test, are practical ways of
showing students a productive reason for resourcing within the document itself.

Students also need to be warned against Dyer use of resourcing. Learning to work
within what they know in the 12 is an important language skill and helps students avoid
the frustration of trying to translate utterances beyond their 12 proficiency. Students
need to develop other strategic responses to 12 situations besides resourcing, such as
using the strategy of substitution (finding another way to communicate their idea).

Guide

Reading

Speaking

Writing

Listening

How and Where Resourcing is Taught

Tip to be used only during revising stage,
page 111-62



Definition:

Grouping

Ordering, classifying, or labelling material used in a
language task based upon common attributes; recalling
information based on grouping previously done.

Synonyms: Relating, classifying

Note: Considered a part of the larger strategy
of elaboration

Name in 12: Agrupar; Clasificar; Relaccionar
Classifier

DESCRIPTION

Useful as an aid in learning and recalling 12 material.

Trying to mentally associate related vocabulary in order to recall it for oral or
written production. Classifying and labelling vocabulary or structures according to any
related system.

NOTES

Grouping based upon semantic relationships has long been the basis for most
textbook vocabulary -- units of foods, clothes, family vocabulary, etc. In texts, grouping
is also used for syntactical relationships, such as the formation of adverbs, learning
prepositions, etc.

Somewhat more recent is the idea of functional groupings -- how to request,
refuse, praise, etc. So this is not a new concept to either ,cacher or student!

However, both should understand that there are many ways to group, and students
lould be allowed and encouraged to come up with grouping patterns that make sense

for them, and which help them remember, even if they differ from the ones we are
accustomed to.



EXAMELES

We tend to teach verbs by conjugation paradigms of each particular tense. Do
students see other ways of classifying or remembering that rnight be more useful to
them?

Can students produce a sentence or mnemonic device that will help them
remember vocabulary? (See GAFAS, a mnemonic device you can teach your students
to help them remember strategies useful when listening.)

Guide

Reading

Speaking

Writing

Listening

How and Where Grouping is Taught

Tip, to assist in memorization and recall
pages 111-69 and 111-73



Definition:

Note-taking

Writing 'limn key words and concepts in abbreviated
verbal, graphic, or numerical form to assist performance
or recall of a language task.

Synonyms: Taking notes, jotting down, circling

Name in L2: Apuntar, apuntando; Tomar apuntes
Prendre des notes

DESCRIPTION

Listening/Reading: Making any kind of marks on paper to show eithei that you
have heard, read, understood or evaluated something in the 12.

Speaking/Writing: Jotting down ideas, words, phrases, concepts to aid in either
spoken or written production. The mere act of writing something down is a form of
repetition and an aid to memory.

NOTES

The phrase "note-taking" tends to conjure up the image of writing down facts
given in either oral or written form, as in a lecture or a reading selection, but it is
actually much broader. Making a check mark each time a certain work or structure is
heard, or writing down numbers heard are forms of note-taking as well. Dictation is an
extreme example of note-taking. Spot-dictation is a form of note-taking which can be
used to teach students the key words in a selection.

Generally speaking, students don't seem to take notes in FL classes, at least not
when we want them to! (And conversely, teachers whose memories go back to
audiolingual days will remember how often nervous students tried to write down material
they thought they yoldlt t remember -- often with disastrous results -- when what we
wanted them to Ir. just listen to understand or repeat.)

As every teacher's style is different, only you can decide how you feel about
students with pen/pencil in hand during various phases of classroom instruction. If your
explanations, for example, differ from those of your textbook, or you amplify the
semantic or syntactical material, you may want to specifically instruct your students
keep a notebook, take notes on this material and periodically review it.

I-31
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At some point in 12 instruction, when the body of material with which the student
is dealing is more complex and longer in format (i.e., listening to a short lecture),
students may need specific instruction and practice on how to take notes in the 12
without losing the thread of the material they are hearing or reading.

Keep in mind that note-taking focuses on content, not on form; it can even be
done in Ll.

Although explicit lesson plans addressing the strategy of note-taking are not
included in any of the guides, this strategy can be used well in combination with selective
attention. For example, you can ask students to make a check mark everytime they hear
a certain structure in a dialogue.

4 5
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Definition:

Substitution

Selecting alternative approaches, revised plans, or
different words or phrases to accomplish a language
task.

Synonyms: Circumlocution, approximating, paraphrasing

Name In 12: Substituir; substitución; circunlocución
Substituer

DESCRIPTIQN

In the productive skills, this strategy is virtually any way one can get an idea
across when the exact words or structures are unknown. It may mean defining a
word/phrase which is lacking in the 12 (boss = the person you work for), making a
question instead of a command (Can you pass me the salt? = Pass me the salt), all the
way to drawing a picture or acting something out in hopes of having the necessary
information supplied by other speakers. It may mean changing written production at a
creative level to conform to the limits imposed by the current knowledge of the L2.

NOTES

Of all of the strategies students use in L2, substitution may be both the most
frequent and, at the same time, the most undenutilized. It is very common for a student
to "lock in" on the specific word, phrase or construction he wants to say in his own
language, and then either give up finishing his sentence in the L2 because he doesn't
know it or head immediately for a dictionary or other resource to look it up.

Perhaps one of the hardest tasks a teacher faces is to realize that substitution
must be taught and to help make substitution a more automatic response t the problem.
One way a teacher can help students become accustomed to this is to constantly provide
examples of circumlocutions for them. Instead of translating words or phrases, rephrase
them in simpler words. Crosswords with definitions given in the L2 provide training for
substitution. Asking students to describe, either orally or in writing, current or idiomatic
phrases in English to a speaker of the 12 ("slumber party", "cheerleader", "potluck
dinner") is an interesting exercise which could easily simulate real experiences; such
phrases are often not even found in dictionaries, an added bonus, as the student has no
choice but to substitute/explain.



Making clear to lower level students that it is perfectly acceptable to be content
with an approximate message which is simpler and less precise and which reduces the
topic to essentials often helps relieve some of their anxiety, while teaching them an
important skill!

Making certain that students are not always allowed recourse to reference
materials, or are given extra points or credit for not using them, is good training for real-
life situations when one will either be without a dictionary or need immense pockets!

Guide

Reading

Speaking

Writing

Listening

How and Where Substitution is Taught

Explicit instruction, page II1-101

during composing stage, page 111-43
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Definition:

Synonyms:

Name in L2:

Elaboration

Relating new information to prior knowledge; relating
different parts of new information to each other; making
meaningful personal associations to information
presented.

Using background knowledge; thinking in the L2; using
what you know; grouping; imagery; staying within your
12 means; transferring; relating; associating

Relacionar; ampliar; desarrollar; utilizar
lo que ya se sabe

Utiliser des connaissances déjà acquises;
Utiliser ce qu'on sait déjà

Elaboration is a very important learning strategy with a multitude of manifestations. In
these guides, it is referred to and taught in many ways, under many names, each
capturing a different aspect of the strategy.

DESCRIPTION

To elaborate basically means making connections and seeing relationships and
similarities. These connections and relationships may be strictly linguistic, both within
the L2 (if I know "alegremente" means "happy" with an "ly", then "facilmente" may mean
"easy" plus an "ly"), and between L1-12 (cognates). They may also be between
experience and language (if this is a phone call, and if it's at all like most phone calls,
that first phrase I heard must have been their way of answering the phone).

We learn and understand new material within the framework of what we already
know. Connecting new material to what we already know is elaboration. We also use
what we know to make educated guesses (inferences) about material we do not
immediately understand. For this reason, elaboration, or using what you already know,
is an essential component of successful inferencing, as can be seen in the examples given
in the paragraph above.



NOTES

Many students are simply afraid to elaborate, particularly for the purpose of
making inferences. Good language learnet s are risk-takers, and to make assumptions
and look for connections is to take the risk of being wrong. The student who has to ask
"Does 'automovil' mean 'automobile'?" is too nervous to take a chance on what he
already knows; he needs a teacher's assurance that he is right. The student who insists
he "doesn't understand" what you're saying when you smile, point to yourself and say "My
name is X" within the context of an introductory lesson simply is reluctant to relate what
he already knows about human behavior and relationships to a new linguistic experience.

How can we encourage these students to take chances, to make associations and
to develop the strategy of elaboration and the combination of elaboration to support
inferencing? Constantly asking about relationships or having other students point them
out help. Throwing in hints like "It seems like X", or suggesting visual imagery help
expand the students' elaboration repertoire. "Game-type" activities such as guessing
occupations for "What's My Line?" help. Above all, maybe we shouldn't tell students
everything, at least until we've given them a chance to figure out some things on their
own. For them to become risk-takers, we have to 10 them take risks!

See examples of various types of elaboration and closely-related strategies
contained in the "Integrating and Applying Strategies to Your Text" section. As has been
said, "Elaboration" and "Inferencing" are closely related, and work very well together.

Guide How and Where Elaboration is Taught

Reading Cognates, page IV-13
Using background knowledge, pose IV-43
In combination with predicting, page IV-110

Speaking Tip: working within what you know in the L2,
page 111-61

Tip: grouping to improve memorization and
recall, pages 111-69 and 111-13

Writing

Listening

Using what you know in the 12, a component of
thinking in the 11 during planning, page III-29

In combination with predicting u a pre-listening strategy,
page III-29

4 iti
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Definition:

Synonyms:

Name in L2:

Summarization

Making a mental or written summary of language and
information presented in a task.

Abstracting

Resumir; hacer un resumen
Résumer

DESCRIPTION

To summarize is to verbally or in writing reduce an oral or written passage to its
essentials.

Summarization can be utilized mentally to re-state the main points of each
division of an oral or written text (assuming sufficient pause between divisions is given
when work is oral).

NOTES

As in Note-taking, there is a tendency to view this strategy as an upper-level one,
related to longer reading passages, for example. In reality, however, it is a very basic
skill which we use daily when we convey the essence of a conversation ("We talked about
how hard that exam was!"), when we relay a message ("He said he wants to go; he'll
call."), in writing book reviews, in news reporting, and so on.

It is a strategy that can be used from the very beginning levels. Students may be
asked to sequence a series of pictures with speech balloons depicting people being
introdued, or to choose or produce a title for a short passage, or select a topic sentence
to begin a paragraph. At more advanced levels they can be asked to abstract a fairly
long selection down to its basic concepts, or to listen to a lecture and state its main
points.
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Guide

Reading

Speaking

Writing

Listening

How and Where Summarization is Taught

Tip, during post-listening verification,
page 111-67



Definition:

Synonyms:

Name in L2:

Translation

Rendering ideas from one language to another in a
relatively verbatim manner.

Traducir; traducción
Traduire

Translation is a strategy that language learners certainly use. It is included in the lesson
plans contained in these guides, not as a strategy that needs to be explicitly taught to
students or mentioned as a tip, but rather discussed with the class and discouraged.
Other strategies such as thinking in the 12 when writing are suggested as more efficient
and L2-strengthening strategies to be developed.

NOTES

Translation supposes a one-to-one correspondence between two languages, and,
based upon that supposition, is an attempt to substitute an 12 noun for an Ll noun, a
literal translation for an L2 idiom, or an L2 structure for an Ll structure.

Although translation wholesale is not, in the long run, the most effective strategy,
there are moments when a teacher needs to keep it in mind.

First, unless the learner is in an immersion situation -- and even then -- we are
only fooling ourselves if we think students can be kept from translating. Also certain
stock phrases can fairly quickly lose their translation status ("Good morning", "How are
you?"), in most lower level classroom situations it is impossible to provide so much
repetition and direct association practice that the majority of the material does not go
through a translation phase. And even in very common phrases such as "My name is ..",
we have all heard "Me llamo es" enough to know that there is still translation
interference well into second language study. If we accept that students will translate
(after all, we sig learn most things based upon what we already know!), then we must
find ways to minimize the false concept of one-to-one correspondence and utilize the
strategy to our advantage.



Second, there are nuances of meaMng which, without long-time immersion in a
second language environment, are very difficult for the learner to catch, and which are
not easy to convey with total accuracy through visual imagery. One example is the
problem of the preterit-imperfect contrast in Spanish, where which tense is used often
depends entirely upon the meaning one wishes to convey rather than inherent conditions
within the sentence.

What, then, should the teacher do?
1) Utilize translation sparingly and briefly when its use will quickly resolve a

problem that might otherwise remain misleading or confusing to the student.
2) Be alert for signs of student translation and ready to consistently steer the

exchanges back into the 12 and to provide other strategies for the student to use (e.g.,
substitution).

EX: Student produces "Juan realiz6 que eran las dos."
Teacher: Mira. (Writes on board)

Juan realizó su suefto de hacerse doctor.
Pepe se di6 cuenta de Tic tenfa hambre.

3) Remind students that eventually they must move away from exclusive reliance
on Ll and try to think and work within the 12 as much as possible.

Guide How and Where Translation is Mentioned

Reading

Speaking

Writing Avoid translation, think in the L.2 during
planning and composing, use substitution
during composing, pages 111-29 and 111-48

Listening



Definition:

Inferencing

Using available information: to guess the meanings or
usage of unfamiliar language items; to predict outcomes;
or to fill in missing information.

Synonyms: Guessing, predicting, deducing

Name in L2: Inferir; predecir; deducir; adivinar
Déduire; inférer; deviner; prédire

DESCRIPTION

Inferencing involves making informed guesses or predictions about meaning,
based upon either situationRl or linguistic contexts or previous knowledge. One can
infer, or reason deductively, the weather from a description of what someone is wearing,
or a relationship from the level or register of language being used; one can predict what
may follow 'Thank you" or "How are you?" based upon one's knowledge of the world
(elaboration).

NOTES

(See also notes under "Elaboration": these two strategies work closely together.)

We make inferences all the time in our own language, often subconsciously. We
infer or deduce based upon everything from the tone of voice and demeanor ("It wasn't
what he said, but how he said it") to linguistic clues leading to "the butler must have
done it because ..."

Inferencing between languages works totally only when the linguistic and/or
cultural concepts are roughly equal. Since they often are not, the teacher must be aware
of what can reasonably be expected of students and what kind of help is needed.

The first type of inferencing is tricky, and requires explanation and/or experience
within the L2 culture. A smile does not universally imply happiness, nor a rising
intonation a question. The more obvious of these contrasts will undoubtedly have to be
taught where appropriate; in a classroom setting they are dependent upon instruction,
not deduction.



The second type primarily depends upon a certain sense or development of logic,
which can be taught and should be practiced -- but which can also involve cultural
knowledge that needs to be explained. For example, when comfronted with the
statement that a person went to visit a friend on the other side of town, it may be logical
in an industrialized culture to infer that the person went in a car. However, this
inference would probably not be logical in an under-developed country. Knowing
something about a story personage's character and actions can help you infer whether
descriptive vocabulary in subsequent passages might be positive or negative.

Do the cultural caveats mean that, in a practical sense, inferencing is not a useful
strategy in a classroom situation? Not at all. Students can be asked to infer information
that will help them understand new vocabulary from photos or illustrations in printed
texts, from background noises in audio texts, or to predict what will follow in a particular
sequence of events. Advance organizers such as questions, true-false, incomplete
sentences, etc., can help them develop this skill, particularly if these organizers do not
reproduce the text verbatim.

Guide

Reading

Speaking

Writing

Listening

How and Where Inferencing is Taught

as Predicting (in combination with Using Background
Knowledge), page 1V-107

Guessing meanings of unfamiliar ittms used by one's
conversational partner, as a step in resolving comprehension
difficulties, page 111-121

as Predicting (in combination with Using Background
Knowledge), a pre-listening strategy, page 111-29

Guessing meanings of unfamiliar items, as a step in resolving
comprehension difficulties, page 111-69



Definition:

Questioning

Asking for explanation, clarification, verification,
rephrasing, or examples about the material; asking for
clarification or velification about the task; posing
questions to the self.

Synonyms: Asking questions; appealing for help

Name in 12: Pedir ayuda
Poser des questions

DESCRIPTION

Listening: Letting someone know that you have not understood what they have
said. This can be non-linguistic, as in shrugging your shoulders or looking puzzled, to
saying something ranging from "What?" (see final note) to "I don't understand" to "Please
explain 'incorporated' to me."

Speaking; Aside from the use of speech to explain that you have not understood
a verbal or written text, one can question to ask for help, to elicit unknown forms:
"What do you call 'a machine that copies from books"? One can also check to verify
that the word just used was correct: "Is 'Xerox machine' right for a machine that copies
from books?"

_NaILE_S

Two of the standard phrases in most beginning texts are "Please repeat" and
"Speak more slowly, please".

In the first case, there are two possibilities:

1) The person will repeat exactly what was said, but the learner still doesn't
understand; there is obviously a definite limit (probably twice) as to the number of times
anyone will ask for repetition.

2) Often people don't repeat exactly, they rephrase -- which may turn out to help,
if the changed phrase is something the learner knows -- but it will not explain the
original answer or help the learner deal with similar answers in the future. The learner
doesn't grow in 12 knowledge without learning to clarify words he doesn't understand
and adding them to his vocabularly.

5f;
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In the second case, what a native considers "slow" usually differs greatly from a
non-native. Furthermore, often the problem isn't resolved even if they do slow down,
either because there are key words which are unfamiliar, or word-linkage prevents the
hearer from identifying the component parts correctly.

Therefore, while both phrases are useful, and will work sometimes, it is crucial
that the student be:

1) taught to identify what it is that appears to be the comprehension obstacle;

2) to decide whether resolving it is actually critical or not, and

3) what kinds of questions can be used to elicit the desired information.

(It might appear that a word or phrase is causing comrehension problems it would
automatically be necessary for the learner to deal with it. In reality, many students tend
to overlook the relative importance to the message of .any chuck of language they don't
understand. The minute they hear something that seems unfainiliar, they feel they can't
understand the basic message.)

Students should be taught right away the polite ways to say "What?" in the L2 in
the sense of "What was that again?" Once they learn the interrogative equivalent for
"What?", they tend to carry over its usage to this meaning, something that can come
across as being quite rude in the 12.

Guide

ReaJing

Speaking

Writing

Listening

How and Where Questioning is Taught

to resolve listening comprehension difficulties in a
conversation. page Iii-119

to ask for needed informtiion. page 111-129

to resolve problems of comprehensibility,
page 111-135

to resolve listening comprehension difficulties in a
conversation, page 111-76



Definition:

Cooperation

Working together with peers to solve a problem, pool
information, check a learning task, model a language
activity, or get feedback on oral or written performance.

Synonyms: Group work, pair work

Name in L2: Compartir ayuda
Coop6rer; travailler ensemble

Cooperation is not so much explicitly taught as a strategy in these guides as it is used to
structure activities, having students work in pairs or small groups to complete a task or
check each other's work.

DESCRIPTION

Cooperation is usually associated with students working in pairs or small groups.
Whole class cooperation is also essential, since all class work is solving problems, pooling
information, checking learning tasks, modeling activities, and getting feedback on
performance (plus teacher giving new material).

NOTES

Some teachers question the concept of having students work together because of
their tendency to revert to English and, more importantly, to consider the result as being
more important than the process. Teachers who regularly have their students work
together in small groups do so because it gives more opportunity for each student to
practice, it allows students to share their knowledge and to benefit from each other's
strong points (at least in theory), and because it is a non-teacher-centered activity.

Language learning is risky for young people. Students can cooperate more fully
when they clearly understand that everyone will have problems, everyone will make
mistakes, and that the process of working together to use the language and learn from
mistakes is a valid way to work on learning a foreign language.

In order to keep students on task when cooperating, we suggest that you limit the
time students are given to complete the activity. It may also be helpful to assign roles
to the students in the group, so that each has a well-specified responsibility. Some roles
can be: Moderator (who keeps the group working and makes sure that everyone
contributes); Secretary (who writes down all group decisions and compiles the written
document that the group hands in); Monitor (who supplies needed L2; identifies and
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possibly corrects mistakes, perhaps after the task is completed; and who makes a list of
L2 difficulties the group had); Reporter (who reports the group's findings to the class);
and Thinker (everyone in the group, who share responsibility for contributing ideas).

Guide How and Where Cooperation is Taught

Reading as pair work or group work for most reading activities

Speaking as pair work or small group work for Macro-tasks (see
Appendix) and selected speaking activities (such as
the Recall Game, psge 111-73)

Writing as a part of Checking Back, used during the revising
stages, page 111-65

Listening as pair work or group work during pre-listening,
pages 111-30 and 111-43
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CHAPTER MO

LEARNING TO COMPREHEND TEXT

This chapter begins with an overview of the approach to reading comprehension

that has guided our strategy instruction and then provides some general suggestions for

ways to teach reading strategies. The next section presents an explanation of the

ACTFL proficiency guidelines as applied to reading, and suggestions for selecting

authentic reading materials for different proficiency levels. The last section consists

of lesson plans for learning strategy instruction in reading, including sample scripts of the

teacher's think alouds and sample student reading worksheets in Russian. Appendices

include sample student reading worksheets in French and Spanish.

What Is Reading Comprehension?

Reading comprehension is an interactive process between the reader and the text.

Rather than passively absorbing the meaMng of a printed text, the good reader actively

constructs the meaning by using his or her prior knowledge of the content and of text

organization to infer, predict, and relate evaluate while reading.

Information gained through reading can be processed in two interrelated ways:

bottom-up processing, in which the reader decodes through a word by word analysis,

and top-down processing, in which the reader grasps meaning semantically through

whole phrases and sentences. A skilled reader uses both processes as needed, reading

for meaning at a semantic level, with recourse to grammatical and word analysis level

only when there is a breakdown in comprehension.



While the process of second language reading is basically the same as in native

language reading, second language readers have special comprehension barriers to

overcome. Because of their limited language database, they may not know enough of

the foreign language to enable them to make accurate guesses about meaning. In

addition, their prior knowledge may not relate directly to the cultural assumptions

present in the text, and so may not be useful in assisting comprehension. Foreign

language students may also have difficulty in recognizing prior knowledge that could be

useful, simply because that knowledge was acquired in a different language.

In our research, we found that effective readers searched for meaning by

constituent groups rather than by individual words. They monitored their

comprehension, and when they did not understand, they deployed strategies to assist

them. Strategies most often used to assist comprehension were inferencing, elaborating

their own prior knowledge and relating different parts of the text to each other, and

making deductions based on their knowledge of language rules.

As in listening comprehension, planning assists reading comprehension. Before

reading, students need to understand their purpose for reading, call forth their prior

knowledge on the topic, and identify the type of text structure. When students

understand the purpose for reading a text, they can then decide whether they should

read it for the gist or main idea, or whether they need to pay selective attention to

specific information. When students deliberately call on their prior knowledge through

the strategy of elaboration, they can often predict much of the information they will

encounter in the text. Finally, when students identify the structure of the text before



reading, they will read with different expectations if the text, for example, is a story than

if it is a description or a menu.

During reading, comprehension is assisted when students maintain an awareness

of whether they are understanding the text. This requires an active mental effort of

continually asking oneself: "Does this make sense? Do I really need to know this word

to understand the global meaning?" If the answer is no, the student reads on. If the

am wer is yes, the student can use strategies such as inferencing and elaboration to

make a reasonable guess as to the word's meaning.

If the purpose of reading is not only to comprehend but also to retain information

(and not all reading is for this purpose), then the effective reader can engage in a

number of strategic activities. These can include note-taking, summarizing, discussing,

and questioning for clarification.

The purposes of the reading comprehension strategy instruction in the lesson

plans that follow are to make students aware of the reading process itself, and to teach

them the strategies used by good readers. Using these strategies will assist them in

planning for reading, comprehending during the reading process, and using information

gained through reading.

Guidelines for Reading Strategy Instruction

Students need to understand that re_adin2, like listening, is an active rather than

1.42.asity_e_os. s. Teacher should explain that reading is not a one-way process, but

requires a constant interaction between what is in a person':: nead and what is on the

page.



A second suggestion is for teachers to model the reading process. Students can

benefit from seeing how the teacher prepares for reading, monitors comprehension

during reading, uses strategies when comprehension breaks down, and reads for different

purposes.

A third suggestion for developing reading comprehension is to provide practice

in quickly skimniing to get the gist, rather than getting bogged down in word by word

laborious analysis. Students need to be assured that they don't have to read every

word, that they can get a global overview of the text and predict what they are likely to

find, and then confirm or remedy their predictions as they move through the text.

Finally, in reading as in listening, iliciatcrAction_

what students do with it is critical. Authentic texts can be used even with beginning

level students if the task demands are kept simple. The next chapter provides

suggestions for selecting authentic text and calibrating texts and the tasks that accompany

them to the proficiency level of students.

In the lesson plans for reading comprehension strategy instruction that follow,

we suggest specific activities for incorporating these ideas into your foreign language

classroom.

How to Begin

Don't be overwhelmed by all the information in this guide. It is not necessary to

give all tips and teach all strategies at once, or even teach the entire guide in one year.

Start with yourself. Ask yourself what you most want your studeats to know how

to do when they read.
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For example: Do you want them to be able to guess words from context
or to recognize and make use of cognates? Do you want them to use what
they know about the world and the L2 when they read? Do you want
them to transfer what they know about reading in the Ll to reading in the
L2, such as knowing it is not always necessary to understand every word
and that we usually read for a purpose, adjusting how we read (e.g.,
globally versus selectively) to accomplish that purpose?

Identifying what reading skills you most want your students to develop will help

you identify what strategies you want to teach and what types of discussions about

reading you want to have with your students.

Start small. Don't try to teach too much too soon. Choose one strategy (or

reading discussion) to concentrate upon. Look for opportunities in class to introduce the

strategy or remind students of its existence and how it's used.

For example: Decide that, this week, you're going to introduce cognates.
Use materials in this guide. Also use materials from the textbook you're
using in class. Use a few cognates when you talk to students. Ask them
if they understood these new words. Let your mind focus on this one
strategy and try to make its uses connect to your normal classroom
routine.

Realize that you are learning, too. The teachers involved in creating these

materials and using them in their classrooms reported that, like using a textbook for the

first arne, they went through a process of acquainting thunselves with the strategy

instruction and how best to provide it.

In the beginning, the process was slow and highly conscious. The first time they

taught the strategies or held the preparatory discussions, they felt uncertainty about how

they were doing. They felt they had missed opportunities to illuminate the strategies for

the students. Many ideas occurred to them as to how they might provide the strategy

instruction the second time. As they familiarized themselves with the strategies, they
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began to see how better to connect the instruction to their normal class routine and to

incidents that arose in their classroom.

In short, allow yourself ample learning time. That's the advantage of starting

small, building a piece at a time, introducing a little bit this year, adding some next year.

But start! Starting is the hardest part. Decide on one tip to give students this

week and do it. Or hold a preparatory discussion. Or pick one strategy and teach it.

But start!



CHAPTER THREE

The Building Blocks of a Proficiency-based

Reading Program

Authentic Texts

Recent developments in language teaching stress the use of authentic materials in all

proficiency-oriented reading programs. An authentic text is one written by a native writer

for native readers with a real-life communicative purpose (such as to inform, to persuade,

or to congratulate), unlike materials written to teach the language. Grellet (1981) extends

the principle of authenticity to include the physical characteristics of text as well.

Authenticity means that nothing of the original text is changed and also that
its presentation and layout are retained. A newspaper article, for instance,
should be presented as it first appeared in the paper: with the same typeface,
the same space devoted to the headlines, the same accompanying picture. By
standardizing the presentation of texts in a textbook, one not only reduces
interest and motivation, but one actually increases the difficulty for the
students. The picture, the size of the headline, the use of bold-face type, all
contribute to conveying the message to the reader. (Grellet. 1981, p.8)

Swaffar (1985) lists a number of persuasive reasons for using authentic texts in

foreign language reading programs. Among them are:

1. They encourage readers to attend to the message, while edited tests often require

reading word-for-word rather than for meaning.

2. They exist in a wide variety in the real world and can be selected to suit the level,

interest and background of any learner.
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3. They introduce context-rich information about the target culture often absent in

the sterilized reading materials typically included in textbooks.

4. They provide readers with practice in handling a wide variety of written passages

with different patterns of rhetorical organization and writing styles.

5. They facilitate the development of coping strategies by not providing learners with

a protective cocoon against the real world of reading which is full of unfamiliar words and

structures.

Pedagogical implications: If the goal of a language program is the development of

reading proficiency, then authentic texts should be utilized from the very beginning of

instr uction.

Levels of Difficulty

Since authentic texts represent a wide range of difficulty levels, care must be taken

to ascertain the difficulty of a text before it is introduced. An experientially derived

typology used by the U.S. Goverment Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) (n.d.)

divides all texts into five levels. This typology, developed by Child, takes into account both

the propositional and linguistic complexity of texts. It underlies the reading level

descriptions in both the ILR and the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines (1986). While a great

deal of work needs to be done in this area, the system provides a convenient framework for

making decisions about text difficulty. It is presented below in capsule form.

Novice Level Tests present information that is bound to a physical setting, e.g., signs

which are usually posted at locations which help to clarify their meaning. Such texts consist
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primarily of discrete words and routinized expressions and require practically no knowledge

of grammar to be understood. Examples include signs, forms, menus, tickets, and schedules.

Intermediate Level Tests are more complex since they present information that may

be removed from the physical setting. They consists of a loose collection of simple

sentences and require some knoA ledge of basic syntax to be understood. Texts at this level

include simple notes, direction,, uncomplicated items in newspapers (simple weather

forecasts, sports reports, announcements of community and cultural events, political

announcements).

Advanced Level Texts describe and narrate facts without the analysis or pers& :1

involvement of the writer. They deal with real-world events, facts and situations in major

time/aspect frames. Texts at this level include factual news reports in newspapers,

textbooks, encyclopedias, and the like.

Superior Level Texts (e.g., newspaper editorials), according to Child (1987), present

value judgements regarding material which is more abstract than the facts, events, and

situations typical of Advanced level texts. Superior level texts are propositionally and

linguistically complex and require readers to respond intellectually to their content. Such

texts feature hypotheses, argumentation, and supported opinions, and include grammatical

patterns and vocabulary ordinarily encountered in academic/professional reading. Examples

include some literary works, general essays, political commentaries, technical descriptions,

and various official documents.

Distinguished Level Texts, rarely encountered in daily life (Child 1987), are usually

written by persons with artistic talent, who -- in addition to conveying information to their
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readers -- also want to impress them with their literary flair. The language of such texts,

often innovative and idiosyncratic, places considerable demands on readers and requires

extensive knowledge of the target-language culture. Texts at this level include sophisticated

editorials, "think pieces," articles in specialized journals, literary criticism, as well as novels,

plays, and poems.

In a competency-based reading curriculum, students should be exposed to authentic

texts from the very beginning of instruction with an orderly progression of reading material

from one difficulty level to another. According to Krashen (1982), learners benefit mast

when the input to which they are exposed is "comprehensible," i.e., is at their current level

of proficiency or slightly higher. Such "optimal" input, or i + 1, as Krashen calls it, should

be challenging but not out of the learner's reach. When applied to reading, this principle

means that readers should not be faced with text that exceeds their current reading

competence by more than one level.

Thus, beginning students should be exposed from the start to authentic Novice level

texts, which can be thematically integrated with units in the basic text. For instance, a unit

on entertainment can include reading activities involving tickets, newspaper listings of

cultural and sports events, television schedules, and notices about lectures or exhibits. There

should be several texts at the same level on each topic; i.e., not one TV schedule, but

several.

Om: students have learned to understand a variety of Novice level texts, they can

begin reading Intermediate texts. Topics that were used at the Novice level can be

"recycled" --used again, but with material at the next higher level. For instance, paragraph-
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long newspaper announcements about cultural events sould be appropriate at this level.

Learners should be exposed to a variety of topics at this level, with several similar texts in

each topical area, in order to build up vocabulary and background knowledge.

After students have learned to comprehend a variety of passages at the Intermediate

level, they should be ready for Advanced texts. In the beginning, these can be skimmed for

general content or scanned for basic information as to the who, when, where, and how. As

students become more proficient, more detailed comprehension may be required. Since

there is a very large number of texts at this level, decisions will need to be made as to what

topical areas may be relevant and interesting for a particular group of students. For

example, for students with an interest in Soviet politics, a unit on official visits, talks, and

negotiations may be appropriate. It may take learners quite a long time before they will be

ready for the next level, although they can learn to read more complex material in their own

special fields. It is interesting to note that during the nationwide norming of the

Educational Testing Service Russian Proficiency Test (1986), only 13% of students with 3

years and 27% of those with 4 years of college Russian demonstrated reading

comprehension at the Advanced level.

Once students have become comfortable witt a variety of Advanced texts, they can

be gradually introduced to Superior passages, at first in their own areas of specialization.

It must be remembered that at the Superior level, readers are expected to be able to read

for information cr for pleasure, with almost complete comprehension and at normal speed,

expository prose on practically any subject and a variety of literary texts. Such

comprehension can be developed only if a great deal of time is spent on reading outside of
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class. It is instructive that only 3% of students with 3 years of college Russian who

participated in the nationwide norming of the ETS Russian Proficiency test demonstrated

reading comprehension at the Superior level. In contrast, 23% of students with 4 years and

48% of those with 5 or more years of college Russian were reading at the Superior level.

Pedagogical implications: The difficulty level of authentic texts can be determined

by using a relatively simple text analysis which takes both linguistic structures and topics into

account. A proficiency-based curriculum assumes a gradual improvement in reading skills

through exposure to texts of increasing difficulty without skipping levels.

Realistic Reading Tasks

The difficulty of a reading exercise is not a function of the intrinsic difficulty of the

text alone but is also dependent on the task the reader is required to perform with the text,

and the degree of comprehension required. Consequently, in addition to the text, the

difficulty level of the reading activities and the accuracy and completeness of required

comprehension must also be taken into account.

By manipulating either the difficulty level of the text or the task the reader is

required to perform, we can create an i + 1 reading environment advocated by Krashen

(1982). Lowe (1986) recommends "the one in three rule," according to which only one

component of reading proficiency (text, task, accuracy) should be changed at a time. If a

passage is above the student's current level; the :evel of the reading task and the accuracy

of comprehension required are kept at the student's current level. For instance,

Intermediate readers can "stretch" towards the Advanced level by scanning Advanced texts
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for certain pieces of information without being required to fully understand all details. If,

however, the passage is at the student's current reading level, either the difficulty of the

reading task or the extent of comprehension required may be upgraded to a level above the

student's current level. For instance, an Advanced reader may be asked to make a

comparison of all details contained in two Advanced texts on the same topic.

With regard to reading activities, Grellet (1981) observes that: "Few reading activities

are intrinsically good or bad. They only become so when used in relation to a given text.

Reading comprehension activities should be suited to the texts and to one's reasons for

reading them" (p. 9). Thus, a good reading activity is one that matches the real-world

purpose of the text, one that can be accomplished by a reader at that level in a reasonable

amount of time with little or no dictionary lookup, and one which requires a degree of

comprehension commensurate with the student's current level of reading proficiency.

There are many ways in which we read in the real world, and all are suited to the

purposes for which we read. One reads a menu with a different purpose and different

strategies than a poem or a think piece. Phillips (1984) identifies the following nonmutually

exclusive ways of reading: (1) skimming, or quickly running one's eyes over the text to get

the gist of it; (2) scanning, or quickly searching for some particular item of information; (3)

intensive reading, or reading for detailed understanding. These modes combine with each

other in real-life reading. For instance, one can first skim through a passage to see what it

is about and to decide whether it is worth reading, then scan it for particular pieces of

information, or read it intensively for details. Thus, a sports page can be skimmed first

(called previewing in the lessons detailed in Chapter IV) to settle on a piece of particular
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interest. The selected piece can then be scanned to find out who, when, and what. A sports

fan might also read the article intensively, savoring every detail of the account.

In designing reading activities for a particular text, we should take into account both

the way in which it might be read in the real world and the difficulty level of the activity.

For instance, weather forecasts are usually scanned, whereas the front page of a newspaper

is normally skimmed first. Scanning a sport report for a few facts is easier than determining

the author's tone or comparing one account of a game with another.

The foregoing does not mean that reading instruction should consist exclusively of

techniques for developing global comprehension, i.e., extensive reading alone. Techniques

for intensive reading, (i.e., for detailed analysis of vocabulary, structure, or discourse

markers) can be used once the text is read extensively. Extensive reading gives learners

practice in tackling authentic materials, and confidence in their ability to make sense of

passages, parts of which they do not understand. It helps most learners to get over the

shock of large numbers of unfamiliar words and constructions. It also helps learners realize

that they need not understand every element of each text they read, but rather that the

degree of comprehension should be commensurate with the reading task at hand.

Pedagogical implications: To the extent possible, reading assignments should be

realistic and reflective of the real-world purpose for which the text was written. Reading

activities should be varied and flexible. The difficulty level of the task and the degree of

understanding necessary for its completion should be taken into account when reading

activities are being designed. Learners should be given opportunities to practice different

kinds of reading modes.
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Reading 5trategies

L2 learners must learn to develop strategies to deal with unfamiliar words and

structures if they ever hope to make realistic use of their reading skills. Word-by-word

decoding and translation are neither efficient, nor effective strategies for learners who have

to learn to read complex literary and expository texts for academic, professional or personal

purposes in a relatively short period of time.

Hosenfeld and her colleagues (1981) observed that good L2 readers: (1) concentrate

on meaning rather than on word identification, (2) read the text as though they expect it to

make sense, (3) use their knowledge of the woild, (4) take chances making inferences but

evaluate their guesses, (5) use titles and illustrations to make inferences, (6) use preceding

and following context clues, (9) skip unknown words and make contextual guesses, (10)

identify grammatical category of words, (11) recognize cognates, (12) analyze unknown

words and use glossary as a last resort, and (13) skip unnecessary words. Additional "good

reader" strategies identified by Van Parreren and Schouten-Van Parreren (1981) included:

(1) recognizing text type, (2) recognizing different types of text structure, and (3) making

inferences with respect to information that was not explicitly mentioned in the text.

The important question is whether these "good reader" strategies can be taught.

Clarke (1979) argued that the reading skills of good Ll readers do not transfer to their

reading in L2 most probably due to their linguisec limitations. He compared second

language reading behavior of adult good and poor native-language readers and found that

linguistic limitations prevented good Ll readers from transferring their effective reading

behaviors to the target language, causing them to "short-circuit," i.e., to revert to poor reader
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strategies. Clarke suggested that certain reading behaviors which seem most productive

could be taught. Among "good reading behaviors", he lists (1) concentrating on passage-

level semantic cues, (2) formulating hypotheses about a text before reading it in order to

confirm, expand or disconfirm those guesses, (3) developing tolerance for temporary lack

of precision in understanding, and (4) decreased reliance on low level linguistic cues. A

subsequent study by Hudson examined Clarke's "short-circuit" theory and went on to show

that teaching relevant background knowledge to 12 readers allowed them to override their

linguistic limitations.

In studying the reading strategies of successful and nonsuccessful ESL readers of

varying language backgrounds, Block (1986) observed that strategy use is a stable

phenomenon that is not related to language background -- native speakers of Chinese used

the same strategies as native speakers of Spanish. Nor was the use of cognitive strategies

dependent on the English language proficiency of the readers. Because there was

considerable individual variation among the nonproficient readers, Block suggests that

teachers should look closely at their students before deciding what strategies to teach them.

She thinks that the nonproficient readers in her study had developed some useful strategies

but were not able to apply them consistently and systematically. The answer, according to

Block, might be to make poor readers aware of their dormant strategic resources so that

they may apply tL more systematically. She suggests learner-centered practices such as

pairing readers so that they talk to one another about what they do and do not understand

as they read and share problems, knowledge, and use of strategies.

To help our students to become independent readers, we need to make them aware

of the strategic resources available to them, to help them experiment with various strategies

in order to find out which ones work best for them, and to encourage them to continue
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using strategies found to be helpful. Learners should be given many opportunities to

practice different strategies in a context-rich environment within a framework of realistic

reading tasks. Ultimately, a reading passage is only as good as the activities and tasks that

learners are required to perform with it. Grellet (1981) and others suggest many reading

activities for developing "good reader" strategies:

I. Ability to anticipate (predict) what the text is going to be about.

Suggested activities:

Relate information in the text to prior knowledge about the topic through discussion
or answering questions. (For many excellent anticipation activities, see Schultz.)

Write definitions of key concepts and discuss associations among them.

Generate questions about the text prior to reading it.

Use titles, visual clues, key words, first line, or first paragraph to predict the content
of the text.

Use one paragraph to predict content of the next one.

Restore missing words, sentences, or paragraphs.

Choose sentence or paragraph from among several options as the one which is most
likely to follow.

2. Ability to get the gist of a text without getting bogged down in details (to skim).

Suggested activities:

Identify genre.

Place passage in an appropriate category, e.g., weather report, sports summary,
political announcement.

Identify the main function of a passage, e.g., warning, explanation, description.

Select the most appropriate resume of the main idea of a passage.
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Choose the most appropriate title for a passage.

Match titles or .fflustrations with passages, or subtitles with paragraphs.

Complete unfinished paragraphs or create ending or concluding paragraph to an
unfinished passage.

3. Ability to locate specific information in the text (to scan).

Suggested activities:

Answer factual questions such as who, when, what, how.

Fill in charts, diagrams, tables, or forms with facts, figures or other information in the
text.

Use facts from a text to do something else, e.g., to locate something on a map or
chart.

4. Ability to distinguish between levels of importance of information in a text and to
recognize its organization.

Suggested activities:

Discover the top level structure of the text and use it to organize information
contained in it.

Outline chain of events in the text.

Distinguish between main idea(s) and supporting details.

Find topic sentence or paragraph and its relation to the rest of the text.

Restore chronological sequence or order events according to some scheme.

Restore order of scrambled paragraphs.

Recognize logical organization symbols, e.g.,

Find instances of rhetorical devices (illusaation, comparison, restatement).

Outline the text.
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S. Ability to use lexical/semantic cues to deduce the meaning of unfamiliar words.

Suggested activities:

Find lexical equivalents (synonyms, hyponyrns, paraphrases), restatements, summaries.

Recognize words with familiar roots and affixes.

Recognize cognates.

Cloze. (For many excellent suggestions on the use of doze exercises, see Meyer and
Tetrault, 1986.)

6. Ability to use syntactic cues to deduce the meaning of words, phrases, or sentences.

Suggested activities:

Recognize the main elements (subject, verb, object) and/or expansion elements in
a sentence (modifiers, spatial and temporal clauses).

Recognize different patterns of coordination, subordination, and embedding.

Cloze. (see Meyer and Tetrault, 1986.)

7. Ability to recognize cohesive devices in a text to establish coherence of the message

Suggested activities:

Identify words tnat are used as a grammatical substitute (anaphora) for preceding
words or groups of words in a text (e.g. I know it, and he does too) and match them
to the appropriate referent.

RecogMze function of link elements in the text.

Identify given and new information as it relates to word order.
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Chapter Four

Lesson Plans for Strategy Instruction

S I



Preparation Discussions of Reading:

Reading in Ll

Reading in L2



Purposes:

Lesson Plan
Beginning Level L2 Reading

Preparation: Reading in the Ll

Students activate their prior knowledge about reading.

Students analyze reading as a skill.

Students develop metacognitive awareness of selves as learners and readers.

Materials: none

Instruction: Day 1

Focus of Instruction

Part A Whole Class What types of materials do 2-3 minutes
Discussion I read in my own language?

Part B Whole Class
Discussion

What do I do when I read
in my own language?

5-7 minutes

Part C Whole Class What is reading? 2-3 minutes
Discussion

Part D Teacher Summarize foregoing
discussions

1-2
m;autes

Total Time: 1045 minutes



I. Preparation: Reading in Ll

Suggested Procedures

Remarks/Highlights Time/Materials

A. What types of materials do I read 2-3 minutes
in my own language? (Whole Class Discussion)

Have Ss generate a list of the kinds of materials and
subject matter they read in their own language. Write
their list on the board.

Some Types of Materials We Read

Textbooks Sports page Letters
Newspapers Journals Magazines
Spy novels Mysteries Sci Fi
Trash Biographies Comics

B. What do I do when I read in my own language? 5 minutes
(Whole Class Discussion)

Have Ss discuss how they go about reading in Ll.
Start the discussion with the first type of reading
material they suggest. Focus on the strategies or
reading behaviors of Ss. Prompts:

What, if anything, do you do to get ready
to read that type of material (e.g., a
chapter iri a textbook)?

What do you do while you're reading?
(e.g., take notes, underline)

What do you do if you don't understand
what you're reading? (e.g., reread, ask a
parent)

IV-6
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Is this the type of material you'd make an
effort to remember? If so, what do you
do then?

Nvilat do you do id= you've finished
reading? (e.g., think about it, check
notes)

Do you think you read every word?

Write some of the student comments on the board under
"What I do when I read."

Activity Option Box

You may wish to begin this discussion using English
texts.

Give Ss several types of reading selections (see box
above). Have Ss read them in whateves manner

and
discuss the reading strategies they used and how
these varied depending on the type of passage.

The advantage of using English texts to begin
strategy instruction in that Ss discuss reading from
the basis of what they actually when they read,
as opposed to what they _think they do.

Note: USA Today, local newspapers, and news
magazines are good sources of texts.

I I II! . 1 I.

C. What is reading? 2-3 minutes
(Whole Class Discussion)

Ask Ss, "Given what you've just said about what and how
you read, what, then, 1,5 reaeingr



Some Ideas about Reading

Reading comprehension require- interaction
between what's in the reader's ht.,/ and the words
on the page.

The process of reading differs, depending on our
purpose for reading. For example:

We scan the front page of the paper for
articles that interest us, skipping those that
don't.

We may read th, first paragraph of a
newspaper article intently, but only skim the
rest.

An academic text reading may elicit our
undivided reading attention and care,
including note-taking.

Questions to prompt this discussion:

Do you think you read word by word, in groups
of words, or whole sentences? How do Arm
figure into this?

Do you think just reading and understanding the
individual words is enough to get the author's
meaning?

Does the reader need to bring any tools,
knowledge, skills, etc. to the process of reading?

Is the author's message the same for everyone?
Why or why not?

Do we read every kind of text in the same way?

66
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D. InchrallIDIMALiZtliglAggill&disliagoi 2-3 minutes

To summarize the foregoing discussions, focus on the
key points raised by Ss, such as:

- what typ2s of materials they read

how their reading behaviors change, depending
upon what they're reading and why

- how they view the process of reading.

Conclude with, "We'll be talking more about reading in
the next few days, and this semester I'm going to teach
you some strategies that will help you read in
(Russian/Spanish/French)."



Lesson Plan
Beginning Level L2 Reading

Preparation: Reading in the L2

Purposes:

Students read a short passage in the foreign language.

Students analyze the reading processes they used to read in the U.

Students compare reading in the 12 to reading in the Ll.

Students rece: an overview of the reading strategy instruction to be presented
throughout the semester.

Materials: Reading Worksheet 1

Instruction: Day 2

Focus of Instruction

Part A Teacher Orient class to reading 1 minute
instruction

Part B Students Read a short L2 passage 2-3 minutes

Part C Whole Class
Discussion

What's reading like in
the L2?

5 minutes

Part D Teacher Provide overview of 1-2 minutes
reading strategy instruction



II. Preparation: Reading in the I.2

Suggested 7rocedures

Remarks/Highlights Time/Materials

A. . I f '

Remind Ss of their discussion of reading. Tell them
you're going to spend a few minutes following up on that
discussion, beginning with an exercise of reading in the
foreign language.

1 minute

B. SlusirentiitesULA.Ahotipass 2-2 minutes
(Individual seatwork) Reading Worksheet 1

Distribute Reading Worksheet 1. (See Appendix A for
sample worksheets in French and Spanish.)

Have Ss work individually. The task Ss are to
accomplish is stated on the worksheet.

Keep the time short, so that Ss have to work quickly and
with concentration.

C. What's reading like in the L2? 5 minutes
(Whole Class Discussion)

Have Ss analyze the process of reading in the U.
Prompts:

- What are the answers to the questions?

- Did you read the questions before you

..

looked at the text?

If so, did this affect how you read the text (i.e.,
did you look specifically for the answers or did
you just generally read?)? Did reading the
questions first help you understand the Russian?

What problems did you have reading?

. What did you do when you had that problem?

S9



Reading Worksheet 1
Reading in Russian

Levels Beginning

Directions: Below is the banner of a Russian newspaper. Read the banner and answer
the questions below.

1. What is the name of the newspaper?

2. What is the date of publication?

3. How much does it cost?

4. When was the newspaper founded?

KOMMVIINCTIIIIOCK11111

l'IpomerapiN sem apsw. weammarecd

navrws Cosrcecor Co* a

OpraH 11.1eHTpammoro KOMNTTO KrICC5 man 1912 roAa
B. M. AEHHPIIIIM mu:pm! Cy Mira 17 loyallpe 111 roma Man I se&



What couldn't you understand? What did you
do?

You may wish to have students jot down the following:

How and where they started in the text.

What they did next.

How they continued reading.

These notes can serve as a basis for discussing the
prompt questions.

Write student comments on the board, particularly those
that identify I.2 reading problems. AlEo note what the
Ss say they did when they encountered the problem.

Ask Ss to contrast reading in the Ll with reading in the
Q. What problems were unique to 12 reading? What
was similar? How about solutions?

D. Teacherizives overview of reading strategy instruction 1-2 minutes

Tell Ss that throughout the semester, you're going to be
teaching them to use certain reading strategies that will
help them cope with the challenge of reading
(Russian/Spanish/French). Among these are:

inferring meaning by recognizing cognates

using background knowledge,

previewing,

scanning, and

predicting.

In the strategy work, they'll be reading L2 materials
from actual L2 newspapers, menus, and other authentic
sources.

IV-14
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Initial Reading Strategy Instruction:

Initial Instruction: Recognizing Cognates

Practice Sessions: Using Cognates

Initial Instruction: Using Background Knowledge

Practice Sessions: Using Background Knowledge

Initial Instruction: Previewing

Practice Sessions: Previewing

Initial Instruction: Scanning

Practice Sessions: Scanning

Initial Instruction: Predicting

Practice Sessions: Predicting



Initial Strategy Instruction:
Inferencing Using Cognates

Practice:
Inferencing Using Cognates

Practice Worksheets:
Recognizing Cognates



Lesson Plan
Initial Reading Strategy Instruction:

Inferencing Using Cognates

Purposes:

. Ss receive strategy instruction in inferencing using cognates.

Ss practice identifying 12 cognates and inferring meaning in an L2 reading selection.

Materials: Reading Worksheet 2 (Inferencing)

Instruction: Day 3

Cognates

Cognates are words that look or sound similar to English words (or words in
other languages) and have similar meanings.

Focus of Instruction

Part A Teacher

Part B Teacher

Orient class to reading
strategy instruction

Provide initial
instruction in
inferencing using
cognates

1 minute

2 minutes

2Part C Teacher Model use of cognates minutes

Part D Pairs of
students

Identify cognates in
an L2 reading passage

3 minutes

Part E Whole Class
Discussion

Analyze identification
of cognates

3 minutes

Part F Teacher Summarizes instruction 2 minutes



1.

III. Initial Reading Stratev Instruction:
Inferencing using Cognates

Suggested Procedures

Remarks/Highlights Time/Materials

A. Teacher orients class to reading 1 minute
strategy instruction

Remind Ss of their discussion of reading in the Ll and
their experience(s) of reading in the L2. Tell them that
the reading strategy instruction you promised them is
about to begin!

B. Teacher provides initial instruction in 2 minutes
inferencing using cognates

Tell Ss that good 12 readers:

- know they don't have to understand every word
they see.

know that there are often many words that look
or sound similar to English words (or words in
other languages) and have similar meanings.
These words are called cognates.

guess at meanings of words and sentences, and
look for the overall "gist" of a passage. Educated
guessing is called inferencing.

Rationale for Studying
Cognates and Inferencing

Cognates are generally a foreign language
reader's friends.

Ss, however, need some practice in learning how
to recognize cognates quickly.

(continued on the next page)
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Rationales continued

This part of the reading strategy instruction will
give Ss practice in using cognates to infer
meaning. Your goal is that Ss will be able to
apply this valuable reading skill quickly and
automatically when they read 12 materials.

Before students begin to look for cognates in reading,
give them a few examples of cognates in Russian.

Cry,aeHT
alapec
cpoTarpacptis
a3ponopT
KOMilbFOTep
ca.naT

TeaTp
KoHuepT
napK
TeriecpoH
yHweepcmTeT
typowKa

Iscachcrinadeditaltslinfragncing..
using cognates

Distribute Reading Worksheet 2. Focus student
attention on the text on the front of the worksheet. (See
Appendix 8 for a similar worksheet in French and
Spanish.)

Using this text, model the strategy of inferencing
meaning from using cognates. A sample think aloud
script of how a person might think when using cognates
is included at the end of this lesson plan.

When you are finished modellin6 identifying cognates,
ask Ss if they can identify any other words in the text
that might be cognates. Add these, as appropriate, to
the list.

2-3 minutes



Aspects to Highlight in Modelling
Using Cognates

Read the directions, so as to Wend*
clearly what your purpose in reading
is.

Look over the text quickly, reading it
aloud as much as possible. Based
upon sound or appearance, speculate
that certain words are probably
cognates.

Make a list on the board of the
cognates you find.

D, Students identify possible cognates in ag
jaigaglingjauggs (Pair work)

3 minutes
Reading
Worksheet 2

Have Ss flip over to the back of the Reading Worksheet
2. (See Appendix B for worksheets in French and
Spanish.)

Have Ss work in pairs. Each pair's task is to make a list
of as many possible cognates as they can fmd in the 12
reading.

Keep the time short, so that Ss have to work fast and
with concentration.

Ss analyze their identification of cognates 3 rninutes
in_AlliZicading_passago
(Whole Class Discussion)

As a cl:Iss, go over the lists Ss generated. Prompt Ss to
analyze their work:
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Reading Worksheet 2
Reading Russian

Infereneing Using Cognates

The following list of exchange rates appeared in the Soviet newspapervi 3e ec-0 . Read
the list and see if you can recognize the names of the countries and money
denominations.

Toodann CCCP coalman.. Irro
c 18 man 1988 r. yoranownossal
nypou nnocirpannbut manor
100 anomalous:lc nnutnnirrow

3 pyd. 02 won.
100 anrnnlicanx Overalls
cirepnneros 112 pyd. 24 nom
1000 dowarnHoninc psalms

18 pyd. 87 Icou.
um Amon astv

35 pyd. 28 non.
100 mummy= rya LIMOS

31 pyd. 47 mon.
100 narmacc wpon

9 pyd. 20 non.
100(10 irranunnocnx mop

44' 4 pyd. 74 won.
100 Manaaell= Aonnspom

48 pyd. 25 non.
100 nopmemcsam 'Ton

9 pyd. CS NOM

100 nonnapos CUM
59 pyd. 45 non.

100 pannyoonnx ponnow
10 pyd. a9 non.

100 UlallACKSIC 11CPOK
10 pyd. 11 non.

100 inwoluapounx cppannow
42 pyd. 45 won.

1000 vorocnanownx ANnaPoll
0 py6. 39 icon.

1000 Ammo= NON. 4 py6. 78 non.
100 31C10 73 py6. 30 non.

fls

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Reading Worksheet 2
Reading in Russian:

Recognizing Cognates

COGNATES are v, (.rds in a foreign language that look like words in our native language
or some other language we know. Most of the time cognates are a foreign language reader's
friends. One needs some practice, however, to learn how to recognize them quickly. 'dere
is a chance for you to practice.

Work in pairs.

Go through the text below and pick out 5 names you recognize.
Also find 4-5 other words which are cognates.

Discuss the clues that helped you to recognize them.

Be prepared to share your results with the class.

Clibliieltar
maaesouee NMI
MajleNNbl Aron
Miasmata Misestema,
Womanise, a we
lue 103 Aerneoieil
ayabrypu capons:cm
st04 neemosiomeml

Z. /IASPYLUIDIA.
Konoroa.

Aeilosamaeso, amorse scsanampas, nesam, amend npea
aouralov canna Enema cueurcecisse acesamuutia. Bor azaza
nuompide nreacepes.

nceratews: am:
Spaluarr Same Rammi Kaaa
ante Nyasa Sauces: doypase
Mapaea As:pia Hapax Mar:mania aboi Iom
Tomo. 4;epeere &nape IglosPa
Soo Aaaaa Po6ep: Ussueepaas
rpe:a raps% rpem Tycmcbcot
reaps ryas= apaz Sale
Jare.masip: Xasztemaza Apneas/A Aopcei
3.1:ou ;lama Peaveusaabio LyUi
Ceiba aopea Co4ta Illuoante
Toe Anson Tome Symp.,

Mowna Sao sTlent
Maple illin.eite nt3Alle CNIT
Petite C Tapp Piltiling CTeintil

Ye/UM C121401* MCMINN

9 9
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How many words did you identify as
possible cognates? How many did you
miss?

Did you say any of the words aloud to see
if they sounded like a word you knew in
English or another language? Or did you
just go on how they looked?

Were there other clues you used to
identify possible cognates?

Do you think any of the cognates you
identified are "false" cognates?

What do you think the "gist" of this
paragraph is?

F. Teacher summarizes strategy instruction

Summarize the strategy instruction by re-emphasizing
that:

cognates can be a foreign language
reader's friend.

recognizing cognates can help Ss infer
meaning in what they read, even when the
reading material is beyond their current
proficiency level.

you're giving them practice in recognizing
cognates so that, in future reading
assignments, they can do this quickly and
naturally.

I

IV-25
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Think 'Aloud Modeling
Using Cognates

Sample Script

I'm suppose to look at this chart of exchange rates
and try to figure out the countries and money
denominations. These words should be cognates.

Let me see... the first one says aBc-rpfriVicKfrix
LumnriviHroe. Well, I think I recognize the money. It
says shillings. The country begins with an a. It could be
Australia, but I don't think so because there is no I. What
other country sounds like Australia? Austria. Yes I
think it is Austria.

Let me sound out the second one...6enbrvilcme1x
cp p OHK oe. Again the money is easy to recognize. It's
francs. 6 eribrilVicKfrix sounds like it could be Belgium,
but the Russian word has this funny ending on it CKI4X.
Well, that's probably just part of the Russian. I think the
country is Belgium. Besides I know that the money of
Belgium is francs.



IV. Practice:
Inferencing using Cognates

Purposes:

Students review instruction in the reading strategy of recognizing cognates.

Students practice recognizing cognates and using this information to infer
meaning in an L2 text.

Students analyze their own identification and use of cognates.

Materials: Reading Workcheets

Instructibn: Teacher determines the number of days of instruction to devote
to cognate practice.

The amount of COGNATE practice you give students before you introduce the
next reading strategy (using background knowledge) is a decision only you can
make. How well do you think students are recognizing cognates and using them
to infer meaning in 1.2 text?

For the purposes of this guide, the next strategy instruction is arbitrarily
designated as beginning on Day 6. This assumes that students will practice
using cognates on two separate occasions before strategy instruction on using
background knowledge takes place. However, you can give students more
practice, as you see fit.

Many practice worksheets are included here to allow for more than two practice
sessions and to permit you to select from a variety of activities, to suit your
class. See Appendix C for practice worksheets in French and Spanish.

A Word of Caution

The importance of assessing the difficulty level of authentic L2 texts and
matching these to appropriate tasks for the student and to the strategies to be
practiced is discussed at the beginning of this chapter. We recommend that
you read this discussion if you wish to use your own L2 materials to have
students practice using strategies as they read.

1 2
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Recognizing Cognates:

Practice Worksheets
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Reading Workskost
Reading Russian

Practice: Recognizing Cognates
Level: Beginning

Here is an opportunity for you to practice recognizing cognates.

Work in pairs.

Go through the list below. Match the Russian names of the states with their English
equivalents given in the right-band column by writing the appropriate number in the
space provided.

Max
Hrm-Xzmnsmp
BapmenT
MaccamyceTc
PoA-AnAONA
KoMMOKTNKyT
firm-Noput
Hby-Asepcm
neNCMAIDOMOM
HmAmama
HAMM:MC
EINCIWNCUM
MUMmeCOTa
Amos.
Mmccypm
Cesepmas ilaxoTa
Maas AaKOTAI
Hoespacka
gamsac
Aexasap
1131pHAallA
Oicpyr- Ko.aym 6un
emprpmws
3anamax 8mprimmmx
Cesepmas KapoAmma
Mamas KapoAmma
amopAsms
nopipaa
KMITRKM
TONNOCCN
AAaSama
Mmccmcmnm
aymsmama
Texac
OxAaltMa
Apxamzac
MomTama
BaSommsr

tgpaSG
neXCHNO

Aptiloaa
era
HeSaAa
AtAaxo
BasmmrTom
Operom
KaAm.opmmx
AAnCKa
rasamm
()rano
Mummram

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
13.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Dist. of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

MP

MINNIMMEIM

4111111.
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practice: Recognizing Cognates
Level: Beginning

Here is an opportunity for you to practice recognizing cognates.

Work in pairs.

Go through the list of places below. See if you can tell what the
locations are, using cognates. Remember to use your knowledge
of other languages, as well as English.

Pick two places you'd like to go.

Discuss the clues that helped you recognize the locations.

Be prepared to share your results with the class.

(1) PECTOPAH
(2) TEATP
(3) CT ALIHOH
(4) KAIETEPHR
(5) HAPK
( 6 ) flOj1Hj1IIHHKA
(7) flAr A3HH
(8) 1193ER



Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practice: Recognizing Cognates
Level: Beginning

Here is an opportunity for you to practice recognizing cognates.

Work in pairs.

Go through columns 2 and 3 below and make a list of all the
cognates you recognize.

Discuss the clues that helped you recognize them.

Be prepared to share your results with the class.

repot XXIV Hrp
34 enegives*. assessing s Ci ao. no weemenramy Narg.., Flo

npsehie 4statemoill llpesaes. npsieteenems moss sagsmrage.
tuoileg Onaganen.w.

Mea. *WNW Clipina ISA enema 3COM
I. gpseigg Orr.
2, SW. IVA
3. Ilseasitisiringreases CCCP
4. esengssam loymeraus.
S. anetsgil limassemes CCCP
S. smegess rpomMgevAgielisse CWA
7. MINIM JINN. CW Aa, simpica UMW, CCCP
I. CONMIIM. formsegas

10. WHIMS WiMilyneell Elt;
II. Kip. /Immo CWA
IL Ilmosteelp alsminsOs CUIA
13. Ilsmegy WNAT r ID
14. Come Xspossle r
1$. aagsssaa 'Were. r
111. gg llailsesse raP
17. rm. Semen C A
1L 0.era Swarms. CCCP
19. ?mill Amen CWA
20. Telma Amgen IlegrAge
21. Awn 1110111,eng Orr
22. Way Awe...
23. Nowenalislarsousll Saga"
24. Anusuess sep.lIggen CWA
2$. Cosreill pesos CCCP
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practice: Recognizing Cognates
Level: Beginning/Intermediate

Here is an opportunity for you to practice recognizing cognates.

Work in pairs.

Go through the ad below and underline all the cognates you
recognize.

Discuss the clues that helped you recognize them.

Be prepared to share your results with the class.

HA 314MH1414 OTAIX CAMCIIIITOMI
rIpoSimumamsma 112KONNbNI ummmyabi.

Mmorm pdava etnpaanc: a smocypcsee NO Aocrompo.
MINNIMLINONNOM AA4CTOK, I WANKS IINON4pCKNO iNICOpS, $1 tr
plICTIONICNNO &au.

IC yatyram loam mamma cambia alopecia
NW 1103Ry WRNS nalitoped

Mawr ma ssweromsames: aspedycs .14114. I Tammtatir
m Hasecamspem 301AWAT 4 qua. S C30:41sponomb w *Mix
G aAs 2 macs 20 sow. s IlemmmmaA 1 mac IS mom

Cup:0~0A Imeemumapecnmei asuommlup 441142
/mama pada S Xadlapeau aa 7 mac. 45 mob, s Kpacmo.
ape* 34 4 qua 30 MN&

H. NOMPOOT4644bNOM CIAI014TO TY.154. mum myro-
WOCTSAINSONIN 140114111T AO KGOA4p4114 34 4 war.a. As Epee&

emx 311 2 Nara 35 NNW* Atm CONN 34 2 wawa 15 MM.

Capill1134 110 Testacpouy 155-0922.
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Reeding Wed:sliest

Reeding Russia*

Practice: Rum Wag Coyotes
Level: Beg lasing

Here is an opportunity for you to practice recognizing cognates.

Work in pairs.

Go through the ads below.
attend if you were fond of:

o vocal music

Which concert would you choose to

o string in.struments

o chamber music

o piano music

o orchestra music

Discuss the clues you used to recognize cognates and identify the
appropriate ad.

KONUEPTNUR 3AA
NNCTATYTA

(1) menu rHECOMIX
30 wonepx

BEMEP NTAAbNHCKON
MY3WKN

AAA* ASAABEPANEBA.
(conpamo)

AMCWICSAI, CTIMMKNON
CitapAarru, AmpeStimomm,
neprOA0214, BNO4AbAN

HAM 3411
(4) KONCEPOATOPNO

7 AenaGps
Kampala opluseTp
MocropsolumpTa

Ampmsep - N. ANKOB.
rocyAaparserimust tioarreT

smmst WOCTAKOBN4A

KANEPNWR 3AA
(2) B OANNANACKON AEPEBNE

1. Oespamt
NOPTEUMHAR B93MKA

AaypeaT mommtapomilioc Kolotypcom
CTAHNCAAB SWUM

Mouapr, Monett, getsloccm

(5)

SOAbOON 3AA
KONCEPBATOPON

29 moneips
rOCYAAPCTOENNNA
AKAAENNMECKNN
CHNOONNMECKNN
OPKECTP CCCP

Ampuzep - E. COETAAMOB.
COMICTIta rwrnakt.

KAMEPHON 3AA
(3) B OANNONNCKON AEPEBNE

4 espaom
UArANNINN

COMITU AAA citpunim it rmTapw
3acxyzom14ust aprucT Meat.

3xympA rPA4.
Amps* rAPNH.

Hamcno is 19 mac,30 mum,
enpassm no Texetbomy 437-56-50

1(_ S
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practices Recognising Cognates
Level:Beginning

Here is an opportunity for you to practice recognizing cognates.

Work in pairs.

Go through the itinerary below and answer the questions.

Remember: You don't have to understand every word! Just look
for the information you need, and take advantage of the cognates
you can identify.

J.. This program was prepared for a group of visiting Russian
teachers. Look through it to determine the following:

What city (republic) is being visited?
How long is the visit?
Where is the visiting group from?

OPOrPAMPIA
npeelusawsts rpynnu npeno,nasaTe.nest pycciwro x3inca

H3 CMA a r. BHAI,HMCO

24 MOH*, cy66oTa

8.15 BCTIMPIla Ha otmaite, pa3MeeI4s4e a rocTwwwue
01.11eTysal..

1.00-19.00. n003Alla s r.KayHac.

25 HMS. ocupecembe

10.00-19.00 n003Alta a Prolumme.

26 MINX, nol4ea0AbHHK

10.00-10.45 ecTpema c npopeuTopom BHAsmoccuoro rocyAapcTseu-
Horo rmsepeuTeTa npo.. M. rpHropaRTHcon.

11.00-12.30 aucuypcsts no rmsepcuTeTy.

13.00-14.30 06eA.

15.00-19.00 3xcitypcws no ropoAy.

27 HMHX. Topsom

15.00

17.45

Csoesoincoe *pens.

OVIPOSA a aaponopT.

BUJIOT.

2. Look through the program again to find this additional
information. You will need a map of the Soviet Union to
complete this assignment.

How is the group getting to EtiO1b1110C?
Where will they stay;
What cities will they visit? 1( 9What will they see in Bwmoiloc?
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Initial Instruction:

Using Background Knowledge

Practice:

Using Background Knowledge

Practice Worksheets:

Using Background Knowledge



Lesson Plan
Initial Reading Strategy Instruction:

Using Background Knowledge

Purposes:

. Students receive instruction in using background knowledge to scan an L2
reading passage.

- Students predict content of an 12 text using their background knowledge.

Students check their prediction by scanning an 12 text for specific
information, using cognates and their background knowledge.

Materials: Reading Worksheet 5*

Instruction: Day 6*

Focus of Instruction

Part A Teacher Orient class to 1 minute
reading instruction

Part B Teacher Provide initial 2-3 minutes
instruction in using
background knowledge

Part C Teacher Model use of background 2-3 minutes
knowledge

Part D Whole Class Use background 5 minutes
knowledge to predict
content of 12 text

Part E Whole Class Analyze L2 text
using background knowledge
and cognates

Part F Teacher Summarize
instruction

5 minutes

2 minutes

1 i i



a The designations of "Reading Worksheet 5" and "Day 6" are arbitrary. They
suppose two days of practice in recognizing and using cognates (Days 4 and
5; Reading Worksheets 3 and 4). //



V. Initial Reading Strategy Instruction:
Using Background Knowledge

Suggested Procedures

Remarks/Highlights Time/Materials

A. Teacher orients class to reading 1 minute
instruction

Remind class of their strategy work in inferencing using
cognates. Today they're going to get the next
installment in reading strategies: using background
knowledge when reading, or remembering to use what
they already know.

D, Teacher provides initial instruction in 2-3 minutes
using background knowledge

Tell Ss that in approaching any task (and most certainly
Li reading), it's vital to use what you already know.
You're going to refer to this strategy/skill as using
background knowledge.

Tell Ss that using background knowledge doesn't mean
simply remembering names and dates. We know all
sorts of things and have expectations about them, such
as:

- what typically happens in a restaurant, when we
ride the bus, or go to school

- what kinds of information tends to appear in ads,
television guides, or recipes

- how information tends to be organized in a
newspaper article, a textbook, or a mystery novel.

We can use these expectations, called scripts and/or
schema (the plural is "schemata"), when we read or get
ready to read. Accessing this type of background
knowledge generally aids the reader in predicting and
interpreting the text.



Utilizing what is already known can be particularly
helpful to the 12 reader in negotiating language beyond
his or her proficiency.

Activity Option Box

You may prefer to introduce the notion of *using
background knowledge by having students work
with an English text first.

For example, have Ss read a newspaper article on
a topic which they know a great deal about (e.g.,
sports, entertainment). Then have them read an
article for which they have little background
knowledge (e.g., business, real estate). Have them
compare their degrees of comprehension.

Students may understand more clearly how they are
intended to use strategy (and the resource of their
own memory!) if they begin in a language they
already know.

C. Teacher models use of background knowledge 2 minutes

Distribute Reading Worksheet 5. (See Appendbc D for
sample worksheets in French and Spanish.)

Focus student attention on the text on the front of the
worksheet.

Using this text, model how a person might think when
using background knowledge to assist their reading
comprehension. (A sample think aloud script is
provided at the end of this lesson plan.)



Reading Worksheet 5
Reading Russian

Here is an opportunity for you to practice using your background
knowledge while reading Russian.

Get into groups of two.

Look at the ad for a film festival below briefly and then using
your background knowledge, discuss with your partner what kinds
of information you think will be contained in the ad.

Use your background knowledge of ads and films to identify the
names of films and any other information that you can in this

text.

Don't forget to take advantage of cognates!

Share your results with other groups in the class.

111111111112111111111111111111111111111111111111

sauserearpax: *POCCHR

.34412Ablo (Calmat aaA). Hams
?downers, geurpantsom Ierersom

e 17 as 19 oxra6pa

ECTHBAillb HJIbMOB YOATA AFICIIEB
B nporpausse:

mynimuunthaumomito 4,1111bMIA .0AHTA3Hile, *BUM-
CHEHOCA H CEMb nicomoB...sammt., .10143mMATHH.
CKHfl AOr., 4MAJIEHUCHH BHXPb., aPABPblit
MUM., erIPOCTYHOH AOHAJIWIA., .110HHTEN.

TOpMeCTIICHNOe OTKPITHO I KHHOTUTpe 4Poccium 18 orndipa
19 qac. c Aemossorpatweil .14/41111 OPAHTA3Hlaw.



Reading Worksheet S
Reading Russian:

Using Background Knowledge
Level: Beginning/Intermediate

Look at this text. Look at the picture. What do you think this text is about?

npmetunal Marmon-mon gPAAHOTEXIIHKAs
CI 13 no 15 comisilps

nposom ROMPIWASMOMCTp1114MM nepeemeabeere 1110411b10.
Topa F1K-01 cAbBOBs.

1111111011MIMIIMMINS
MUM MMMMM 0114111.1111.11
11.1.1111MMIIMMINIORUIVINI
MEW mum

CneuilanricTri Absoecaoro ofeleAvaiewa peccautyr o
MCINCHOCTRX aommarrepa, era ripmmememmit 03MAK0PAIIT C

TeXHINOCKI4M14 ruipemerperAm 11411111141I, OTIMITNT Mil wpm+
nocemeneA.

Marinas paean:yr c 10 Ao 19 mac.
AApec mpmemsoro merasieia-caname (PaAmaremireca):

Holosyswgien ya., 17/19.
TenecOom Ana cnpasoic 233-17-79.

1
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Aspects to Highlight in Modelling
Using Background Knowledge

- Set a situation where you would realistically be
reading this text (e.g., you're looking through a
Russian newspaper and you see this ad.)

- Look at the large print first to get a general idea
of what the ad is for. Recognize a few cognates
that help you to orient yourself.

- Use these cognates to activate background
knowledge. Say aloud what comes to your mind,
given your knowledge of this topic.

- Don't try to understand every word on the page.

- Look at the text within the framework of what
you know on the topic. Make sure this helps you to
comprehend what you're reading. Say aloud the
connections you make between what you hold in
your memory about the topic and the 12 words you
find on the page.

D. Ss use background knowledge tc)
predict content of an L2 text
(Whole Class Discussion)

Have students flip over to the back of Reading
Worksheet 5. (See Appendix D for sample worksheets
in French and Spanish.)

Say to Ss, "Look at this. I want you to use your
background knowledge. You already know a lot about
this L2 text, without reading a word. Look at the
format. Look at the physical appearance of the thing.
Look at the picture. What does this text look like?"
(Hopefully, Ss will say it looks like an ad, or a computer
ad.)

1 1 7

5 minutes
Reading Worksheet 5



Have Ss cover the worksheet so they cannot see it. At
this point, they are not to rely upon the ad, but upon
what's already in theft heads. Have them use their
background knowledge to predict what kind of things
they think will appear in a computer ad. Prompts:

- What do you know about this kind of thing? It's

MII

about computers & it's an ad.

What kinds of information do you think will be in
a computer ad?

Possible Student Responses

prices
the name of the computer
technical information about the computer
service available
location of the store
telephone number for more information

Write student comments on the board.

E, Ss analyze 12 text using background 5 minutes
knowledge and cognates (Whole Class)

Have class uncover Reading Worksheet 5 and examine
the ad for the appearance of the information they
predicted.

Remind them that the text is not "controlled" to make
sure that they fmd only words they know. This is a real
12 computer ad, and they should not be discouraged at
encountering unfamiliar words. Remind them to look
for and use cognates.



Prompts to Guide Student Analysis

Look at the information you thought the ad
would include. (Point to the list on the
board.) Here, you thought you'd see a price.
Do you see anything in the ad that looks like
a price?

Do you see any words that look like cognates
that can help you fmd information?

Is there information missing that surprises
you?

Is there information included that's different
from what you expected?

Note: Use specific information in the ad that Ss
miss to prompt further analysis (i.e., cognates).

Teacher summarizes instruction

Conclude by re-emphasizing that using background
knowledge goes beyond remembering dates & names.

It's important to realize that events tend to follow
certain "scripts" and that we organize what we know
about things (houses, movies, ads, texts) into "schemata"
that help us to predict and infer.

Using background knowledge is essential in helping L2
readers glean information from authentic L2 text, which
so often is above their current proficiency level.

Ss will be getting frequent practice in using background
knowledge and recognizing cognates throughout the year.
Your goal is for this to become a quick and automatic
process that aids their 12 reading!

2 minutes



Sample T4ink Aloud Modeling
Using Background Knowledge

Let me look at this reading text. It looks like it is set
up like some kind of advertisement or announcement. I'll
look at the big print and see if I recognize any of the
words. Oh good! All these words are cognates. It says a
Walt Disney Film Festival. I've seen a lot of Walt Disney
movies so maybe I can figure out some of the titles of
the movies being shown. Snow White was always one of
my favorites. I wonder if they'll show that in the Soviet
Union?

The first film looks like "Fantasy". What could that
be? Hmm... OH Ta s. Oh, it must be "Fantasia."
"Bambi" is easy to recognize and so is "101 Dalmatians."
I wonder what this second film is? «Ben ocHemxci
CC-Mb r-Ho Moe». I don't know a lot of these words. I

know seven. The first word kind of reminds me of white.
Maybe it is "Snow White and the Seven Dwarves" That
would make sense.

I see numbers and months in the ad. Those are
probably the dates and times of the films.

I think it would be kind of funny to see a Walt Disney
movie in Russian.

12 o



VI. Practice:
Using Background Knowledge

Purposes:

Students review instruction in the reading strategy of using background knowledge.

Students practice using their background knowledge to predict content of an 12 text.

Students practice scanning an L2 text for specific information, using cognates and
their background knowledge.

Students analyze their own use of background knowledge.

Materials: Practice Worksheets

Instruction: Teacher determines the number of days of instruction to devote to practice
of this strategy.

The amount of practice you give students in using their background knowledge
to predict the content of an L2 text is a decision only you can make.

Russian practice worksheets are presented in this section. Practice worksheets
in French and Spanish are presented in Appendix E. These worksheets permit
isolated practice of using background knowledge. Subsequent strategy
sequences ("VII. Previewing", "IX. Scanning", and "XI. Predicting") sip require
students to apply their background knowledge but using background knowledge
is not the sole focus of these activities.

All practice sessions are designed to take 5-10 minutes.

For the purposes of this guide, the next strategy section ("VII. Previewing") is
arbitrarily designated as beginning on Day 9. This assumes that students will
practice using their background knowledge "in isolation" on two separate
occasions (Days 7 and 8).



Using Background Knowledge:

Practice Worksheets

I a) ''



Reading Worksheet
Practice: Using Background Knowledge

Level: Beginning/Intermediate

In order to understand the meaning of a text we must use our BACKGROUND
KNOWLEDGE. This means using information which is already in our head about the
subject matter. Thus, efficient reading involves checking information in the text against
what we already know.

You will now get a chance to practice using your background knowledge while reading
Russian. Here is what to do.

Our Expectation5

Don't read the text yet.

The text in the box on the reverse side of
this page is an ad for a pleasure cruise.
Work in pairs. Your task is to make
plans to go on a boat trip.

First, use your background knowledge to
make a list about the kinds of
information you'd expect to see in an ad
like tnis.

Second, use the ad to find the
information you need to make your plans
for the trip. Don't forget to take
advantage of cognates!

Is there information in the ad that
surprises you? Is there information
missing that you expected to see?

123
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Reading Worksheet
Practice: Using Background Knowledge

Level: Intermediate

Here is an opportunity to practice using your background knowledge while reading Russian.
Here is what to do.

Get into groups of two.

Look at the picture and decide what the text is going to be about.

Read the text silently. Stop when you encounter something tha+ doesn't make sense
and discuss it with your partner.

COIO4MHHIIX Ora Tax Amopmxm
oimapyzemu pamee 14014381PCTIIMIP
mpcm3pcnommit 3pmec71 Xemmmryam
- nmTb ROPOTKNX paccica3cs
maamcmgemmhia pcmam ma 300
alITTINMEW74-11 MR= nmcrommc
AOHMUO SWIM. nucbma. MMX 3Tcrc
myxmauTa, mamaTa mmuyma-
pcAmmx xemitypec, 11310=140 BO
scox cTpamax mmpa. Omm xpamm-
AMCb 9 UMW' c a xmacm Xe-
mmury3m I MIGAMOTOR UZON. .
KmmeAm. 9 re nporpamme npc-
31,5,441T cormimmma Baxa m MVISep-

ICOpant$0 paccxama GyAyT
onyeamosamo S mugs. gem mita
SMCTO C UOSO. emorpailme* OSICA
TOM.

Share with the other groups the reasons that made you decide what does not belong.



Initial Strategy Instruction:
Previewing

Practice:
Previewing

Practice Worksheets:
Previewing
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Lesson Plan
Initial Reading Strategy Instruction:

Previewing

Purposes:

Students receive instruction in previewing L2 text to identify its general topic.

Students preview L2 texts and identify their general topics.

Students practice using cognates and their background knowledge during previewing.

Materials: Reading Worksheet 8*

Instruction: Day 9*

Focus of Instruction

Part A Teacher Orient class to
reading instruction

1 minute

Part B Teacher Provide initial instruction in
previewing

3-4 minutes

Part C Teacher Model use of previewing 2 minutes

Part D Students
(Pairs)

Use previewing to classify L2
texts into general topic categories

3-4 minutes

Part E Whole Class Analyze use of previewing 3-4 minutes

Part F Teacher Summarize instruction 2 minutes

The designations of "Reading Worksheet 8" and "Day 9" instruction are arbitrary.
They suppose two days of practice in using background knowledge when reading L2
texts (Days 7 and 8; Reading Worksheets 6 and 7).

127
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VII. Initial Reading Strategy Instruction:
Previewing

Suggested Procedures

Remarks/Highlights Time/Materials

A Teacher orients_ class to reading instruction

Remind class of their reading strategy work to date:
inferencing with cognates, and using background
knowledge to predict text content.

Today's strategy instruction will focus upon: previewing
L2 text to identify its general topic.

1 minute

DJ Teacher provides initial instruction in 3-4 minutes
previewing

Ask Ss if they always read thoroughly every text they
encounter. For example, ask them to describe how they
approach the sports page in the newspaper. Do they
check the headlines and photos before deciding to read
the article? Write their responses on the board.

Tell Ss that before we actually read something, we often
look over it quickly, to identify whether it's worth
reading or not, or whether reading it interests us. We
don't just read every text we find.

Points about Previewing

Previewing is an important reading strategy,
regardless of the language being read (LI, 11,
etc.).

Previewing an L2 text gives the reader quick
insight into the text's general topic. Knowing
generally what something is about prior to
reading assists comprehension. It also allows the
reader to decide whether to read on and helps
the reader avoid getting bogged down in the
specifics of the text.



Activity Option Box

You may prefer to begin instruction in this strategy
by having students practice previewing using an
English text.

The advantage of beginnhig with an English text is
that Ss can see how the strategy works with a
language with which they are familiar.

Then have Ss practice previewing using an 1.2 text.

C. Teacher models use of previewing

Distribute Readin2 _1/orksheet8. Focus student
attention on the one ad on the front of the worksheet.
(See Appendix F for sample worksheets in French and
Spanish.)

Using this ad, model the strategy of previewing. A
sample think aloud script of how a person might think
when previewing is included at the end of this lesson
plan.

Aspects to Highlight in Your Modelling of
Previewing

State clearly that your task (reading
purpose) is to identify generally the ad's
topic.

Look first at the parts of the ad that
appear in boldface or larger type. These
are usually the most important parts of the
ad - the parts designed to catch your eye.

Ignore words you don't know. Don't get
bogged down in the specifics of the text.
_Skim, looking for the information to
satisfy your purpose.

continued on the next page
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Reading Worksheet 8



Modelling Previewing
(continued)

Find one word or phrase that tells you the
ad's topic.

As soon as you've made your
identification, end your think aloud.

(Note: You may prefer to model this process with an
English text first. Then re-model the process with an L2
text.)

Have the class analyze your think aloud for the
previewing techniques you exhibited. Prompts:

What information did I want to find?
How did this reading purpose guide the
way I looked at the ad?

Where did I start looking for the
information I wanted?

Did I try to understand every word?
When I found what I wanted to know,
what did I do?

D Students use previewing to classify
12 texts into general topic categories
(Pairwork)

Have Ss flip over to the back of Reading Worksheet 8.

Working in pairs, Ss' task is to look over the collection
of ads on the worksheet and decide which of the
following categories the ads belong to: sports,
education, theater, or music.

Keep the time short, so that Ss have to work quickly to
get through all the ads.

13 0

3-4 minutes
Reading Worksheet 8



Reading Worksheet 8
Reading Russian:

Previewing
Level: BeginnIng/Intermedlate

Advertisement A:
What's being advertised?

108104 Mow" pa. Oerforra, r.1; Nom 1.40
2. 280-3544 c 10 Ao 22 lac. no. 6munis

npemararr Hafoop urporpros r opahepos Arr BINICOKOW4eCTIOCHHOA
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Reading Worksheet
Previewing (page 2)

Level: Beginning

These ads were published in a Moscow daily newspaper. Look them over to decide which
of the following categories they belong to. Indicate the category in the space under each
ad.

o sports
o education

o theater
o music

Tearpayqua e/APAMATYPrs
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A Note of Caution

Students may want to start at the beginning of each
ad and go slowly, trying to identify every word and
understand everything.

Emphasize that previewing means looking for a key
word or phrase that permits quick identification of
the general topic.

"Just look at this one quickly and ask, What is it?
Oh, it's theater. How about this next one?"

L Ss analyze use of previewing 3-4 minutes
(Whole Class Discussion)

Have pairs report their categorizations and analyze their
own use of previewing. Prompts:

What was your reading purpose? How did
this affect how you look at these ads?

Where did you start looking first for the
information you wanted?

What clues did you use to identify what
type of ad this was?

When you found what you wanted to
know, what did you do? Did you move on
to the next ad or did you find yourself
getting bogged down in trying to
understand the words in the ad?

f, Teacher summarizes previewing 1-2 minutes

Conclude by re-emphasizing that previewing is a special
type of reading. It means skimming the 12 text to
identify generally what the text is about.

123
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Previewing doesn't require trying to understand every
word in a text. When Ss preview, they shouldn't get
bogged down in the specifics of the text.

Ask Ss when they might use previewing (e.g., to locate a
particular type of ad in the newspaper, to find an article
that interests them).

13.1
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Think Aloud Modeling
Previewing

Sample Script

Okay, first I've got to find out what this ad is about. I

can figure out most ads by looking at the big print.
Hopefully I'll know these words. Let me see the biggest
word is kiHcp op rA anew. This sounds like it has
something to do with information. Hmm what could this
mean information. Maybe a TV program or new
newspaper, but I'm not sure.

I think I'll look at the rest of the ad. The middle part
looks like it's pretty hard to read. I'll skip that for now
and look at the bottom. Thera are all these strange
letters and numbers. It looks like different types of type
script. This means the ad is probably about a new kind of
typewriter or computer. ! don't now if they have
computers yet in the Soviet Union.

I think I'll look at the middle section now and see if it
gives me any more clues. Let me see npe,ct...ria...raeT.
I don't understand a lot of these words, but I think I'll
just skip over them. Oh! Here I see pyccKkix. Well I
certainly know this one. So it has to do with languages.
Maybe I'll recognize some more words. I see another
word I know maTvimarviciecKfrix. Must have something to
do with math. Well, that's why there's all those numbers
at the bottom. That reminds me I have a math test
tomorrow. I should probably be studying for that.
Anyway let me finish this first. The last word is
computer. It's the same as in English. As a matter of
fact couldn't nepCOHarlbHbIX mean personal. So a
personal computer. So maybe the ad is about a personal
computer. Wait a minute right before that is a word that
looks like printer. It's a laser printer. A laser printer is
being advertised.

.1 3 5
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VIII. Practice:
Previewing

Purposes:

- Students review instruction in the reading strategy of previewing.

- Students practice previewing of L2 texts.

Students analyze their own use of previewing.

Materials: Practice Worksheets

Instruction: Teacher determines the number of days of instruction
to devote to student practice of previewing.

The amount of practice you give students in previewing 12 texts for the
general topic is a decision only you can make.

Several practice worksheets in Russian are presented in this section. Some
require students to preview 12 texts and place them in categories (e.g., sports)
depending on their topic. Others require students to preview one LZ text and
state its general topic. See Appendix G for practice worksheets in French and
Spanish.

All practice sessions are designed to take no more than 5-10 minutes. When
you have Ss practice previewing, explicitly name the strategy and review its
purpose and how it is applied when reading, as necessary. Also remind Ss
that, when previewing, they should make use of cognates and their
background knowledge.

For the purposes of this guide, the next strategy section ("IX. Predicting") is
arbitrarily designated as beginning on Day 13. This assumes that students will
practice using previewing on three separate occasions (Days 10, 11, and 12).



Previewing:

Practice Worksheets
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practice: Previewing

Here is an opportunity for you to practice your previewing skills.
Previewing is a useful skill when you are looking through
advertisements. Remember, when you preview, you just want to
identify what the general topic of the text is.

The ad below was published in the Moscow daily Beciepi-isq mocKBa.
Look it over briefly and decide which of the following categories it
belongs to:

theater
museum
sports
concert

Be prepared to share your clues with the class.

ObbSIBIlEHMA

r OCYDAPCTBEHHIAVI L4EHTPA.11bHb1 rl

MV3EVIMV3bIKAMHOil KYS1bTYPIA

k1MeHk1 M. N. rilkIHK101
3Kcno3k1i..tvis «MV3b1KAtibHblE NHCTPYMEHTbi

HAPOrtOB MNPA*
YHI4KO.nbHble 3KCr1OHOT131

Anpec: 125047, MOCKBO, yn. Oaneeea, 4.
r1p0e34: CT. MBTIDO 0MORKO8CKCIFI>) 14f114
oHoBocno6oacKas».
TefleCp0Hbl ans cnposoc 251-10-66,
972-32-37.
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practice: Previewing

Look at the ad below and decide which strategies you would use
to figure out the general topic of the text.

Using these strategies read the ad and find out what this ad is
about.

Share your results and your use of strategies with other groups.

0111131111111111111111111111MUIUMMIOUSUM11 111 .1. 11,1111 1"111 I1I11111 ..

IbICTP0s, IWYCHO, MOSHOI
TpocT cronyism noinfinipmestory pelisse

zrownamarr uc menu IIPEAIIPHRTHR BbICTPOTO OECD
31t1113AHHE, pacnonomesxwe no asapecam:

ya. Awaspana Maupou. 45 ItiUDETEP1U1
Jlemorpuciata npoca., 65 COCIIC01111All
in. B. YasapazTa. 14-a comicomma
umpouaoacau ya., 34 KAIDETEPHEI
ecaraumaaa y., 28 ltA.ETEP1111.
3secb ft catonceTe aotrpotiourb panoo6pa3lkde 6e3axxoroair

awe Hottireitax, coml. stopowenoe.
B upounte nielcmcx ropme coolant. xoctle, 6yTepOpojzw.
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practice: Previewing
Level: Beginning/Intermediate

Here is an opportunity for you to practice your previewing skills. Remember, when you
preview, you just want to identify what the ,general topic of the text is.

Work with a partner.

Using the illustration, your Russian, your background
knowledge and taking advantage of cognates, preview the text
below. Generally, what's the text about?

Share your ideas with other groups.

3INCHPECC-ICA011
flonyiumweettme y NOCNINW0a N rOC,s MANION flORb

ilyeTeN Niee, MOTOR°, TOfibNO 14110 011NIIBUNIeb Ni !Wiwi
ruleiyam S AGIN tb S. 3*.cbS NeftabtueN, p.m)", na
11110141110111. nommen/us Nary, no/won't, *oak make, sypbs.

gmerpew lysmitamme NCNANPOSST OPISINNINS.
HA CHHhtik..:. 6 'OA* WWI.

Ono r. IIIIIYHbKHHA.

1.1 0
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Reading Worksheets
Reading Russian

Practice: Previewing
Level: Beginning/Intermediate

The ad below was published in the Moscow daily eeMelpilan Nocitaa
Look over it briefly and decide which of the following categories it belongs to:

theater
sports
art
music

Be prepared to share your clues with the class.

/b. A._

,4111
11(103103HO( )4Y3EnKOE maximum

TOCYITAPCTBEHHAA
TPETIAKOBCKAS1

ImAilEPER

BbICTABKA
)KMBOrlIACI1 XX BEKA

N$ Coepamm eapose
r. r. rAccati.
BOPHEMIACA

ouwamape)
flpsnerameno 40 O0R0TOI4 premi-

um xyppeasmormAilsocToll Nous&
ro CTOMTIOI Ilmmee so ban, Ilia-
rem a Kasunneeero, Ame ir num-
al, rermeeell a Mumma.

811PCTielta Worm emanemo,
moue nonmeawma, c 10 peo 20 WIC.,
ICOCChl - AO 19 Alle.

Appc: Kuhlmann sax 10.
Gramm no Tananany 230-77-811.

&Imam Waren ra 9 OICTS4
PIL
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Reading Worksheets
Reading Russian

Practice: Previewing
Level: Beginning/Intermediate

The ad below was published in the Moscow daily EleMepmax MOCKBA.
Look over it briefly and decide which of the following categories it belongs to:

ballet
circus
opera
rock concert
soccer match

Be prepared to share your clues with the class.

Cnoprosao-apeauvosamit aoassanaxe .113M4R7OBO.
C 8 moan no 2 onx6pa

1414PKOBOE nPEACTABAEHHE
c plactmem liropa IMO iii Sanwa emaaspos

COSOTCNoro 414) Na N HorplAbl,
8 nporpastue: npeccapowooga stomata Xhal. MI4NAN..00611all

X apyrve MHX0Trile.
Haaano a 19 lac, no cy66otam m aocmpecesbmm & 12. 15 a

19 %um.
Wens! wawa: II maccamCnOpTKONILISICCX N1 pitman TUT-

panabtx maccu.
1111043X: CT. NOVO trIpeotipaseacmax anomanb*, axes AIM 34.

32. =0. noon. 32 41 no OCT. 4CM OpTICONNXIXIC slinuallaosos.
Tanacboam: 166-2.3-54; 166.2409.
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practice: Previewing
Level: Intermediate

Here is an opportunity for you to practice your previewing skills. Remember, when you _

preview, you just want to identify what the general topic of the text is.

- Work by yourself.

On the flip side of this page are several ads featuring
educational opportunities. Which ad would you read for
greater detail if you were interested in..

Atli Ac Lit

... history? ... medicine?

... chemistry? ... engineering?

- Share your results with other students. What clues did you use
to identify the topics?
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MEAKUNHCKOE V4HAKME No. 18
OVABASET MIEN

Ha n0ArOTOOHTOAIA1O xypcu AHU, °KO/410491NX
a H i0 KAaCCO, a Tait= yqqammxcx 6 H jC, K.MCCOIS.

V4HAH40 rOTOOHT:
MOAHUHHCRNX cecTp kma AMMON OTAOAOHHHJ
MOAHUHHCRHX COCTOP kma roplepmem OTAOAOHHHJ.
apmem sassAemmS 20AMOOMO C 10 Ao 17 441COS,

xpome socxpecembx.
AApec y4mAmmia: 123436, Mocxsa, yn. Kyp4aTosa, 23.
lipossA: CT. meTpo «Wrimmexatop, MDT. 240.
Cnpasxm no TeAetpowam: 190-52-66, 190-52-90.

HHCTHT9T HCTOPHH CCCP
AsaAmmw Har CCCP

061MBAMET WHEN AC8NPAHT9P9
no CnOUHaAIDHOCTOIM:

meTopmx CCCP, C oTpusom OT npowssoAcTsa H 6e3 oTpusa
OT npomssoAcTsa.
mcTopmorpamx, c oTpusom H 603 oTpusa OT nPOH300ACTIRa.
flpmem AoxymemTos - Ao 31 MOM. .11t3aMOHU C I carmTimpx
Cnpasxm no aApecy: 117036, Mocxsa, yA. tlAbaHOOar 19,

OTA07T acnwpamTypu WHCTHTYTa mcTopmm L.:CCP AM CCCP.
reAeeom: 126-04-79.

8CECOM3HLIN 3A04HWR
KH*EHEPHO-CTPONTEAbHWR 4HCT4T9T
onsum ma 8 AC8NPAMT5P9

no CneuM0Abi4OCTRM:
c oTpusom H 603 oTpusa OT npomssoAcTsa - CTPOHTOAbHUO
xoticTpykumm, CTpONTOAI,MM maTepmaAu.
c oTpuilom OT npomssoAcTsa TOXHOAOrHlt masmmocTpoexxx.
aes oTpusa OT npomssoAcTsa pant:limas nAammposse, AsmA
maeormax apxmTesTypa.
flpmem sassAemms - AO 20 cemTs6ps. BcTynmTeArmue 2113aMegm'
HU C I osTs6px. AosymemTu manpasAxTb no aApecy: 109807,
Mocssa, Cp. KaAmTmmxoscxax yA., 30, 83HC14. OTACA acnm-
pamTypm.
3a cnpassamm o6pasaTbcx no uTeAetpomy e8-a3-o0.

80m0pMMO M 3004MMO MOArOTOMmTeMMMit xypcu
npm MOCKOBCKOM XHMKK0-TEXH0.110rH4ECKOM

WHCTHTVTE mmemm A.K. MEHAEZEEBA
ygasmxcx 10-x xxaccos m pa6oTamsym moAoAexi,

co cpeAmwm o6pa3osammem.
Lpox o6y4emmx Ha xypcax - a mecstU00.
VKOHMHOOHM xypcu suAaeTcs yAocTosepemme.
HaMaAo 3aNNTMR C 1 OKT040X.
mApec: 12580, Mocxsa, 0-47, Miveccxan yA., 3.
reAeoom Z58-85-20.
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Initial Strategy Instruction:
Scanning

Practice:
Scanning

Practice Worksheets:
Scanning
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Purposes:

Lesson Pia
Initial Reading Strateu Instruction:

Scanning

Students receive instruction in scanning 12 text for specific information.

Students scan 12 texts and identify specific information.

Students practice using cognates, background knowledge, and previewing skills
while scanning L2 text.

Students analyze their own use of scanning.

Materials: Reading Worksheet 12*

Instruction: Day 13

Focus of Instruction

Part A Teacher Orient class to
reading instruction

1 minute

Part B Teacher Provide initial
instruction in
scanning

3-4 minutes

Part C Teacher Model use of scanning 2 minutes

Part D Whole Class Scan L2 text for
specific information

3-4 minutes

Part E Whole Class Analyze use of scanning 2-3 minutes

Part F Teacher Summarize scanning 1 minute

* The designations of "Reading Worksheet 12" and "Day 13" instruction are arbitrary. They
suppose three days of practice in previewing 12 texts (Days 10, 11, and 12; Reading
Worksheets 10 and 14

1 .1 fi
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IX. Initial Reading Strategy Instruction:
Scanning

Remarks/Highlights Time/Materials

A, Teacher orients class to reading instruction 1 minute

Remind class of their strategy work to date: inferencing
with cognates; using background knowledge to predict
text content; previewing L2 text to identify its general
topic.

Today's strategy instruction will focus upon: scanning
L2 text to identify specific information.

Teacher provides initial instruction in scanning

Tell Ss that, to a certain extent, they've already been
practicing scanning.

Scanning is when you read a text looking for
specific information.

In the classroom, students are typically asked to
read a text and answer a list of questions. They
can either read the entire text and then answer
the questions, or they can read the questions and
then scan the text to find that specific
information.

In the real world, we scan texts for specific
information we ourselves want to find.

For the L2 reader, scanning is a very useful skill,
because many authentic L2 texts contain language
beyt sd the reader's current proficiency level. By
knowing what information you're looking for in
the L2 text and scanMng for it specifically, it's
often possible to understand a text that would
otherwise have been inaccessible.

.117
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When have Ss scanned?

Students have scanned when they were
looking specifically for cognates to help
themselves understand.

When previewing ads and other texts, Ss
were actually looking for key words to
help them answer a specific question.
In the case of previewing, the specific
question to be answered was: What's the
general topic? (Typically, looking to
identify the general topic is called
skimming.

Activity Option Box

As with the other strategies, you may wish to begin
instruction in scanning by having Ss scan an
English text.

Once they have a clear understanding of how the
strategy works, you would then have them scan an
12 text.

L Teacher models scanning 2-3 niinutes
Reading Worksheet 12

Distribute Rtading_imulahmt_12. Focus student
attention on the question to be answered ("Who was this
transcript issued to?"). (See Appendix H for sample
worksheets in French and Spanish.)

Using the text on the worksheet and the question to be
answered, model the strategy of scanning. (A sample
think aloud script of how a person might think when
scanning is presented at the end of this lesson plan.)
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Aspects to Model in Your Scanning

State clearly the information you want to
find. This must relate specifically to the
question.

- Generate one or two 12 words that might
be included in any answer to the question.

Look for these words, or synonyms. Look
first at any parts of the text that are in bold-
face or larger type.

Ignore words you don't know. Don't get
bogged down in reading the text. You are
=Ring for specific information.

- Find a word or group of words that address
the question.

Once you've located the possible answer,
slow your reading down and examine the
surrounding text more closely. Decide
whether or not you've found all the
information you were looking for.

(Note: If you began instruction using an English text,
you may wish to give a think aloud that models scanning
using that text. Then re-model scanning using an L2
text.)

Have the class analyze your think aloud for the
techniques important to scanning. Prompts:

.. What information was I looking for?

- How did I identify what I was looking for?
(I used the questions.)

Once I knew specifically what to find,
what did I stop and think about before I
started looking?

Did I try and understand every word I
read? What was I looking for?

15(1
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..

When I found what I was looking for,
what did I do? (I read more carefully, to
make sure.)

How is scanning different from
previewing? (With previewing, you're
looking for general information. With
scanning, you're looking for specifics.)

D., Ss scan 12 text for specific information 3-4 minutes
(Whole Class)

At the bottom on Reading Worksheet 12, there are
more questions to be answered. Direct Ss' attention to
these questions.

As a class, scan for the answer to the first question.
Have Ss:

- read the question.

- generate one or two 12 words that might
be included in the answer.

scan the text, looking for those or similar
words, as well as any cognates that can
help them zero in on the answer to the
question.

A Word of Caution

Don't let Ss bog down in slow reading. Resist their
tendency to want to know what the unfamiliar
words mean.

"You're looking for certain information. Do you
think that word is important to your search?*

Have Ss answer the list of questions in a similar fashion.
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E Ss analyze use of scanning 2-3 minutes
(Whole Class Discussion)

Have Ss analyze their own use of scanning, using
prompts similar to when they analyzed your think aloud:

- What information were you looking for?
Was this general or specific information?

- How did you identify what you were

MI

looking for?

Once you knew specifically what you had
to find, did you stop and think about 12
words you knew before you started
looking?

- Did you try and understand every word

MI

you read?

When you found what you looking for,
what did you do? Did you slow down and
read more carefully, to make sure you'd
found what you were looking for?

.E Teacher summarizes scanning

Conclude by re-emphasizing that scanning is a special
type of reading. It means looking over the L2 text to
find specific information.

Scanning, like previewing, doesn't require trying to
understand every word in a text. That's why it's a useful
strategy for 12 readers, who are constantly encountering
unfamiliar words.

IA (
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Think Aloud Modeling
Scanning

Sample Script

Okay, I'm supponsed to read this transcript. Let me
see. I have to answer the question. Who was this
transcript issued to? So this means I'm looking for
someone's name. Well that shouldn't be too hard. Russian
names are always so long. I'll look for a long name.

Where would a name appear on a transcript? I know un
my tarnscript it appears near the top. So that's where
I'll start. The only word I recognize on the first line is

frinn ()ma. It sounds like diploma, but this is a
transcript. Maybe in Russian kinrioryia means
transcript. Well in any case it's not a name. There's a
number. That could be a student ID number. So the name
should be close by.

I think I'll read on further because I don't see anything
resembling a name yet. The list below is probably
courses and grades. The name wouldn't be in there. I'll
look at the first sentence here. Yes here it is. It's tho
first words PbIMKOB HBC1H geHk1COBW-4. I know this is
the name because HeaH was in one of our dialogues.

Let me read the rest of this just to make sure. Well I
see the name J1eHk1H. I don't think the student's name
would be Lenin. He died a long time ago. What's this?
There's another name A. A. )1(40Hoeci. I wonder why
there are two names. Uhm the second name comes after
the word yHweepcierre-r. Maybe it's the name of the
university just like our university is called
yHfrieepcfriTeT frimeHfri g>i<OpoCIMCI BaWlell-irT0Ha.
Therefore it must be the first name. Yeah this is 1,1e a H's
transcript.
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X. Practice:
Scanning

Purposes:

Students review instruction in the reading strategy of scanning.

Students practice scanning 12 texts for specific information.

Students analyze their own use of scanning.

Materials: Practice Worksheets

Instruction: Teacher determines the number of days of instruction
to devote to student practice of scanning.

The amount of practice you give students in scanning L2 texts for specific
information is a decision only you can make.

Several practice worksheets in Russian are presented in this section. See
Appendix I for practice worksheets in French and Spanish.

All practice sessions are designed to take no more than 5-10 minutes. Review
scanning prior to practice, as necessary. Also remind Ss that they can assist
their scanning by making appropriate use of cognates and their background
knowledge.

For the purposes of this guide, the next strategy section ("XI. Predicting") is
arbitrarily designated as beginning on Day 16. This assumes that students will
practice using scanning on two separate occasions (Days 14 and 15).



Scanning:

Practice Worksheets

1 r rL t)t)
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practice: Scanning for Specific Information
Level: Beginning

Here is an opportunity for you to practice scanning Russian text for specific information.
Remember: Just look for the information you need to find. Don't try to understand every
word.

Work in pairs.

Scan the theater listings to find if there is a performance to
which you could take a child.

!FAST witens AVM IPIPMETIMI um 117/1
woos». MINN MIMI&

OMMIAA NAIIMEO.T11MPA, Ca. To.
srpsabaore ram= manna U. C. Ulm.

Ian AIMINN aa sapasamh 11/1rosi
rypatesa.
Nita& II/ATP ammo far, SWAM.
MB& S now= Torepa moms alas.
saws ten Bets a MOMMI.

ANA4 TLATP Heston MIOCCOSITA,
17 II apeabapas Mamma aim *imams.
-.41a/111A11 TtATPA Name Si. MAL
mosclior0 lya. Assam, 21). 17/1 M
pa MOM

AKA& 61Y319111AtIblitolt TIATP gum
RN M. C. CTANHCJIASCH0110 o an. H.
NagANNHINWA41411421010. Ilit OM&
ma. Int 3sayiuna.

LIINTPA11b141MN ANA& TUTP CO.
IITCM011 AMMO. Saabuialk ma. 17/I
apewbepa JAaaa a mamaannam. limit
Ian. WI 71MM peaNTIMM.

JAPAN. TIATP maims 11. C. MYWNW.
MA. HMO% MS 1511 Gm X . MINIMON
sameness ma 19/U. Smarm wan&
,Iiilloild. 1611 MPOMIN X atONAMONa.
[VI AWN. a aeorowNe.

TIATP weenie M. N. trimunass,
1711 YMINSM anon 129241 Cal%

TILATP 01111PCITbk aerrom

MAN. T1ATP unease N. S. l'OrWM.
17/1 A any amnia Na roamall

TtATP COMPtIA101/1101. 111/1 a 1711
Maaaahat is

14)1MTPAilbabla ANAL TIATP
Non au Dynan. javalas Oro &Ps
iltat CCCP C. I. 00pasessa.
19 R. 30 N. IlassasTsaassaa ammaaa.

TIATI4CTWU111 1111140ANTEPA. lanb.
aim aims. 1611 Csyrna ma ham. 1711
lea swam MOMMallmat MAW MON&
lift flare Magmas games& MI Mum.
Ni MOSIMOMMIKM.

MANIPIIIMM 91112111MAIIAMMIll TILATP.
19/I Cayneel. 17/1 Hamm aamillara.

aTCHNN 61113101144111011011 TtATP.
Mamma soue. 16/I Samos N Saimaa&

TEATP laHNHATIOP sot PPM
aaaassolo ccCP
A. Mimosa. mama. 0114 ainulePT-
aux opeamasaawil PC a Canagame-
cm* mesas 1611 hap Aalay mousy.
17/1 Maga.

MVP 1011111/1T10P, tilt minium:a
3apasaysykre, reanaana ge kleNICCINI
17/S Narita Mal etaplaka*

rOCYIAPIalrelt ?CAM
QOM

Shissearea mamma NoutaaaaP7s.
" 41104491/ lag.rummy Siaavatamtbdi mese?

PCCP eaaaMMO IINIt091111101M. MAK.
OM MA1100406 warm 14.04011.
as

CLIsepaaaba
!MOM MAO&

aamistaambal als
raw PCWJD (

23 ammo s 1$ law.
22 mass 19 ma. 30 was.

tAallenarsabsse Oman, ea saTawnowin asualpa.,
Mamma wesarma CCM'

Tommie AgPOININA
ammairviezzacsre

MPOISITMAM 211121111MMA C WILMA*
M ONNAMN MIA CM,.

Peauleaap-aaavasasassa aspoluara
mart PCIACP Isramai MA3AP911.

21 swam UP IMO. 30 aim
11114ar CrAPSIMmOn3
PONANCA N SAAACA

tear
3abausas /1111P311119A

Ilapena epopromans aaanYaMillM
apricv POW" Goma tIANAPYC.
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practice: Scanning

Remember that when you scan a text you are looking for specific
information. However, before you scan a text, you often preview it
so that you know what the text is generally about.

1. Preview the three ads for sports events on the following page.
What kinds of sports events are they?

2. Pick the sports event that you would most like to see. Then scan
the ad for the answers to the following questions.

Where is the event taking place?
On what dates?
At what time?
Where can you get tickets?

3. Here are some more specific questions. These questions address
all three ads. Scan the ads for the answers.

What teams would you be interested in if you wanted to see a
woman's team playing?
What teams would you be interested in if you wanted to see a
Moscow team play?
What teams would you be interested in if you wanted to see a
Donetsk team play?
What other cities have teams participating in these sports
events?
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YHIABEPCMbHb1111
CrIOPTIASHbIlil 3M

LICKA
(AeHmorpa4cns0 npocn., 39)

BACKETSOA
LIEM1114014AT CCCP

21 amps
a 15 04.C. OKA tAMIAMOs

(11.!Joces) (mootuosbi)
17 MSC. LICKA tWAXTEPs

(*mega) (rnynon4H4

22 Lam
17 144C. OCKA 4IAMHAMOP

(Mc:Km) (*etiumembi);

19 148C. 4CKA tWAXTEP,
(Ammo() (rnynonaibi),

WOW flOP11OTC S naccax
LICKA.

flowing cr. memo (Alamo)),
aAsponopra, rponn, 12, 70, von.
23 Ao OCT. (ASPOBOK3410/1).

TenecpoH 213-79-92.

ABOPE14 CrlOPTA
MIAHAMOs

(yn. Maoism% 32)
20-25 IO1111111:111

BOAEL7160A
52-P ilEMIWOHAT CCCP

(Mpatonrad. ammo aim)
INACTlylOT KOMSHAY: gANHAMOD

(Mockoackaa anscn)., MOPONIt-
HMO (Anma-Ara), MOKOMOTIMID

IWAXTEP) (A014410,

HINIAO: 20, 21 maps a 18 C.
17 gac, 45 P4sH., 22 aiap S 17 %lac
IA 18 WC. 45 nua4., 24 111411.PN 11

MIC., 25 *maps a 17 4ac.

Eti trIsTbl npopsoorco I KUM Pop-
o CflOpTI c 10 po 20 WIC.

Tana.os 456.91-57.
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practice: Scanning for Specific Information
Level: Beginning/Intermediate

Here is an opportunity for you to practice scanning Russian text for specific information.
Remember: Just look for the information you need to find. Don't try to understand every
word.

-

NM

Work in pairs.

Below are several ads featuring educational opportunities.
Preview these ads to see which you would read for greater
detail if you were interested in...

... history? ... chemistry?

... medicine? ... engineering?

Now scan the ads to answer these questions.

o Which of the schools advertised offer evening and
correspondence courses?

o Your friend is interested in pursuing a graduate
degree in history. Call to tell him/her what you
read in the ad with regard to:

o name of institution
o prerequisites
o program
o application deadline

o date classes begin
o exam dates
o any other relevant

information



MEAHUHHCKOE V4HAHME No. 18
OBISBAMET flPHEM

Ha noArOTOOHTeAbHwe xypcm AMU, OKOMMHOMMX
a if 10 KAAMCCO, a Tait= ymaamxcx 6 H 10 KAaCC019.

44HAHHO roTosmT:
meAHIAHHcmc cecTp km& AHesHom OTAwieHHH.)
meAHLAHHcium cecTep Ha semepmem OTACAOMMM).
npmem 3axaemmx ssAmesmo c 10 Ao 17 %tacos,

xpome socxpecemhx.
AApec ymmamsa: 12343b, Mocxsa, ya. KypfaTosa, 23.
npoe3A: cT. meTpo qdlyxmmcitax,p, MIT. 240.
Cnpasxm no TeAe$omam: 190-52-66, 190-52-90.

HHCTHT9T HCTOPHH CCCP
AIMAOMMM Hayx CCCP

OB1R8AMET WHEN 8 AMPART9P9
no cneltHAIAI.HOCTRM:

LiCTOpMX CCCP, c oTpusom oT npoH3BO4CTIla H 641P3 oTpusa
OT npom3soAcTsa.
wcTopmorpactimx, c oTpusom H 603 oTpusa oT npo143soAcTea.
npmem AOKymeHT019 - AO 31 HOAR. aK3ameHu c I ceNTRI5pm
k:rtpaispui nO aApecy: 117036, Mocxsa, ya. :IA10114094, 19,

oTAO.11 acnmpamTypu WMCTSITYTa HCTOPHH uCCP AM CCCP.
reae.om: 126-94-79.

8CEC0M3HMH 3A04HUR
HHUHEPHO-CTPOHTEZIAWN 14HCT4T9T
OSISBASET MEM 8 AC8NPAHTSP9

no CIMPUHaAbHOCTHH:
c oTpuBOH H 603 oTpusa OT npom3soAcTsa - CTPONTeAbHUO
xowcTpyxumm, CITONTIPAbHUI MaTepHamd.
c oTpusom oT np0143BOACTIla TXHOAOrtin maammocTpoexmx.
6e3 oTpusa oT npom3soAcTsa tiq paHOHHax naammposxs, Aan4
maoTmax apxmTexTypa.
ilpmem 3axsammu - AO ao cemTx6px. BcTynmTeabmue 2K3ame-
wm c 1 oxTx6px. AOKyMeHTU manpasaxTb nO aApecy: 109807,
Mocxsa, Cp. KaamTmmxoscxax ya., 30, 83HC4. oTAeA acnm-
paHTypm.
ia cnpasxamm o6pastaTipcx no mTeaeoomy a78-23-o0.

BefepHHO H 2.04HUID n0ArOTOSHTeAbHUe Kypcm
npm MOCKOBCKOM XHMHKO-TEXH0401-H4ECKOM

HHCTWNTE mmemm A.H. MEHAMEBA
ymaamxcx 10-x KAaCCOS ii pa6oTa1Osym MOA0AeZb

co cpeAmmm o6pa3osammem.
cpox o6y4emmx ma xypcax - 8 mecxues.
WCON4MBIBMH xypcu SMAaeTcsi yAocTosepemme.
Ma4aao 3aMPITHR C oxTx6px.
AApec: 12560. Hoc:tea. 0-47, Mmyccxax y.n., 3.

Teneoom C58-65-20..1
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practice: Scanning for Specific Information
Level: Beginning/Intermediate

Here is an opportunity for you to continue practicing scanning Russian text for specific
information. On the back of this sheet are 4 ads in Russian.

You've already seen these ads and classified them as emphasizing history, medicine,
chemistry, or engineering. You've also scanned them for specific information.

Now scan the ads to answer these questions:

o Your sister is interested in a medical career. What can you tell her about the
ad with regard to:

o name of institution
o prerequisites
o programs

o date classes begin
o where to apply

o Which of the programs advertised have entrance examinations?

Now use your background knowledge. What do these ads tell you about the Soviet
educational system which makes it different from the American one?

Flip this sheet over to see the ads!



MEAKUMHCKOE 94WAHME No. IS
OSIABAMET MUM

Ha noAroToeuTeArmue Kypcu AMU, OKOHMHORRX
a R 10 KAaCCOO, a TIMM ymasmccs 6 14 10 KASCC00.

VmuAuse roToeuT:
mOAHUMRCRRX cecTep 4.114 ARIPOROM OTA0AOHR14J
MOANUNHCRWX cecTep %Ma elimpuem OTAOAORHNJ.
npnem 3aseatuun ZOAROONO C 10 AO 17 Macon,

Kpom eocKpecurs.
AApec rinAnna: 123436, Mamma, yn. KypmaTosa, 23.
npoe3A: CT. meTpo Wynnimax., ikedr. 240.
CnpaeKu no TeAeOomam: 190-52-66, 190-52-90.

ifliCT1T9T HCTOPMH CCCP
AKaAemuu Hays CCCP

OSISBASET MEM B ACIMPAHT9P9
no cneunaAbuocTsm:

NCTOpHR CCCP, C oTpusom OT npon3moAcTe1 W 603 oTpuaa
OT npou3soAcTsa.
Hcropuorpaeux, c oTpunom R 612 oTpuea OT npou3eoAcTsa.
npmem AORyMRTOO 'ED AO 31 MAR. 3113114O14M C I cenTseips
Qnpaann no aApecy: 117036, Mac:tea, yA. tIAUXH004, £0,
OTAOA acnupauTypu KRCTUTyTa ucTopuu t:CCP AH CCCP.
reAeclum: 126-04-79.

EICECOOMMA 3A0MMIR
MHSEHEPHO-CTPONTEMAN 4IHCNT9T
061MBASET MEM B ACMPAHTVP9

no CnURaAbROCTIIM:
oTpueom W 62 osmium OT npocasoAcTsa - C1'pOPITOAW4141

KoHcTpyKunn, Clip0MTAbRU1 maTepnams.
c orpueom OT nponaeoAcTea TexmoAorus masumocirpoesras.
603 oTpusa OT np0N3R0ACTIla 6,4 panoustas nAamuposKs, AssA
swims apcuTesTypa.
flpmem 3aReAeuun - AO 20 cenTs6ps. ScTynuTeArmue 211341140ei

WU C 1 ORTOWNI. Aosymemeu wanpasAsTb no aApecy: 109807,
Mocicsa, Cp. KaAMTRWROOCUR yA., 30, MCC oTAen
paHTypu.
3a cnpassamn otrpasaTbcs no uTeAeOomy i78-Z3-00.

Seatepum N 2404141 O TIOATOTOINTOAIMMO itypcu
npu MOCKOSCKOM XWMNKO-TEXHOAOMECKOM

WHCTNTVTE menu A.N. MEHAEJEUA
5,41snxcs 10-x RAICCOO R paesoTansym 11OACIA023.

co cpeAmwm 0o6p13051n14em.
cpcm otbriamma ma aypcax 8 MOCX1100.
VICOHMHOORM Kypcu OWAITCS yAocTosepenne.
HaMaAo 3ausTun - c oaTxtbpa.
mApec: 12580, MocKma, 0-47, MnyccKas yA., 3.
reAeoom C58-65-20.
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practice: Scanning

The co-op, which advertised in a Soviet newspaper, offers foreign
language courses in Moscow.

Scan the ad to find out the following information:

Who are these services available to?
What languages could you learn?
Who might be interested in the courses offered by this co-op?
Where is the co-op located?
How could you find out more information about the co-op?

Koonepanis tAl4HrBA-1)
npemnaraer:

PYCCICIQ R3bIK
aerrypNeNTst4 N WKORMINKIIM $'10031

moos,
mompammos rpsatwarr,

1413PVIT
rpammencis N HSIWIN pssrosopHolt

pogo.;
APYriiE R3b101:

NTRNACKIIN, HIMI4kMC. ponwsoKNII,
NTSAIMICKSM, WISCkNC, smrepcKNA.

/*SURMA, *RON'
cult

pasrosopmill IIk NNTINCIIIINb114 041
TOAOM; ymytirteme MINNA s6w1ypmem-
TOR N ISKORMINKOS 1110101( KASCC011; ASK-
!INKS N KSIBIRKN neposom
111NOTOS, kOMMIp1IICKSI RIMICNKS, HUMUS
ISAIINNS snowman nsperosopos N
1111)41INNI RSKIINKN KOMMINIIIIICKNX KOHT
panes; SROMOSOMORMS TORCTbl.

'Vow: CT. meTpo cKwiescxam,.
TOROSOM 249-14-92 (c 16 mac. Act

19 148C. 30 mms.).

1 63
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practice: Scanning

imagine that you are an American student studying in the Moscow.
Although you want to submerge into the Russian culture, you also
want to keep abrest of major current events back home. As you are
previewing the headlines of a Soviet newspaper, the following
headlione graps your attention:

Hoebu1 ryi3p Hbio-PlopK a

Scan the article, looking for the answers to the following questions.

Which political party won the election?
Who became the new mayor?
According to the article, why is this mayor especially noteworthy?

HOBWIT M3P HWO-HOPHA
HMO-ROPH. Ha Wog 113

gewtpanina naonmell Moo-
Ropta consuaft oelmosaissu
opens= npaseminut X apical-
re more saps xpymihnero ro-
poAa CHIA, spewasirtessi ite-
ritosepurtecitoit naimm Assiut&
AXXXINC11.

OH CTSJI 106-ht no ctieTy ma-
BOA Hbl040pHCHOr0 myamtoinarlit-
Ten H nepsbni HCTOpHH EU-
6p8HalsIX Ha wry JZOJIMHGCTb
HOKOHIHM arsepHKanem.

1 4
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Reading Workbook
Reading Russian

Practice: Scanning

Here is an opportunity to practice scanning. Remember that scanning
means looking for specific information, so read the questions before
you look at the article.

The article below is about a kissing marathon. This article appeared
in the Moscow daily Bek4epHss tylocKBa. Scan the article for the
answers to the following questions.

1. Where was the contest held?

MOINION 1111 WIEMPIRMION11/11411=1111

2. How long did the winners kiss for?

3. What happened to one young couple?

01=111111 MM./MO 411

4. Scan the article for the Russian equivalents of these Enlgish
words.

Kiss

Competition

Winners

BcEro
0,0111 f101ailYA

i

1

k

Mir

,

,
......=1_-..

IMM 41

Konnypc HS CIIHMINA aonrHA no
4anyA COCTOPHICH ma Mamie.
PfilLUSIOCH He MOHO soonaloupix
roactolan HIM. 1101411/1yA no-
emorrenea asHcg... 4 MSC&

VAN. Hil roacraysouonc co-
crasaman nap wHouia pa-
*Yuma, NI 3H111ILUNI name* Apyr
apyra, HI mom, paccTanca. H
peumn HONISHHTHCII.

OCITO Peftrep TACC.
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Initial Strategy Instruction:
Predicting

Practice:
Predicting

Practice Worksheets:
Predicting
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Purposes:

-

-

Lesson Plan
Initial Strategy Instruction:

Predicting

Students receive instruction in predicting content OF an Li text.

Students practice predicting content of an 12 text.

Students analyze their own use of predicting.

Student practice using cognates and their background knowledge while
predicting.

Materials: Reading Worksheets 15 and 16*

Instruction: Day 16*

Focus of Instruction

Part A Teacher Orient class to reading
instruction

1 minute

Part B Teacher Provide initial instruction
in predicting

2-3 mintues

Part C Teacher Model use of predicting 2 minutes

Part D Students Predict content of L2 text 3-4 minutes
(pairs)

Part E Students
(pairs)

Read 12 text & verify accuracy
of predictions

3-4 minutes

Part F Whole Class Analyze use of prediction 2-3 minutes

Part G Teacher Summarize predicting 1 minute

* The designations of "Reading Worksheet 15 and 16" and "Day 16" are arbitrary. They
suppose two days of practice in scanning L2 texts for specific information (Days 14 and 15;
Reading Worksheets 13 and 14).
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XL Initial Reading Strategy Instruction:
Predicting

Suggested Procedures

Remarks/Highlights

A Teacher orients class to reading instruction

Remind class of their strategy work to date. Today
they're getting the next installment in reading strategies:
predicting content.

Teacher provides initial instruction in
predicting

Tell the class that predicting content of an L2 text
combines abpects of the strategies they have learned so
far. Predictions are made based upon using cognates,
applying one's background knowledge, and previewing
for the general topic.

Points about Predicting

Being able to predict what information may appear in a
text, or what is going to come next, is an important part of
efficient reading.

Predicting is a versatile strategy - it can be done prior to
reading and during reading.

Prior to reading, readers can anticipate content by looking
at the title of the text and any pictures accompanying the
text (akin reader uses background knowledge to naticipate
what content he or she will ftnd in the test, perhaps even
framing questions that the text might be expected to answer.

During reading, the reader thinks ahead to what's coming
next, then reads to verify his or her anticipations.

Thus, reading is a process of constant anticipation,
prediction, and verification. The only fun way to read text
is to "fight with it." Get involved with it!

1.6S
IV-122
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1 minute

2-3 minutes



Rationale for Predicting
When You Read

Tell Ss: You don't have to understand every word
in a text. In order .ilat to take that approach, you
need to develop a global feeling about what's in the
text as you move through it.

When you read with this global sense of the text,
you predict and confirm what you thought would be
there, or you're surprised. If you're surprised, then
you go back in the text and resolve the surprise:
Why wasn't the text as you thought it would be?

If you don't read in this way, then you're basically
reading every word in the text - in other words,
you're following the text, rather than building up an
idea of what is going on and what will happen next.

Activity Option Box

As with the other strategies, you may wish to begin
instruction in predicting by having Ss work with an
English text.

Once Ss have a clear understanding of how
predicting works, then have them work with an 12
text.

C. Teacher models predicting 2 minutes
Reading Worksheet 15

Distribute Reading Worksheet 15. (See Appendix J for
sample worksheets in French and Spanish.) Focus
student attention on the text and the list of vocabulary
words.

Using this worksheet, model how a person might think
when predicting prior to reading. (A sample think aloud
script is presented at the end of this lesson plan.)



Reading Worksheet 15
Reading Russian

Predicting

The text below appeared in the newspaper «Konicomonbcxas
n pa ea a*. Before reading the text, read the key words from the
article below.

TenecpoH
nepeeorawrb
91110HCKOS cptelpma
ArlOHCKOM 513bIK
aHrrmAcKpul 913bIK
150 cppa3

Based upon these words what do you think the article will be
about? Write your predictions below.

1111! v.... 111111 MON.W10 1111
=11.01MM.M.0111=1=1111=1111=1101111=10 1111=1

=0/=illa eil...........N.wwo.....

Now read the article to see if your predictions are correct.

TEMOOH-11EPEBOALE4K

Cneumaomcru snoHcmon mpmm HEKI.
CKONCTPYHP0086AH TeAe0OH, moTopmg
cnoco6eH nopesoAmTb c anomcmoro
KUM& H ma amrommcmmR, 54 ma
HCFIKHCKHR, H 06parmo. 3r07 annapaT
Moser nepesecTu OKOAO 150 Opao ma
oce rpm mum'.

. rpuroplies.

AKomcomoAbcman npamoa*, 18-XII-84.

17o



Aspects to Highlight in Modelling
Predicting

- Read the vocabulary words aloud. Use cognates
and your background knowledge, saying aloud
related ideas.

- Make a prediction as to the text's content, based
upon how the vocabulary words might logically
connect.

- Then read the text briefly, finding the vocabulary
words in their context. State a general meaning
you glean from the text.

- Briefly return to your prediction, noting if you
were correct or not.

a Students predict content of an 12 text 3-4 minutes
Reading Worksheet 16(Pair work)

Distribute ReadinWorksheet 16. (See Appendix K for
sample worksheets in French and Spanish.) Have Ss
work in pairs to:

Access their background knowledge in
regards to the passage's title.

Share their background knowledge with
the rest of the class.

Write three questions they expect to find
answers to in tht. . -4.. (predicting).

Limit student time to generate both their background
knowledge and the three questions. Take a minute to
have Ss share the questions they generated. These can
be written on the board.
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Ey Students read L2 text and verify accuracy
of predictions (Pair work)

Have Ss read the L2 text. Did they find the answers to
their questions? What else did they find out?

Remind Ss that they should use their own questions to
scan the text for answers. To reinforce practice in
scanning, have Ss answer at least one or two additional
questions about the text that they themselves have
generated.

3-4 minutes

L Ss analyze their own use of prediction 2-3 minutes
(Whole Class Discussion)

Have pairs analyze their own use of prediction.
Prompts:

- How well did your questions predict the
content of the paragraph?

Did thinking about what you already knew
on the subject (background knowledge)
and predicting possible content (making
the questions) help you understand the
paragraph when you read it? Why or why
not?

a Teacher summarizes predicting 1 minute

Conclude by re-emphasizing that predicting is an
important reading skill to develop and use.

Predicting often begins with using your background
knowledge and previewing the 12 text in order to
anticipate the text's content.

Predicting can facilitate comprehension of the text, as
well as involving the reader in an interaction with the
text that is the hallmark of effective reading.

Tell Ss that you will be giving them lots of practice in
predicting, and that the practice will take many forms,
not just generated questions prior to reading.

1"9t ,



Reading Worksheet 16
Reading Russian:

Predicting
Level: Intermediate/Advanced

1. This is an exercise in anticipating the contents of a passage from its title.
Exaniine the title and write down what you already know about the two items
mentioned.

LMa ortimc s 3pAitirrawe
'ITO X 9SE 3HAS 0 MATIICCL:

4TO X 9RE 3HAS OS 3PNIITASE:

2. Share what you've written with the rest of the, class. Now that you've built up
some background knowledge, what do you expect the text to be about?
Write down THREE questions you expect to find answers to in the text.

a.

b.

C.

3. Now flip the page over and read the text. See if you find the answers to your
questions.

173
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Reading Worksheet 16
Predicting
(page 2)

Here's the text. Did you find the answers to your questions?

Yes No

What else did you find?

JIEHHHITAA, (TACC). !lb:-
valuta rpacputzecxux pawl' Amps'
MaTucca orcpbmach ceroMul a ro-
cypapcTseumom 3purraxce.
apeAcTaeaema mum acramnoa obt
Aatomeroat Opaluwacmoro mow
meta, cpean HKX liMpe HMV-
norpera p331ibtX IteT. Asazzarb
Celb intcyuxos, abMINIHOHMIX Ha-
patuamott yraet, nepot, uncriao,
acecTopauxe xapaneasupoT MU-
Titpcnto Mairuccapucosa.maluxa.
Bce 11DOH311e2CHHH 113 COOP4011
JuututtrpaAccoro otinclio-
azero OAHUM sf3 3)141111tX II HMO
clgpaauri :pounce:mil Opattcy3-
aoro macrepa.

4. Here are a few additional questions. Scan for the answers.

a. Which genres of Matisse's work are on exhibit?
b. Where did the exhibited works come from?

1 7.1



Think Aloud Modeling
Predicting

Sample Script

First let me read the questions so I'll know what I'm
suppose to do with this article. Hmm...Based on these
words, I'm suppose to guess what the article will be
about. I'm reading the list of words to see if I know
them. If I don't know them, they aren't going to help me
much. I see the word telephone. Well that's an obvious
cognate. The next word means to translate. There's
something about a Japanese firm and Japanese language
and English. The last one here is 150 phrases.

O.K. so I know all the words here. Now I just have to
think what the article could be about. Well it has to have
something to do with translating English and Japanese.
Since there is mention of a Japanese firm maybe they are
doing the translating. But what could this have to do
with a telephone and 150 phrases? Maybe they translate
over the telephone. I'm not sure. 150 phrases... Maybe
they can only translate a 150 phrases.

So I guess now I'll look at the article and see if any of
my guesses are correct. It says that a Japanese firm has
cxco-ic-rpyfripcieailm a telephone. This word
cxoFicTpympoea.nm is long, but I think it is a cognate of
the word construct. I see the languages in here;
Japanese, English, and Spanish. So this telephone can
translate these languages.

I'm looking for 150 phrases to see what that means. I

think I understand. The telephone can translate only 150
phrases in all three languages.

Well I guess my predictions were close. I didn't think
about a telephone being able to translate the languages,
but the rest of my guesses were right.
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X, Practice:
Predicting

Purposes:

Students review instruction in the reading strategy of predicting.

Students practice predicting the content of an L2 text.

Students analyze their own use of predicting.

Materials: Practice Worksheets

Instruction: Teacher deterrnines the number of days of instruction
to devote to student practice of predicting.

The amount of practice you give students in predicting the content of L2 texts
is a decision only you can make.

Several practice worksheets in Russian are presented in this section. See
Appendix L for practice worksheets in French and Spanish.

All practice sessions are designed to take no more than 5-10 minutes. Review
predicting, as necessary. Also remind Ss that using their background
knowledge is an important part of making good predictions.



Predicting:

Practice Worksheets
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Russian

Practice: Predicting

1. This is an exercise in anticipatng the contents of an ad by
looki.-4 at some of the key words in the text. Read the words
below and then based upon these words predict what you think the
text will be about.

Mpocprior
camoneT
KO1-11/1Kynbl

INNuM .
MIND

=11.

2. What other types of information do you think you will find in the
ad?

.1111D .1
.11=1111. Mil11

ii imiwwwww.1.

110111.11=10

IMMINMIIIMMIDI1111 IMINOVONEINOINNIMMOMMMOOMIMM .11 M11111111110.011=1.

0110

Read the ad to see if your predictions are correct.

17S
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HA MAMA OTAIX CAMOSIITOMI
lipm6anommovu mammy/au.

Mworks PASTS omposayea NI amemypelmo no ACOCTIWPN°
MAIMITILITIO4bIM MOCTiMg S SNAU1110 11NONSPCXN111 Amp, Ni
piammociomp 6aabi.

IC yellyrilm NNW moacssoieg cambi atopocp
MIS 1103/Witt MIS naftsped

Maar ma atmoromoamom aapoeyta eHJI4 610 a UMW
SO Hosoemempem 314114MOT 4 gnat a 0044aponon1 "Ms
50104 2 mina 20 MM. s fieleawpa4 1 mac 35 mom

Caopmainonal shICONoccopciente4 aamaaaalmap 41,1/142a
itocrumt pear" a Xadaposce u 7 mac. 45 AWN,' a ICpacmo-
apcm as 4 gau 30 ma&

H. aohteporradaabsoht camoula sTY.154a iosi liree
WOCT11~00/ 40/141TAT 40 Kauspou so 4 %MIL o 11:101111

34 2 maga 35 ums., C06111 aa 2 waca 15 AVM

Capamcso no fesiscimy 15549-22.
runintAwAvA I 11011ETI

A OCPAOT
motion Arorraso

1103,4YLIJIMIX C001111411HMA

1
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I Firrb BUIE B... 110B3U1

Reading Worksheet
Practice: Predicting

Level: Intermediate/Advanced

1. Here is an interesting title! What do you think the article is going to be
about? Write down THREE questions to which you think you'll find
answers in the text.

Your questions: a.

b.

C.

2. Now read the article. Did you find the answers to your questions? What
other information did you find?

3s spetet noesmos
Of rasps AO fispions MOMMO ilk ly
WM 111WMMICKMIL KOHIMMO, COM

13511Th peryaspnos). npodmas.
.TOMMO Tait asylurr notate/me*
oflimeane cppamorscsol scenes-
nowsposmon capdalc- mom
UMB (1134AOCT3SMTb CBONM M3C-
UMW?' CUM UM INA ycayr
311MXT1II omocrpsHNIOM 11361NOM.

3a WO Aonsspos rpynns Amor
geanaccanmpos MI 3-6 UMW
sex MOM*? BO spans apossosim-
TOAMMOA GOMM 33NMP1TUCJI C
negslamthis apenoAssa-
MOOS I C3MUI1AMMO otiopmossa-
NU aSSOWMPOMablZs gm,.

1

5

1 LI

U

3. Write a notice advertising the service described in the article. Do it in
English or in Russian.

4. Who would you expect to respond to your ad?
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Reading Worksheet
Practice: Predicting

Level: Advanced

Here is an opportunity for you to practice your predicting skills.

Work in pairs.
This article 4:be. published in i%0 o s. " The title sounds interesting.
What do you think the article is going to be about? Write your prediction
below.

J10HAOH sum Basunmi

Your prediction:

Now skim through the passage to see if your prediction was correct.

Yes Noao.
If you were off the mark, what did you find out instead?

4111

1

CTOpP1HHOS ript4r-10 pOCCK03b11300T:

Koraa 6or poccepapincs HO cTpokrreneM
BOBW1OHCICOIA 60WHI,01, OH ciacrion TaK,
k.4TO 11104114 CTOr114 rOBONTb HO pO3Hb1X

S13b1KOX PI nepecTarui r101-114MOTb Apyr

apyra. CeroAHA r4eHb4e-f1MHrBNCThl
k40CTieHbK0 HO3121B0BT1101-1130H BTOpb1M

Balm/10 Hom. gleno B Tom, k.n-o, no

MHeHP110 CrIBLIPICIMICTOB, B uxonox 6p14-

TOHCKOA CTOI11414b1 r4OHI1K11 pc3rosa-
pin:IC:ROT HO 147 S13b1KOX. Hcm6o.nee
oocnpocTpaHei-om (nocrie aHrruinAcKoro)
640HrorIbICKNA, 141-1411/11ACK1.11/1, KP1TOIACKI4A,

apC16C104171, WOHLW3C1041,1' 1,1 nop-ryra.nb-
Colo*. 4TO 14 rOBOpt4Th, r10/306HOS

opO3HOS3b1KOCTIP> COZZIOeT 60rIbllie
ITLLACIHOCTM 8 nPen0/3OBOHP114.

Was it?



Reading Worksheet
Practice: Predicting

Level: Avanced

1. Look at the tide of the article and write down what you think the article will
be about.

croBonivas OBEWEA

2. Formulate three questions you want to have answered based on what you
think the article is about.

a.

b.

C.

3. Look quickly through the article and find answers to your questions.

TpriHoaualwurnmA ropirul Koko
DOT ym U TokiHii allHCIMUCTfri
11T OMptAKOMCKM yk4*Hbt flOMO-
rolcor 113r4crra *31)11( rnyxcmhiboc
ONO pm* 110MIAMCMIT 6011 300
3MOK011 II COMO M0/4141T nOK036111OTb

TOKO* K0J114MCT110. C flOMOUIWO

3MOK011 KOKO ymeT supcn*OT* C110101

ripocb6bi. TOK, U OAHOA
«poccica3oHHOA* KOKO, ynohomencx
AcmHbniA KOT*MOK, KoTopeiA, ow-
ammo, *A noHpasitnc*. Koraa **
cnpockuni, wro noaapwrb 1-10

Cl*Mb p0)Ka*M10191, OHO nolonana
3M0K-npioKar1a r10/1bUbl K 111KOM, k-ITO

31-10414T-KOTOMKO, COO6U.10T 01H3U01.11

CINO4Orp3CPMK M3r331011-1.*

4. Could you find answers to al! your questions?

5. What other information did you fmd in the article that you didn't expect?
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Reading Worksheet
Practice: Predicting

Level: Advanced

1. This article was published in 4Cosoircsas ICYM1711
Look at the head and subheading below.

381011471 JUNE
KOMMOTEP

20 cowslips s nonbwasil crows wow
XXVW Mospropsoadil Ismwsams
sespsomosil swum.

2. Write at least THREE important pieces of information contained in the
heading and subheading.

a.

b.

C.

3. The article is presented on the flip side of this page. Find answers to these
questions in the article.

a. What is the name of the festival?
b. How does the author expand on the title of the festival to

describe the setting?

c. How long is the festival?
What is included in the program?
Who are the participants?
Name at least THREE types of participating orchestras.

d. What orchestra is representing the Soviet Union?
e. How many pieces will be performed for the first time?

Name at least 11-IREE types of modern music to be performed
for the first time.
In what connection is the word "computer" used?

f. What does the press say about the festival?

Which paragraph of the passage makes the meaning of the title clear?
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Reading Worksheet
Practice: Predicting

Levei: Advanced

1. This article was published in assarnia,*
Here is the title:

lel mew
K COINTCKCIAW

Colon

Based on the title, what do you think the article is going to be about? Write
your predictions below.

2. Now skim through the article to check if any of your predictions were correct.
Were they? Yes No

Hbio-OopK, 11. (TACC). B Coe-
al4HeHHIDIX WTOTOX paCTeT 14HTe-

pec K pyccKomy s3b1Ky iwiTepo-
Type, 14CTOp1114, 1101111ThKe 14 3K0-

HOMMKe C013eTCKOr0 CO1030.

B 40CTHOCT14, 13 nocrienHoe ro-
abi yeej11,1q14110Cb %-414C110

cryneHToe, Ko Top le cneuwarI4-
314proTcs no 371411 npo6nep.4om.
TOK, no aOHHbIM OCC01-11401-1101 CO-

epemeHHux s31:11KOB, C 1980 no
1983 roa K0.11144eCTBO y4OL1114XCA

Erysoe, eo3pocno HO 26,7 npo-
LleHTO.

(There are questions on the back of this page, too!)
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3. Arrange the content of the article according to this schema.

Main Ideg Supparting_nciails

4. Find the answers to these additional questions in the passage.

a. Where did get its figures?

b. What academic subjects are specifically cited?

c. What does the 26.7% increase cited in the passage refer to?

1



CHAPTER FIVE.

AN INTEGRATED STRATEGY APPROACH TO LANGUAGE TEACHING

This chapter presents two lesson plans that take students through all four language skills
and require them to use a strategic approach to language learning. Because the lesson
plans are built around materials typically found in language textbooks (dialogues,
narratives, and cultural points), they should assist teachers in integrating strategy practice
into th e materials they are currently using.

Initial learning strategy instruction should be quite explicit, as described in the lesson
plans and tips given in each resource guide. In integrating strategy practice into all
aspects of the foreign language curriculum, teachers should periodically remind students
of the lames of the strategies they are using for a language activity, or ask students to
identify the strategies used.

This chapter reflects our belief that, although there are four guides, each addressing a
different language skill, the best way to teach learning strategies to students is to
integrate strategy instruction into all four skill areas.

These lesson plans were designed and written by: Marilyn Barrueta, Department Chair
of Foreign Languages at Yorktown High School, Arlington Public Schools, Virginia.



Lesson Plan 1:
Integrated Strategy Instruction

Purpose:

Strategies:

To provide students with activities that
require them to use a variety of strategies
across all four skill areas

To provide the teacher with a 'blueprint"
for integrating strategy practice into
materials typically found in language
textbooks

Directed attention, selective attention,
Inferencing, Self-monitoring (problem
identification), Transfer, Questioning,
Self-evaluation (verification), Note-taidng,
Elaboration, Cooperation

Time: Several days of study, incorporating listening,
reading, writing, and speaking activities

There are two types of basic material in most language textbooks: dialogue situations or
narratives. Detailed below are procedures you can use that require students to manipulate
these basic textbooks materials in strategic ways.

Procedure 511AltzgY

A. Initial contact: Listening only
(Day 1)

Play tape once through without reference to
printed text. Tell Ss in advance to see if they
can get the train idea/plot, or a general
understanding of what the tape is about. If
material is a dialogue, ask them to try to
determine:

- the relationship between the speakers
- relative age of the speakers
- where the dialogue is taking place

Directed Attention
Setting a goal for listening
Selective Attention

- V-3 1SS



Replay the tape in manageable sections; ask Selective Attention
Ss to listen for any of the following:

- words and phrases they recognize
the number of times they hear "x"
word or structure

- one word/phrase answer to questions
asked in advance.

They can indicate this by: raising their hand,
jotting down, or silently counting what they
recognize.

Note-taking

Stop the tape and ask students to predict what Predicting (Inferencing)
will happen or be said next.

Elicit this type of information from Ss and
write it on the board or overhead.

Based upon the above, have Ss generate ideas Inferencing and Summarization
and expectaticns as to what is happening.

Now focus on words/phrases that Ss don't
understand. Ask them, if possible, to
articulate these words/phrases.

Select several Ss to write what they didn't
understand on the board. Based upon the
context of what they do understand and the
various transcriptions, have the class try to
come up with meanings of the unknown
words/phrases.

Self-monitoring (problem
identification)

Inferencing

B. Provide non-glossed copy of material:
Listening and Reading
(Day 2)

Listen to and read material; poss!bly discuss Review
what caused any listening problems. Self-evaluation

Have Ss read the material; have them Inferencing
indicate new words or structures and, once
again, guess possible meaning based upon
context (without reference to what was
identified under "Initial Contact" above).

1 s
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Have classmates comment on whether these Evaluation
are reasonable guesses and why.

C. Provide glossed copy of material
(Day 3)

Refer to text copy with glosses to ascertain
accuracy of inferences; where wrong,
determine whether or not the inaccurate
inference hindered comprehension.

D. Relate aural to written form:
Listening/Reading/Writing (Day 4)

Dictate all or parts of selection (dictation may
be a "spot-dictation," with Ss given the printed
text missing words/phrases likely to be
misunderstood). Identify any problems in
sound-symbol correspondence and stressing
context. Did Ss write "va a ser" (or "va ser")
instead of "va a hacer"?

Give Ss the printed text without punctuation,
which they must add.

E. Work with selection: Listening/
Speaking (Day 5 to concluding days of lesson)

Question/answer practice, pointing out any
new syntax which will come up in the lesson,
as well as any previously studied material
used in a new context.

Gradually lead to summarization of material,
either orally or in writing. Suggestions:

V-5

Self-evaluation (verification)

Note-taking

Self-evaluation

Elaboration

Transfer

Summarization
Elaboration/Transfer
Cooperation



- If material is a dialogue, ask Ss to
recreate a parallel situation in a
different setting (i.e., a demanding
husband becomes a bully in the school
cafeteria or an older brother lording it
over a younger sibling).

- If a dialogue, retape tape, cutting out
one speaker. Call upon Ss to respond
in pause created.

- Where basic material has abbreviated
syntax (ads, recipes), have Ss "flesh
out" material into full sentences or
paragraphs.

V-6
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Lesson Plan 2:
integrated Strategy Instruction

Purpose: To provide Ss with activities that require
them to use a variety of strategies across
all four skill areas

To provide the teacher with a "blueprint"
for integrating strategy practice into
textbook materials that present "cultural
points"

Strategies: Directed Attention; Selective Attention;
Inferencing; Self-monitoring (problem
identification); Transfer; Questioning;
Transfer; Self-evaluation (verification);
Note-taking; Elaboration; Cooperation

Time: Several days of study, incorporating listening,
reading, writing, and speaking activities

Many language textbooks have special sections or small boxed presentations about the L2
culture. Here is a lesson plan for dealing with these types of materials 'in ways that require
students to take a strategic approach.

The lesson plan is based upon a specific cultural point found in Spanish for Mastery 1,
published by D.C. Heath and Company. However, the types of activities suggested can be
transferred to most cultural presentations found in language textbooks. The cultural point
around which this lesson plan is framed is presented on the next page.

Procedure

InitiaLContact

Strategy

If material is on tape, follow steps A and See strategies listed in Lesson Plan 1.
B under Lesson Plan 1 in this chapter.



Note Cultural: Posesiones
(Spanish for Mastery 1, page 424, published by D.C. Heath)

Un joven hispinico generalmente no es duels) de muchas cosas. Raras veces
tiene tantas cosas como un joven norteamericano. El joven hispdnico tiene
menos ropa. Tal vez tiene un radio. Pero, Lun tocadiscos? IS5 lo si es de
familia rica!

La mayoria de las personas trabajan mucho y ganan poco. Ganan bastante
menos que una persona con un trabajo similar en los Estados Unidos. Asi es que
una familia hispluica no siempre puede comprarle a un joven muchas cosas. Y
cosas como un tncadiscos, una bicicleta o una cimara son verdaderamento
articulos de lyjr, para muchos jóvenes hispanicos.

duefto = owner
Raras veces = rarely
tantas = as many
Asi es que = that is why
verdaderamente = really
lujo = luxury

Ouestions (given in the teacher's annotated edition):

1,Es mas o menos rico el joven hispanico que el joven norteamericano?
aiene más o menos cosas?
4Trabaja mucho la gente en los paises hispanicos?
4Gana mucho?
4Tiene bicicleta y camara todos los jóvenes hispanicos?
1.Por qué no?

V-8



B. Work with the written text

Once written material has been
introduced:

- Have Ss read selection silently.
Have Ss read selection aloud.

- Teacher dictates from selection.
- Question and answer, for oral practice

and for comprehension
(Note: Questions given in teacher's
edition are limited and lead to
overgeneralization.)

C. Analyze the main theme

Note-taking

Ask Ss: "What is the central thought or Summarizing
theme of this selection?" (Ss probably Self-monitoring
think lack of possessions.) Also ask:
Does everyone agree with this premise?

Draw Ss' attention to the line begimling
"Una familia hispanica..." This gives the
key point, which is that money control is
not in the hands of Hispanic youth. Ask
Ss: Why do American teenagers have so
much? (Many have jobs, which is not
generally acceptable in Hispanic
countries for middle/upper-class youth.
Ask Ss: Why not? Hold a short
discussion of values.

D. Work with selection linguistically

Ask Ss to make selected substitutions of
words of the same category (can be
antonyms or synonyms or not). For
example:

- Un joven norteamericano
- Un joven hispanico zugg es...

Inferencing
Selective Attention

Substitution

Are the resulting statements true or not? Monitoring

V-9



Have Ss restate/rewrite the selection in
the first person, making changes
appropriate to their situation; these may
be very limited, according to the ability
or creativity a the student. Note that
the cultura/ locus would be reversed.

"Yo (no) soy duefto(a) de muchas
cosas..."

At some point in this section you may
wish to discuss the syntax of "La mayorfa
de las personas trabajan..." What is the
subject which determines the verb': Is
"trabajan" correct or not?

E. Combine linguistic with cultural
infganzio

Elaboration

Ask Ss to demonstrate in dialogue form Elaboration
that they have understood the cultural Cooperation
point involved by preparing the following Transfer
dialogue situations:

- An American teenager wants a new
stereo. Family says can't afford. What
is he/she likely to propose (getting a
job) and what types of arguments or
discussions are likely?

- An Hispanic teenager wants a new
stereo. Family says can't afford. What
would the discussion be like if he/she
proposed working for the money?

- An American teenager is on an
overseas exchange program in a Latin
country. The host teenager wants a
camera like his America guest's, but tells
his guest that his family can't buy one.
What would the Amer....can likely
propose, and how would the Latin reply?

V-10
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F. Culminating written activities

Have different students contribute one Cooperation
sentence each to a class composition Summarizing
summarizing what they have learned.

Have individual students write a final Elaboration
paragraph comparing and Contrasting the Summarizing
cultural information learned.

1 9 6
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Appendix A

Reading Worksheet 1

in French and Spanish:

Reading in the 12
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Reading Worksheet 1
Aladin; in Fmnch

Directionp: Read the short passage in French below to "get the
giseof its message. Then answer the questions
at the bottom of the page.

LE GRAND LIVRE
DE LA CUISINE
AMERICAINE
par Constance Borde et Sheila
MalovanyChevalher.
Herme. 158 F.

Deux Americaines. arrkees
en France il y a une ving-
taine d'annees. ont eu envie
de faire le point sur la cui-
sine de leur pays. Bien deci-
dies a mettre en evidence
toutes les richesses culi-
naires resultant du farneux

melting pot elks ont
enquite. deniche et essaye
des dizaines de recettes.
pour nous livrer les plus
representatkes de chaque

ethnic. dans ce lk re a la lois
classique dans sa presenta-
tion et original par les
ingredients utilises tous
trouvables en France. Les
unites de mesure usuelles

amencanies sont toutes tra-
duites ; ainsi apprenons-
nous que la u tablespc on
equivaut A une cuilleree a
soupe. Dans une marge
confortable, quelques notes
nous suggerent un accom-
pagnement ou racontent la
petite histoire des produits
Vierge, elle nous In% ite a

noter nos propres remar-
ques. Les titres des recettes
sont donnes en anglais et en
francais ; cela e% itera ks
surprises au cours des
futurs wyages au pas de
l'Oncle Sam. Plus qu'une
cuisine. c'est un rai patch-
work culinaire qui nous est
ici propose. II J D

What new item is being anncunced in this article?

a. a journal
b. a book
c. a newspaper
d. a play

What is the topic of the article?

a.

b.

C.

d.

the melting pot
flags
American recipes
two Americans who live in France

A-3
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Reading Worksheet 1
Reading In Spanish

Directions: Below is the banner of a Spanish newspaper.
Read the banner and answer the questions.

1. What is the name of the newspaper?

2. What is the date of the publication?

When was the newspaper founded?

4. How much does it cost?

undadil
cI 4

\law
Pi71

wriwr
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Appendix B

Reading Worksheet 2

in French and Spanish:

Recognizing Cognates
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Reading Worksheet 2
Reading in French

Practice: Recognizing Cognates

Here is an opportunity for you to practice recognizing cognates.

Work in pairs.
Write the English name for as many of the countries listed below as possible.

Discuss with your partner the clues that helped you to recognize each country's name.
Be prepared to discuss with the class any difficulties you encountered.

Belgique

Pays-Bas

Groenland

Allemagne

Tchécoslovaquie

Pologne

Italie

Angleterre

Espagne

Maroc

Algérie

Egypte

Turquie

Colombie

Argentine

Brésil

Chine

Inde

Japon

Cambodge

Suede

Mexique

Nouvelle Mande

Suisse 201
B-3



Reading Worksheet 2
Reading French:

Recognizirg Cognates

COGNATES are words in a foreign language that look like words in ournative language or some other language we know. Most of the timecognates are a foreign language
reader's friends, even though thereare usually differences in spelling. One needs some practice,however, to learn how to reoognize them quickly. Here is a chancefor you to practice.

Work in pairs.

Go through the text below and plck out words thatlook like words you know.

Discuss the clues that helped you to recognize them.

Be prepared to share your results with the class.

Finally, which of the following do you think bestdescribes the topic of the article?

(a) a magnificent
property has been restored forpublic use

(b) a department store is having a cultural event

(c) the musicians played exceptional music duringthe concert

Depul, almeex. le

6111w11(,00vIdolburmle.Seine
A 01 eddy omAtimer lli mfd iliu
del)ademeal Imo 16e17e Illiture
de hOl.% et de Mire.% (I'M le InIp011allee

et (I line flit Ate eXap(ionnelles
I )(ill% Cel ee1711 lerillire. dinname
(le la taller m1.1. Loup- wnlerme
erindaty quhaInta

(le NO- a 1St- et ore fr6poltereill
tbne Reoamer. evrirains.

el de, illipmell;
Towhee rhynas quelques annees
dam 1111 reldhl Celle MIAMI

(1 11 ISPie de traiMI.V tie
;vs/duration ,Wwlde orremlav
cutrepris el /induces par le Canso/
Gemini/ Lent, rolauratinn menee

ddac 1111e SCI7lpidellSePde/110 per.
inettm au public de ;v(41/401(1.111. le
maw/0qm' pare d l anglaise. les
(Owes Nantes par Chaleaubnand
laruhlare Audoul Ia ailPhre mar.
Arm nilloe de pill pwique el (le ses

CflhidlU6'' tIe mathre Idanc..11uslie.
bilthollOgne. Let'
Ie de document('
lion 1i l bistotre
du rowantisme
Mile (I animation
cullmelle (WW1.
iple el blleraire Ia
I Cillcit' (//i.v.b/iip.

trat.er- les dgev
lyl reilfnter are(
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Reading Worksheet 2
Reading Spanish:

Recognizing Cognates

COGNATES are words in a foreign language that look like words in our native
language or some other language we know. Most of the time cognates are a foreign
language reader's friends. One needs some practice, however, to learn how to
recognize them quickly. Here is a chance for you to practice.

. Work in pairs.

Go through the text below and underline words you
think are cognates.

Discuss the clues that helped you to recognize them.

What type of person would answer an ad like this?

Be prepared to share your results with the class.

1ORGIE L. CANI A, 11.0
Dip keado pot el Ar Wan Bowe or urology
Milano v Medko de Oics
Eximenes de la vista Lames de contacts

Catarata knolantes de lentos intraocuistes Diabetes
. Gamma Triserniento de rayos law

SER11100 DE EMERGENCIA LAS 24 NORM
Abisrte ee Wee a albedo

En 7 Comers 11:11441776201 Leesburg litke, 1200
Fills Church, Va. Cites inmediatas

,

1
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Reading Worksheet 2
Reading Spanish:

Recognizing Cognates

COGNATES are words in a foreign language that look like words in our native
language or some other language we know. Most of the time cognates are a foreign
language reader's friends. One needs some practice, however, to learn how to
recognize them quickly. Here is a chance for you to practice.

"

-

Work in pairs.

Go through the text below and underline words you
think are cognates.

Discuss the clues that helped you to recognize them.

What type of person would answer an ad like this?

Be prepared to share your results with tilt, class.

e4a %agog&
bisica y revelado en
blanco y negro. Unica
oportunidad pare
fotógrafos de habla
hispana, principiantes;
cupos limitados.

Valor $ 150
387-3586
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Appendix C

Recognizing Cognates:

Practice Worksheets

in French and Spanish
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Reading Worksheet
Reading French

Practice: Recognizing Cognates

Here is an opportunity for you to practice recognizing cognates.

- Work in pairs.

- Go through the list of occupations below.
Remember to use your knowledge of other languages, aS
well as English.

Pick two jobs you would not like to do.

Discuss the clues that helped you recognize the
occupations.

- Be prepared to share your results with the class.

(1) INGENIEUR

(2) SERVEUSE

(3) INTERPRUE

(4) MECANICIEN

(5) PRCGRAMMEUR

(6) MlibECIN

(7) SECRETAIRE

2CC
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Readirg Worksheet
Reading French

Practice: Recognizing Cognates

Here is an opportunity for you to practice recognizing cognates.

Work in pairs.

Go through the list of places below. See if you can
tell what the locations are, using cognates.
Remember to use your knowledge of other languages, as
well as English.

Pick two places you don't often visit.

Discuss the clues that helped you recognize the
locations.

Be prepared to share your results with the class.

STADE

MUSfE

H8PITAL

A1ROPORT

SUR:MARCHE'

MONTAGNE



Reading Worksheet
Reading French

Practice: Recognizing Cognates

Work in pairs.

Go through the ad below and underline all the cognates you

recognize.

Discuss the clues that helped you recognize them.

Be prepared to share your results with the class.

Tell what the object in question is used for.

Jusqu'd present le Holster titait exclusivement utilise pour porter une arme.
Desormais nous vous proposons un usage plus pacifique : le HOLSTER

PORTEFEUILLE*. En toute discretion il protegera vos papers et argeat.
Riglable en 4 positions pour un confort maxi., absolument invisible sous

une veste ou un blouson. A partir de 190 F.

C-7
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish

Practice: Cognates

Here's an opportunity for you to practice recognizing and using cognates to help
yourself understand what you read in Spanish.

Look at the banner of a newspaper below. Underline the words you think are
cognates. What topics do you think this section of the newspaper will address?

EL COMERCIO

Sudan c
Dt NNW) t) di. og.,h)(11:

Quilt) ka uadar

Basquetbol

1..1%

Hi
(.,1111 pollit)ol tie

pr.1% lot 101
C.' 2

Deportes

2
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish

Practice: Recognizing Cognides

Here's an opportunity for you to practice recognizing cognates. Remember,
sometimes you can identify cognates by their sound!

Work in pairs.

Go through the headlines below. Which one is about...

a recent military action by the USA

musical brothers on a trip

drug traffickers

a new gallery

Be prepared to discuss the clues you used with
the class.

A.
Smithsonian Abrirá

Galeria Experimental

Estados Unidos Invade Panama
pero se les escapa Nor lega

C. Narcotraficantes ofrecen 30 millones por matar a Bush.

Hermancs
Salvadorerios

ia,jan a Europa
con orquesta
- A 1nlot r'

2



Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish:

Recognizing Cognates

COGNATES are words in a foreign language that look like words in our native
language or some other language we know. Most of the time cognates are a foreign
language reader's friends. One needs some practice, however, to learn how to
recognize them quickly. Here is a chance for you to practice.

- Work in pairs.

- Go through the text below and underline words you

WI

.0

MI

think are cognates.

Discuss the clues that helped you to recognize them.

What type of person would answer an ad like this?

Be prepared to share your results with the class.

mmtanocuseCto

CENTRO HISPANO
DE SALUD MENTAL

Si usted o alguien que conoce
tieneproblemas emocionales, de
hogar. alcohol o drops, lame a

LA VOZ AMIGA
Telefono de Emergencia

en espanol

667-6766
1823 18th St. N.W.
Washington D.C. 20009

C-13
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish:

Recognizing Cognates

1/

COGNATES are words in a foreign language that look like words in our native
language or some other language we know. Most of the time cognates are a foreign
language reader's friends. One needs some practice, however, to learn how to
recognize them quickly. Here is a chance for you to practice.

Work in pairs.

Go through the text below and underline words you
think are cognates.

Discuss the clues that helped you to recognize them.

What type of person would answer an ad like this?

Be prepared to share your results with the class.

SILVER SPRING
Consultor lo quiroprdctico

Dr. Alan D. Cornfield
9211 Coleiville Rd.
Silver Spring, 9113.

i,Heridu automovillaticas? sooloraa de
iAmpensa216n di trabap? cabeza.

CU0110.

hombros y

Tffkk Dc Sot do
Mgranos
tcazos

spaida.
de pismos

Imbrue a coma de taceduras



Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish

Practice: Recognizing Cognates

Here's an opportunity for you to practice recognizing cognates. Work with a partner.
Below is the table of contents from a woman's magazine called Buenhogar.
Underline the words you think are cognates. Do these help you to understand what
this issue of Buenhogar contains?

Arlo&

ra:ci
.....m.laeSS

OIRICIVOIA
MIRTA ILANco

ONUCTORA SI WI
MARGARITA CARRILLO

ARMANO0 DE ARMAS

VICEPOIMOENTE
MARTIN OE ARAMS

OCININTS mama
CARLOS E OMALEZ

04RECTOR SININAL Di TINTAS
DI PUSUCIOAD

GUIDO M ALVAREZ

CONSULTOR
OR PROTECTOR ISPOCIALIS

CARLOS MALLON

comma IJECUTIVO
GustLvo GONZALEZ LEWIS

MI SY TNI MS4 CaMcwIleen WO imams now
Ouellar aq1010 4 DM, AVM COMO* eV.~air S paws', walwocLAA mem isorill
',so SO As IS .9011 0,4atassa torawes Mons sem
sosisSI sos 0 'Wale 33. U. ars sulrenns warm
offices 4,aaAA euessAssu. SS. 10 Onus at emus
la 1. ..e, IJ A MP/ Osims sallimen vAlaGACAS
COsenolINTAI. StaLCIAA3 M PS N 111 Sirssi wors
OsrOwe 011MIN MISS %a $ A SuI50420An "ems Mpg
4 somas Os sus anPosAles we As so aossonesisse son
as Volts austalls ma es moms Solms0110: mar.
as sosSASS Namur or 101e4 AvAlires. S A Arse.
g alwels IP NOM& Ws* Sum ot Amara. Cale SO Oka
'SI NAGA% Is Illner Mums Cowen Is virus
Idosos allea OSAASAAS Pro Awash SW ~Mt Clie

44.0,100 61 ON CP Ca0 AMINO PAWN No VS
Carom CP. al 0. airmaisa arsassena U sow& O Waft
unsirspoCe 1011111Assiassal .4sommIlfil SONIS Van
SWIMS
ossipelrel ow, SlAseseAlswas 55 Isparall A
OrisSMIA Is Comm es OwsOSAm. VOA ?so onsmiss
'WO SW Ws $lAt NOM

.0110111. al AMMON MIMS
IP 611/4 NUM mum seer
IIIIPOSCASOW Soft slims Menem Ow Ibillowlel
&wow $AL. suwarosse WM. Osimrlatant
P.O. Oft OIL Pillerrin. Now WW1 ISlu .
roar ftsleme anre Was p. eamorwar ontaa.
co. own assmom as. IN au sr:surocom winswera 'meow As
OsMula Ismsse eft01111W 11. MEM

COMM!!

AIETICULOS

os,

/*.7 .??..

L;

MANTENGALO ,CONTENTOI 24 HORAS AL DIA

CUANDO UN NINO PREGUNTA

QUE ES "BUENO" Y QUE ES "MALO"

MADRE DESPUES DE LOS 35. (,POR QUE NO7

MANUAL DE FIESTAS:

UN ALMUERZO DE SENORAS.. MUY DE HOY!

; PUSONALIDADES
1

LA REINA ISABEL... A PUNTO DE ABDICAR/

jANE WYMAN: L A HISTORIA DE LA MUJER

20

Z5

CC..

QUE NO LLEGO A PRIMERA DAMA 30_

LiguizA y moo&
LA FORMA DE SU CUERPO LA DELATA! 35.

1SUETERES PARA FIESTAS 42

TEXTURAS... 1Y COLORESI 46

' jALGO NUEVO PARA MI TERRAZAI

DECORACION
[PARA UN DIA CUALQUIERA

I CON AIRE DE CAMPO

COCINA
1PREPARESE IPARA DICIEMBRE I

' HOY . 'NOS REUNIMOS!

SECCION ESPECIAL
iGkaN HOROSCOPO 1986!

52

54

50

i "UNA ESPINA EN EL CORAZON" por Kate O'Hara

! MCCOWN PUAS
'4SABES QUE?
I LOS BEBES DE BF

74

76

83

6
:42

HOROSCOPO

213
1 46
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Reading Worksheet 5

in French and Spanish:

Using Background Knowledge
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Reading Worksheet 5
Reading French

Practice: Using Background Knowledge

Here is an opportunity to practice using your background knowledge while reading French.

Work in. pairs.

Use your background knowledge of films to identify the names of American
films in this text.

Share your results with other groups in the class.

Canal +

Les nouveaux films
de la semaine

I Montparnasse 19
De Jacques Becker (1957, 1 h 44).
Ven., 21 h 15 ; lun., 9 heures.

; House
, De Stephen Miner (1986, 1 h 29).

Sam., 23 heures ; mar., 1 h 5.
* Peter et Elliott le dragon
De Don Chaffey (1977, 1 h 42).
Dim., 18 heures ; mer., 10 h 35.
* Mow vers le futur
De Robert Zemeckis (1985.
1 h 52). Dim., 20 h 30 ; mer..
23 h 20.
Twist again I Moscou
De Jean-Marie Poke (1986. 1 h 30).
Mar., 20 h 30 ; mer., 9 heures.
* Frances
De Grooms Clifford (1983, 2 h 14).

. Meru 21 heures.
Amsterdam Kill

De Robert Clouse (1977, 1 h 27).
Jeu., 20 h 30.



//
Rodin; iforkeheet 5

Reading French:
Using Background Knowledge

A. Look at this text. Look at the picture. What do you think
this text is about?

B. Now look at the bottom of the page. Based on what you know
about this type of text, what do you think this form is?

C. Read through the text of the form. Are there any clues to
confirm or disprove your guess?

Le nouveau Target 40 Plus de Tendon va a 11,5*
(c'est celui qui vient de vous doubler)

SOMOORaIRSOMEMWOUS
NUMEMMUMWM 1111

MOIMOIWWWWWWUunalmi
MmIOMMIIIMMUMMOIMOMMM
BINO WM

11.5 a rindice Norton, il vaut mieux

avoir le Target 40 Plus avec soi que cantre

soi. Parce qu'en inforrnatique les limitations

de vitesse ne sont pas permises, le nou-

veau Target 40 Plus de Tandon est dote de

Performances exceptionnelles. Son élec-

tronique est entièrement nouvelle; basee

sur microprocesseur Intel 80286, fonc-

=ionnant sans "Wait-State" a 10,7 MHz,

elle autorise un indice Norton de 11.5

caisant du Target 40 Plus l'un des cc mpa-

tibles AT les plus rapides.

Le Mapper, une exclusivité Tandon, sait

utiliser le mega octet de mémoire centrale

livre en standard selon la norme

( Lotus Intel Microsoft"). Le disque dur de

40 Mo di::pose d'un temps moyen d'acces

inférieur 6 40 ms.

Le Target 40 Plus est dote en standard

d'un moniteur "Paper White" ll est livré

avec MS-DOS 3.2, l'integrateur 6 fend-

tre Window et supportera le systeme

0S2"! Alors un bon ftonseil, renseignez-

vous ô toute vitesse!
ie,,com.w. 3 (COO. '5n00^

3( 7,geAC,., 23.11,111. WT #
3 e\z-,..

** S:" tOr" 310, ,3Iss 14Cs lt .3..3

><-
Bon a dicoupw: Pow 'eCevdd Tah...,emer -cr,e loc...e,e,AP.0,, "arget 40 ks. ,en.cvez ce ..:cvcao-

Convoe, S A ov '4,1666one2 .3%. !I 4760 900

Soc.ehe

2 I ti
rode POStdi . .

FORUM STAND Fi31

7-57-alcon
Computer S.A.

10S. boulsvord de Volmy. 92706 Coteenbos



Reading Worksheet S
Reading Spanish:

Using Background Knowledge

Look at the text in the box. What do you think this text is about? Where would you
normally see this text? How do you know?

1 ADVERTENCIA DEL CIRUJANO GENERAL: El
Humo del Cigarrillo Contiene MonOxido de Carbono.

1

217
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/1
Reading Worksheet 5

Reading Spanish:
Using Background Knowledge

Look at this text. Look at the picture. What do you think this text is about? List 3 things
you know about this topic.

Barry solo reconoce adicción
al alcohol y tranquilizantes
El alcalde de Washington.

Marion Barry, reconoció su
adicciOn al alcohol y a los
tranquilizantes durante la
primera conferencia de pren-
sa convocada despues que en
enero pasado fuera detenido
y acusado de posesión ilicita
de cocaina.

Barry aseguro que no
dimitira de su puesto de
alcalde de la capital mien-
tras se mantengan contra él
los cargos de posesión de
cocaina y perjurio.

Pass a la pigina 6



Appendix E

Using Background Knowledge:

Practice Worksheets

In French and Spanish
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Reading Worksheet
Reading French

Practice: Using Your Background Rrxwledge

Here is a chance to practice using your background knowledge.

First, list the kinds of information you would expect to find on a
bill of this kind.

Next, study the document to see if this information is included.

Was there anything missing? Was there anything that surprised you?

Finally, use all of the information to tell what happened.

PUB RENAULT
53 CH ELYSEES PARIS

GAR NO DATE N.CONS TABLE CVT
16 10/07/89 1795 37 1

2 EXPRESS 12.40

S.TOTL 12.40

16K67 TOTAL 12.40
SERvICE 15% COMPRIS

MERCI A BIENTOT

E-3 220
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Reading Workslleet
Reading French

Practice: Using Background Knodledge

Here is an opportunity for you to practice using your background
knadledge.

- First, use your background knowledge to identify what's shown
beim.

- Second, use your background knowledge to make a list of what
type of information is usually found in items like diese.

- Study the items more closely. Is there information that
surprises you? Is there intonation missing?

414@NGOPPOE
LE 13,0749 A 151142

00 1006 1 0244

LE
NO VENDEURIc3O N

38293 ROGER ALA /1 53O0
1

9 RIVE qtvmE 31i,60

7591006

1 TOTAL 122,40
272035454431004

: AMERICAN EYFRESS 122,40

1 TUAL 122.40

MERCI ET A DIETC: LE 13/1175118 ti:SH58

1C447;00 1006

RIVE GAUCHE

NO VENDEUR: HOF

38015 SENTEURS
2,50F X 14:\:::;

38015 SENTEURS

38008 HOMES 1

NET

38013 DENTIFRICES 1

isTOTAL
ESPEC

MONNAIE RENDUE

1 494ALLE
B 0 N
M A R
C M

MEC trRI AllgTOT

E-5

7591006

1/,00

40,00

3.15

16,00

17.16A

23,85

76.15

221

AU BON MARCHE
RIVE GAUCHE

LE 13/17I8 AJH01

00 1006 7591006

MVEGAUCHE
NO VENDEUR: 051

38015 SENTEURS 1

38015 SENTEURS .50

1 Aim.

0 ESPECES

1 TOTAL

MERCI

8 0 N
Pk

9.50

9,50



Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish:

Using Background Knowledge

On the back of this sheet is the banner of a newspaper. Don't look yet!

First, make a list of the kinds of inform:Limn you'd expect to find at the top of a
newspaper.

Now look at the banner. Does it match your expectations?
What other information is there? What isn't there that you thought would be?



slia 411
Vol. XIII No. 51 121clogobro 21, 199 No its sdlo un porindleo, so un service* a a comunidod Washington. D.C. 250

111111M
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish:

Using Background Knowledge

On the back of this sheet is the coupon you'd use to request a subscription to .E1
Pregonero, a Spanish newspaper in the Washington, D.C. area. Don't look yeti

First, make a list of the kinds of information you'd expect to find on a subscription
request and the kinds of information you'd be asked to provide.

Now look at the subscription request form. Does it match your expectations?



t;

CUPON DE SUBSCRIPCION
;Si! Deseo recibir 1111 prepay. en mi hogar.

Nombre

Direccion

Ciudaa Estado Zona

Parroquia

0 1 alio $10.00 ( ) 2 antis $18.00
0 3 anôs $25.00 ( ) Estudiantes y jubilados $6.00

Deseo regalar una subscripción a:

Nombre

Direccion

,Cuidad Estado Zona

P.O."1"*"ox 90567
Washington, D.C. 20090-0567

) Envie factura

) Incluyo cheque

2:26
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish

Practice: Using Background Knowledge

Here's an opportunity for you to practice using your background knowledge when you
read Spanish. Below is a help-wanted ad for a driver (chofer). Look over the ad.
Using cognates and your background knowledge of ads such as this, what are the
requirements for the job?

1.

2.

3.

4.

INDUSTRIAL DE
GASEOSAS CIA. LTDA.

COCA COLA
Necesita contratar choferes de trailer, que
reUnan los siguientes requisitos:

Licencia de manejo de primera catego-
ria
Conocimientos de vehiculos Mercedes
Benz 2632 y Ford L-9000
Experiencia minina de 5 años, en carre-
tore y en este tipo de vehiculos
Edad de 30 a 35 atios

Presentarse portando curriculum vitae que
acredlte experiencla.

Entrevistas Unicamente dia lunes 7 de agosto
de 09h00 a 12h00 y de 15h00 a 18h00.

Dirección: Av. Isaac Albeñiz 207 y El Morlán.

E-11
227



Appendix F

Reading Worksheet 8

in French and Spanish:

Previewing
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ReadingWorksbeet 8
Reading Prendh:

Previewing

This item was found on a bulletin board. What service is being
offered? Be prepared to share your clues and difficulties with the
class.

AC 0
LICENCIEE ES LETTRES EFFECTUE TOM TRAVAUX

DE DACTYLOGRAPHIE EN FRANCAIa ET EN ANGLAIS

SUR MACH/NE ELECTRONIQUE A MARGUERITES.

CORRIGE FAUTE D'ORTHOGRAPHE.

POSSIBILITE DE cmAticemstir DE CARACTERES.

TRAVAIL TRES SERIEUX - DELAIS RESPECTES.

PRIX I Francs LA PAGE.

TEL 4336.3540



Reading Worksheet
Reading French

Practice: Previewing

Here's an opportunity for you to practice your previewing skills.
This is an article giving factual information about a certain
subject. Preview the text to identify what the subject is. Don't
forget to take advantage of cognates!

VOUS N'AVEZ PAS UN SOU...
Un projet qui vous tient A cceur, une dépense imprévue qui vous jette dans l'embarras...
bref, vous avez un besoin urgent d'argent. Sans panique, prenez alors le temps d'étudier
la solution la mieux adaptée a votre cas.

Vous vulz
Sumer vas
ótutles ou cllos
do vos enfants
Toutes les grandes banques pro-
posent maintenant des prOts

special étudiant ii. Renseignez-
vous et comparez car les condi-
tions sont très diffOrentes d'une
banque a l'autre Les élèves des
grandes écoles demeurent les
plus favorisés.

A noter des prilts d'honneur
sont accordés par les universi-
tdis. Mais leurs conditions avan-
tageuses (taux d'intOrtit nul) les
rendent très demanas et. .

rares

2. Yews eves un
Woman urgent
d'argont
Le Mont de Piéta qui prafère
aujourd'hui se nommer Credit
Municipal rests une bonne
solution, a tenter.
Contre un gage que vous laissez
en (IOW (bijou, valeur, meuble...)
II vous sera remis une somme en
liquide. Dans le meilleur des cas,
vous pouvez obtenir jusqul
40 % de la valeur de votre gage.

3. Le Groat la
consonmation
La *le d'or comparez !

F-5

Sachez distInguer trois types de
credits :
Le prat pour achat
tmpiromnt: c'est en
géndtral la solution que vous pro-
posent les grandes surfaces, les
magasins de rneubles, etc. Ces
commergants sont Iles a des
organismes de financement
(GREG, SOFINCO, SAVAC,
CETELEM...). Leurs taux d'intO-
réts viennent de baisser note-
blement en passant de 25 a
17/18 %.
L prit offecti il est

consenti par votre banque dans
un but très précis achat (rune
voiture, de gros appareils élec-
troménagers..

23i

I. prêt personnel:
accord6 par les banques et les
établissements de credit. Le
consommateur qui en bOn6ficie
n'a aucune justification a fournir
sur l'usage qu'il en fail.

4. Les nouveaux
servkes des
banques
Le credit permanent a domicile
par Minitel ou sur simple
demande auprés de votre ban .
que, vous pouvez obtenir des
facilités de trésorerie. Une nou-
velle idea en plein essor : Liber-
tel du C.0 F., Noravance du cré-
dit du Nord.



Reading Worksheet 8
Reading Spanish:

Previewing

What's being advertised?

CLINICA DENTAL DLL H.
JOSEPI-1 C. EMPTISTr

Le ofrece la mds avanzada tecnologia de
RAPairAtittae R telltS MOM&

iNaespere más y brinde su mejor sonrisal
Umpieza utast:mica Reparaciones inmediatas

Tratamiento de ralces Coronas y puentes de

Reparaciones Inmediates porcelana

Dentaduras parclales y totales Radlografies

Emergencies las 24 horas del die

Como slempre contemn cal la meix tecnologia pus darle el culdado

dental qua usted se mews
Estarnos en el centro de la comunidad Mina WasNngton

iAdwns Wont

Now use cognates and your background knowledge to list three things this clinic can
do for you.

1.

2.

3.

231
F-7



Reading Worksheet 8
Reading Spanish

Practice: Previewing

Here's an opportunity for yon to practice your previewing skills. Remember, when you
preview, you just want to identify what the general topic of the text is.

Scenario:

You're looking for a job. You open the paper to this page and see these ads. Which
ad would you read for more detail if you were interested in...

AiLt

... a job as a secretary?

... a job at a travel agency?

... a job as a programming analyst?

Nsvo**41*.%00400.cot4/05

atte\0901 Va

VCI
cos

0001101611°
,,s "lowstorsold

QCO
'3 s isms

- ttACW ries s'\

01,61

00)*11°6
4 vi,

0410S solo
de otos

COS°C....

09000 0

tw.
sw,tsn's

vo0.110-
i. Geo.-

coldots$

sMeleunt:000

. ...
.c:0:

... 0

0
Ow-

01s.

loos 0040,00040
00$2:64

006$1"ellt°

NAB 4
t't4s°4 s

led& s
impooPv-

COstbIls
sect° Ssil Cs

\\1st,
dstGssvo

Oxoto

00611.". 91$13.

oft I/
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Appendix G

Previewing:

Practice Worksheets

in French and Spanish
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Re3ding Workslleet
Beading French

Practice: Previewing

Here is an opportunity for you to practice your previewing skills.
Remember, when you preview, you just want to identify what the
aeneral topic of the text is.

- Work by yourself. .

- On the flip side of this page are several ads featuring
educational opportunities. Which ad would you read for greater
detail if you were interested in...

... economy and social sciences? ... mathematics?

... paramedical fields? ... electronics?

- Share your results with other students. What clues did you use
to identify the topics?

G-3

23.1
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Reading Worksheet
Reeding French

Practice: Previewing

Below is a section from Le Monu.t, usually considered the best daily
for news in French. Preview the items to identify the focus of this
section.

Le Monde Vendredi 4 salt 1989 15

Le Carnet du Minh
Na brumes

M. et ibtwo FOUBT BEN SAM
Nein et Camille

soot vas hewn de fain part de laname de

Awn%
le 21 Pill* 1989.

I. rue de rArdicks,
44800 Saint-lierblain.

- Marin et Plain TM:WILLEM
seat Mom de fake pan de la nal&
same de lour petit fare,

baa-Baptkk,

ni Gnsoble, le 21 juilies 1989.

Da la pan de
Philippe et OnistIme ntounsza,

ode
hew hes TIOUILIXIL

hL et Iblm Hari ARUM

Mildew FrancimoContd,
43000 Le Puy.
38500 Veins.
38700 La Treed&

DicIs
- La tenni. Ajlui,
Son one Monk,
Sa house Jamas,
Et se* aken Bids, Okada,

Safouane, Haifa* Marman
at la dottiest de fake part da dick de

114. No* AJLANI,

sown le 31 Nike 1989, 1 de
misentioqWase ans.

II repass disarm*" as clmetike de
Thais (Perk).

- Saiatasais. Ltepy. La Thoureil

Mb

(Maingbleire).

Frown Darien,
M. et hie isse.Paul Darien,
Claim* Fridirieue,
M. et Mow Peal Maideamt,
M. et hen Akio halonsau,
Butlea at Victor,
M. et M. Bertrand du Bouquet,

U.
Look,

Paul Meltdown,
Et teats la familia,

ont la dottiest de fake pan du dick de

.MI' Lens DURIEUX,
nie Nett 11=4

Wicks d'

wren le lw sok 19*9,1 Mon-Ealal-
Martin (Meurthost-Moselle), i rip
de quktmiaponse ass, sunk an
sacremesta de l'Eglise.

Las elielsrese Baron lisu le vendredi
4 ant, 1 10 h 30, as NOW Saint-
Donohoe, I Lcapylkat.

Llama's** se fora au dank* de
Saint.Cybmet (Dordope).

NI awe ai maramess, des affront"
pow mane et recherche indica..

22, armee de la Gare.
54350 Ment-Swiat.Martia.

- uhIIs,
hi 0 Mao !' ranee Walla

hew Jack.alias Link.
M. et Wm PlarmAamiae *ay

et laps serum,
oat la denim de fake part du dick de

BP° Rood LETULLE,
We Gabrielle Mwse,

sumo h Salabariac.ear-Mer, le
26 juillet 1989.

Liiatiu1Iisdamlip 'us
strict.

La Salinas,
35800 Saim-BriaaserMar.

- MPiJSoIaJ,
son intim.

Anita et Christian Flo*,
I's enfants,

Wiwi* et °balding runts
iii petitsenfants,

hies Andri Parisate.
M. et hin Jacque Nana,
U. et Mo Boner Carcases"
him Maurice Sole!,

so scours, belle-emu: et bean-frine,
Et kurs families,

ont la dollar de fake pan du &ids de

Pul SOIAL,
ens de parrs 1939-1945.

some I. 31 juin* 19119, II rip de
sonanuodix-hult sas.

Les oteiques ont es lieu le 2 mit,
dans rintimiti

Cot avis tient WI de fake-part.

16. rue OsareoSand,
75016 Paris.

- La presidest.
La coma d'administration,
lit I. ;Impanel de la Sociitd de ban.

gm et de cridit (SSC),
oat le regret de kire part du dick acci-
dental omens as Marco de Mr dim-
taut Onkel,

M. Dries TAIL TAIL

Pukes.* coo qui root came avoir
ens peak poar ha.

La prdeset ark tient lieu de fake.
part.

SW,
26. menus des Forces-Armise-Royalse,
Casablanca,
Mama

Remerelemente

- M. Roben Pipaud,
Et sa famille,
M. Francis Carlin.

remercient trk sincerement touts' les
pennon qui ont manifeste hew spins-
thie par kw *dance, ainsi que par
Venni de flews it de cartes, ion des
obliques de

Frew* PIGEAUD.

Annivorealres

- Ea souvenir de

Clude.IPIsni MANCHE.

une man ars eilibrk I ma intention.
le 5 mat 1989, 1 18 1 30. en risk* de
Whom (Alpss-Maritimes), pour le
I. anniversaire de am dicis le 4 mut
1988.

- La'4 mat 1979, disparaissait

Frugal. GAULT,
annul Sive

de l'Ecole normals supirieure.
profesmar I Pucker** de Sambaing.

Um pork est demands cem qui
ront many et aimi.

G-5
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Reading Worksheet
Beading Frendh

Practice: Previewing

Here's an opportunity for you to use several of your reading
strategies to preview the French below. Use your background
knowledge, the pictures, and cognates to find a book you might like
to read.

LOCAUXETSONTEMPS
Véronique Ageorges et Henri
de Saint.illanquat
Dans la collection Les fours de l'Histoire
yowl noon* la civilisation magdaltnienne
qui sest etendue dans l'Europe occidentale
pendant six ou sept millenaires i la fin de la
derniere glaciation. quelques quinze mille
ans mitt notre ire. Les Magdaleniens
avaient heriti du feu et s'ils nent pas

invent*" l'agriculture. ils ont dei,eloppe
les techniques de chasse et perfectionne les
outils ruchmentaires. Ils nous ont surtout
lame les traces den admirable art rupestre
et des objets i la decoration minutieuse.
Lascaux. avec renchevétrement des
immenses taureaux. longs de quatre a cinq
metres et de la multitude des autres ani
maux. chevaux. bisons. cerfr, on en
denombre mile cinq cents demeure enco
re une des tmgmes queclaire cet ouvrage
trts bien document* am de nombreuses
illustrations

CASTEMAN, 7$ F

CITOYEN LIBERTE
Pierre Porni, JeandClaude Catnano
et Lucien Rollin

Que sestil passe a Ivry durant ces
fameuses annees revolutionnaires? En
1789 sorts un hIVtT ngoureux. au Chateau
on fete avec insouciance l'arri*e du prin .
temps. tandis qu'au-deli des murs du parc.
dans la campagne. les paysans redigent fit-
vreusement leurs Cahiers de Doleances.
JeanJacques Perrault. jeune journaliste
acqua aux idees nouvelles est le tem=
attentif de ces deux mondes. Vu du côte des
petites gens de la commune. un itintraire en
bande dessinee A travers la Revolution
Francaise.

CAVEMAN, SO F

411:tilihrs2-154m

If4

KT 9561111.

Oks

LE GUEPARD
Thste de Philippe Dupont et
ValErie Tracqui

Dans la collection Pete a 13atte connate A
la vie des milieux, voici Le gvipard.
Utilise par rhomme depuis l'AnUquite pour
raider a chimer, le guepard a dispirit,
dAsie et est devenu tres rare en Afrique.
Avec cent kilometres a rheure. cest le
champion du monde de vitesse de tous les
mammiferes. Comme la panthire. le
jaguar. le serval et roceiot. il fait partie de la
&milk des felins uchetes dont les four-
rums adaptees A une necessite de carnoufla
ge pour mieux chaser. ont caw.* la perte.
par leur valeur marchande. Bien illustre et
document. cet ouvrage instructif repond
bten aux enfants cuneux de nature.

MAN, $0

LA VIE DES SOROS DE MER
LE TEMPS DES DINOSAURES

Voici venu le temps des dinlsaures. Oui je
dis bien. venu. car personnelsment je ne les

jarnas crus si vras. tout drous sorts du
livre. Aec des carapaces irt mondeS et met'
veilieUSCS et des yeux qui vous trouent Ia
page. Cela se pane en tin pays unique 01 les
photos semblent etre en Warts, oU il suffit
d'un courant d'air et roiseau senvole. la
vague vous submerge. le coquillage vient
mulct sous vos doles. Cela se passe aux
le= de la decouverte Cest une collection
qui tient le pan des Encyclopedistes d'il y a
deux siecles : apprenilre au plus grand
nombre un savoir menace de se perdre en le
fixant par !Image. Lan photographique
s'allie a celui de la composition de la page.
oil les textes succincts et rigoureux vien
nent se glisser comme par magic. Les deux
derniers titres parus sont Le temps des
dinosaures et La tle des Ixords de mer. Pour
rewr les yeux grands ouverts.

OALUMARD. 13 F Ow** volume
VI de ~rim mau kat wit 12181

G-7

LE GRAND LIVRE DES DROITS
DE I:ENFANT
Alain Serres.
Prelsce du Professeur
Schwa risen berg.

Deux siecks sores la Revolution qui procla-
ma les Drons de l'Homme quen estil des
Droits de l'Enfant? En douze dossiers et de
nombreuses photographies en couletus et
illustrations. ce livre fait le point sur la ques.
tion. Pourquoi ce livre? Parce que plus de
deux milliards cretres n'ont pas mem age
adulte et qu'ils subissent le monde alors
gulls le renouvellent. Parce que des mil-
lions ont la faun au ventte. connaissent la
guerre. Ia misere et le malheur. Parce que
rinjustice est trop facile envers les faibles.
Parte quen doit leur transmettre le savour
Parce .que cra sight de dire sos sage et
maim Pour que chacun connaisse ces
Droits afin de les fame respecter et den
conquenr de nouveaux.

MEMO, 120 F

D'OU VIENNENT LES PIERRES?
DES ANIMAUX
DE BONNE COMPAGNIE

Deux nouveaux titres dans la collection
Decouterte Benjamin. la premiere encyclo-
pedic de poche pour enfants. Awes avoir
present& sout ce qu'il nut savoir du Cheva
dans un precedent ouvrage. voici les
Ammaux de compagme qu'il ne faut pas
confondre avec les ammaux domestiques.
Sont de bonne comoagme. le chien et le chat
bien sUr. mais aussi les petits rongeurs.
oiseaux et reptiles. Puis sores Des Flews
Par mallets deia Pam. void Doü oennent
les metres 'Chacun des Lyres de cette col-
lection est compose avec la collaboration de
scientifiques et de conseillers pedago
gigues

%ALLMAN) JEUNESSE, 32 F

". ono. oft
, %le de% Is de nal.

atiet
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish

Practice: Previewing

Here's an opportunity for you to practice previewing. Work in pairs.

Go through the ads below. Which ad would you respond to if you needed:

treatment for accidental injury

acupuncture

counseling

a physical

Be ready to talk about the clues you used to decide. Remember, make use of cognates and
your background knowledge!

A*

Mica de Medicine y Acupuntura
1112 lye IL, Mt PA NM
Waoldves, g.C.

8114618

CM Calle Plow lob C
Ids Chink VA MN

(101) 8324Mi

Guth 0. nu" M.D.
Medians 'Marna

Espensizado on Acueuntita on loo Univorsidados do Meckana
Tracknored de Wire Piing y Shingtni, on Chem

WNW oa *ram sollodoodao de kupuretim
Troundonta: Dabres on gauwal, intormin sngenntao.

6/EMMA Om* *mom Mbiso do fumy *wow
arm* do is an_ wand° mamma ormas *Woe*

C.

B.
DOCTOR H. BAHAR, M.D.
Diplomado por la American Board de Medicine

Interne
MUMMA SOMA I INTSMIA

Su mdclico personal
Bethesda Medical Bldg. 11500 Old Georgetown
8218 Wisconsin Aye, 405 Rd. Lower Level
Bethesda, MD. 20814 Rockville, MD. 20832
(301) 654.1280 (301) 468-1212

CROSSROADS PROMSIONAL
COONSILINO coma -
Fatitiatra familiar

Ansiedad Depresión Adkcion
Crisis nerviosa Hospitalización
Madicamentos Consejeria

MARA PUMA UM WNW
C M Prasad, M.D. PHD
611 South Carlin Spring Rd.

Suite 401

Arlington. Va. 22204

G-9 23s

(703)
578-0907



S.

Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish:

Previewing

Here's an opportunity for you to practice your previewing skills. Remember, when
you preview, you just want to identify the general topic of the ad.

Below are 4 ads. Look them over briefly and decide which you would call if you
needed:

a lawyer a palm-reader

a photographer a carpenter

Be prepared to share your clues with the class.

A.

FOTOGRAFIA Y VIDEO
Para recordar los mejores momentos
bodas. hautizos. cumpleatios. fiestas.
Fotos para tnmigractOn y pasaporte

servicto a domteilio.
243-0091

Fax: 525-2903

C

SESORA MARIA
Consejera adivinadora espiritual

Le ayudard a resolver todos los problemas de Li

Ayuda en problemas de AMOR. NEG0C.10
ENFERMEDADES. tiene ditit:ultades en ,n
quiere atraer a se ser quendo. Consulteme

Lee las cartas Tarot y Ia mano
...

Limpias eTirituales

920-3415
34(.X) 25th cruza con la Shn nlington. Arhn:1:0,1

Consultas solamente en esoano.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

OFICINA DE LEYES

Edward W. Lentz
ABOGADO-PRACTICA

GENERAL,

Divorcios liunigración
Transacciones de Bienes Ralces

Accidentes de tránsito

800 N. Taylor St.
Suite 201 (703) 243.3333

Arlin ton, Va. 22203

D.

CCMIIKILCUt %/Vial

.04. Remodelaciones P:ntura

. Plaster Techos Picrre-.a
Electricidad Calefacc.on

Carpinteria en genera!
CCNst..L-A GPA7s

439-8155 439-5813

G-11 239



Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish:

Previewing

Below are 4 ads. Look them over briefly and decide to which category each one
belongs.

car ad

a doctor's ad

Be prepared to share your clues with the class.

travel ad

clothes ad

Especialistas Diplomados capacitaans II
ara atenderle como usted SE 7nert

MEDICINA Y GASTROENTEROLOGIAT

J. Benjamin Unt1veros
Medlona. estdmago. higado. intesunos

SoflaUntiveros
Medlcina - Sange - Cancer

e.1...72911.3.122:221==y
Anora en mufti= dos incalldmili pate Su conven4ncla

8903 Shady Grove Court
Galthersburg, MD. 20877

9404 Old Georgetown Rd.
Bethesda, MD. 20814

.:uad(u del Beltwev. ruia 495)
Alendamos sebum en Boma.

"6`Stic:Vibm.)
famelIMIMMIAIN'IwIAMI

C

330-4400

V1AJES FIESTA
La Agenda de todos los Hispanos

VIAJE A EL SALVADOR
IDA Y VUELTA $550

IDA $302

(202) 737-6002
LLAMENOS .V1SITENOS-

ABIERTO
LOS SABAN-A

1522 K StTeet. N.W. *100
1%asiiington.

Di7 VW .7.NISSAN

OICA CIVIMAIDAD
Si usted nunca ha tenido ccrro y
tampoco ha tenido crédito ahorc
NISSAN le ofrece la oportunidcd!

MONICA-fkOMAS de poder tener su carro propio
(301) 770-6100

LLAMA A MONICA THOMAS
Tambien ahora yenta especial' de carros nuevos

demostrackmes solo por unica va

2 4
G-13

Saenz Brothers Inc.
Edgar Saenz

r.

Disehos
Ternos y Trajes

a Medida
Remodelaje

Alteraciones
Zurcido Invisible

Mencidn Inmediata
Vents de Mode

pars Dames y Caballeros
30 altos de Experiencia

Alquiler y Vents de Tuxedos
Precios Bajos

5541 Nicholson Lane
Rockville MD 20852

.1 . Abiertos de Lunes a Sibado1\
11 1 10:00 a.m. a 8:00 p.m.

..\.4 .:

881.1590



Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish:

Previewing

Here's an opportunity for you to practice your previewing skills. Remember, when
you preview, you just want to identify what the seneral topic of the article is.

Below are the beginnings of 4 newspaper articles. Look them over briefly and
decide which you would read in more detail if you were:

religious buying a house

concerned about buying a diamond
the environment

Be prepared to share your clues with the class.

ring

Un problema
qua se acumula

La icasiva
acumulación de bows
as uno de los problo-
mos mis dIfIelles qua
nfrents Is socioded
moderns. 4CW. se sate
hacienda al naspocto?

Var report* asp,-
dal en las piglnas cen-
trals*.

A,

30 % a 40% descuento
Montan Ws

No hay uno rmosia olds sinaonN de wear
smm undritomos, quo con dismolos. Un bolo
conlunb do 14 K.

a.

REFLEXIONES
DOMINICALES'
i'101-S loni

4COMPRANDO
CASA?(4'

INGENIERO INSPECTOR
EXAMINARA ESIIkS AREAS:

CALEMCCON
EVIVAIURA
ELECTINCCAO
PWAIERMi

DAVIS
rEcNo
OPENAiE
En

ESPICIFOA Ei. CONTWO 05
COMM CUE DUE* uht

aillIKCION DE CASA

ROGER M. VELEZ, PE.
INCIENIINO UCENCIADO

242-0065

Lectures:

Exodo 17.3.7
Timoteo 5.1:2.5-5
San Juan 4.5-42

Dios vive con nosotros
Durante la Cuaresma debemos hacer
nos la pregunta que aparece en la
lectura del Libro del Exodo 4E141

el Señor en medio de nosotros. o no?
La respueMa de los Israelites en el

desierto es clara No solamente MOB es.
existe. sino que tambien wive con noso
tros

BEST COPY AURAE G-15

Pascua. y nuestra future resurreccion
cuando Cristo vuelve a juzgar a vivo: y
muertos.

El Sacramento del Bautismo. el agua del
costado de Cristo que nos une a su
resurreceién. a Su cuerpo que es la Igle-

nOB asegura la fuerza vital. la gram.
el don necesarto pars tener y entrar a la
vide eterna.

241



Appendix H

Reading Worksheet 12

in French and Spanish
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Reading Worksheet 12
Readir' Kir French

You and your friend have purchased a train ticket from Paris to
Toulotae. You need to find the following information fram the
ticket:

- Will you be travelling by day or by night?
What time does the train leave?

PJruTr,..11,11do
t ttIrt dolt ttrt t .tt

11)1 tic Ir,1111

1,t,1 't
!),;,I ?Alt .! I."

;1 7r t.,

ttlépart Dep

6"
rnvete Amy

2.53 PARIS AUS1ERLITZ

07.00 OULOUSE MAMMAL'

Dme LE 26.07.89
vAdorDEPART 1PAIN EN PERIUDE

\ ;

t

0

a

0/10600571
026 005

0428/ti

rAnts NORD
10.07.:39 30

00636499

Particurariret
Remarks(
T2 SUP. VAM1LLE

/0 1)0020 8 00636499 IPPIPPRO

Train 1 75 \ V pArrni.. coa
0..1 Places Y . 7

f.Referencgt

%\ 'PreterreoPi
AccOffi6dation

LIT T2

;

00 02

411101P01041

Now scan the ticket for this information:

When will you arrive?
What is the train number?
What are the numbers of your reserved seats?
There are several train stations in Paris. Which one will
you leave from?
Before taking your places in the train, you must do something
with the ticket. What and how will you do it?

243
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish:

Scanning

You want to put a classified ad in El Pregonero. Below is the form you'd use.

Scan the form to answer the following questions.

1. What's the minimum cost of a classified?

2. How many words do you get for that amount?

3. How much is each additional word?

4. Should you abbreviate words?

5. Besides your classified ad, what other information does
the form request from you?

RECORTE Y ENV1E ESTE
CUPON DE CLASIFICADOS

TODO AVISO DEBE SER ACOMPANADO DE
UN CHEQUE 0 GIRO POSTAL (Money Order).

El minimo es $4.00 por 16 palabras por ediciOn.
Cada palabra adicional vale .25 centavos. Por favor
escriba en imprenta. bien claro. No aceptamos
abreviaturas.

ENVIELO A:
EL PREGONERO
Dspartamento de Clasificados
Post Office Box 4464
Washington, D.C. 20017

Nombre

Direcci6n

Cuidad Estatin Zonli

I.
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Appendix I

Scanning:

Practice Worksheets

in French and Spanish
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lieadirg Worksheets
Beading French

Practice: Scanning

Here's an opportunity for you to practice your scanning skills.
You're going out to dinner with a friend who says he's tired of
traditional foods and even of seafood.

Scan this page to find two or three exotic restaurants to suggest.

DES RESTAURANTS OUVERTS LE DIMANCHE
11i WM*

AKASH 42324415 LA CRIEE f t T4_11_11! LA MICRO BRASSERIE
kkikis islass a osidskein wows 15.". "I r 4211.14.31 rot r. R 14.0 Iv,

I, ns NkahsFkarl 41 amitill 1 a sar ratsurss la
31. bul IMII-Nalk r. 42.33. 32.66 dew. SA F Form. IN F7a-dirlia

IS. ilis tamp . 43.5423.57
64,11161Angsmem 11'.42220111
21 bb. r. StOrlis IP. 47.27.20.70

LES AMSASSA"S ffira 12, gni Mask, Lmasiossa LES MINISTERES aorgriipiddlis hobs Con 47.51.77.35
130. W Mastater 47141.56.11 30. rue 6 la rm - caws pima.

Ws ikp pars* dwa Oca 1103

AMIASSADE DAMPS
22. r. du firenierSt.Lazwe

42.72.31.22 $pit. rfelonales

AUDERRICKCATALAN
344, no lambs 11501 45.541171
$pit onspons Pal*. F. kW

47.C1.0.01
AU GUM D'ONAY 51 KW

41q1 iNay NNW* la ANNOes

BALZAR 43.54.1317
41. red In bin Tlkspea 1k30

La Smsseris 6 Wars WI

U BISTRO DE MARIUS
S. re,:ity 1114. 40.7011.15

Nom 6 irs
Oaks *reek

CAFETERMINUSN:r..A
Dim balls Apo** di Osqu'a 23h

MINIM A porde de 150 F

CHU FRANCIS :MI'S
7. place de rAinsa. Huhn,s louts
roan** SPddslitos du paktum

M. 6 le Madam
CHEZ JENNY bd 6 Tau*
42.147475. Sas lanna *amass
So tabu se ramie dim 211 mt.

CINPE ()ALSACE
4.

"ITS"06km
43.2517.71 61. bird : Indrandl

kw CNN' WS rank

444.142.1..r. tasi

Calmer Ms demi *. rIN
CM. salsanse 6 Is
31. me PAINsk*Michtil=

LES DOGES 454:1211
SO. rus SIst-Chorks

SI* "skims now 13,50 F

DIOUF TIE 42.1114
RESTAURANT ET CAFE 0110UANT

Carte st mom Nark

ECHAUDE SAINT-GERMAIN
21. r. 6 Nana 43.14.71.02. 0.
12 /Masa - SSsphM. Ins *ad

ESCARGOT MONTORGUEIL
ok. or hat Tomsk

31. me thslorps1114 42.3113.51

GOLDENBERG JO 7, rad. 771 01
l 2T:p7Isersompi3h30

ANA d'Empdaa..

LELANCEME uIN Lg=
likt mak 6 mks id Wins
Span 3I6j. MIMIN 1b6 ast

17 r.111-0141
MADININA 42.3102.75

SplodalitAs andllsiss
amen de 1 11110 h 0A30

MAHARAJAH seliellirvi ;
Sm. cas asp Sarea 236 30

rm. um jussol Iii
oat kaki amnion

72. bd StGonsin 43.54.26.07

MEXICOCAFE (mu
Sam d'hulues on Myst
Teams Reads en AM

101. bd trim
PAODULE

Task animal 4b6 irMs
Fan 6 se 0ifties

MOUUN DE LA GALETTE
DA GRAZIANO. I13. .

44.08.14.77....SeAL.
IIIRAPINNI. v ie plow

MUNICHE
27. nos de Wei

41.33.12.0S. 74
CHOUCROUTE SPECIAUTES

de midi 43 Iv du mutIn

ON MIRES IR ULM
D OC dbme. 1511F tIc, climstieb

r. Skids on rod 44.33.111.07

LE PAVE DE LA HALLE
INTRO?. RESTAU. A YIN. IANI wir.

330.i. di Vuolned 4133.51.311

PETIT ZINC 21141.33.51.81. me de Sued
MITRES VINS DE PAYS

ar ad 6 3 h du main

poi whirkasZvolit

Cain pavan *MN "Ms Iwo
fa 6 sepia Mk 47_77.415

RD'S D'EGUISHEN 471"4.10214

Oail=Tonna
hans drhva di sr

Pins 6
RUC UNWERS Tbilbs-Faaris
42.10.31.57. Do.. dirat Ss.lPl. lh

Kam um Ns*

LA SPAGHETTERIA
141. a. WIWI II V) 45.00.44.11
$ Isms 6 dIrmur In akkeli
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Reading hbrksheet
Reading French

Practice: Scanning

This is a brochure from the museum in Paris that houses a collection
of Impressionist art. You'll be in Paris Sunday, Monday, and
Tuesday. Your schedule is full, except for mornings until 11:00 a.m.
Scan to answer the following questions:

1. When can you visit this museum?
2. Can you take a guided tour?

Musée
d'Orsay
petit
guide

SepSembre 1107

IF II 7.1

Informations générales

Must* d'Orsay
62, rue de Lille
75007 Paris
tel. 45494814

repondeur
informations
générales : 45491111

Entree principale :1, rue de Bellechasse.
Entree des Grandes expositions du M'O :
place Henry-de-Montherlant (sur le quid).
Entree du restaurant apres la fermeture
du Musée : 62 bis, rue de Lille.

Transports

RER ligne C
Station Musee d'Orsay.

- Bus : 84,24, 68, 69 quai Anatole France
73, rue de Solferino.
84, 83, 63, 94 boulevard Saint-Germain.
68, 69, rue du Bac.

- Metro Solférino : ligne 12.
- Thxls : rue de Solferino, quai Anatole France.
- Pares de stationnement : Deligny,

Montalembert, Concorde, Invalicies.

Heures d'ouverture

le mardi, mercredi, vendredi et samedi
de 10h006 18h00
le dimanche
de 9h0Orl 18h00

- le jeudi
deIOhOOà 21h 45.

- Entre le 20 juin et le 20 septeMbre,
le Musee ouvre a 9 heures.
Fermé le lundi.

Attention:
la vente des billets se termine a 17h15
(le jeudi 21 h 00).
La fermeture des salles debute

17h 30 (le jeudi 21h 15).

Visites

Visites guidees du Musee
tous les jours A 11 h 00 et 13 h 00 et le jeudi
A 19 h 00.
"Une ceuvre A voir" :
presentation d'une ceuvre tous les jours
A 12h 30.
Rendez-vous au comptoir d'accueil des
groupes 15 minutes avant le depart.
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I:leading Worksheet
Reading Frefich

Practice: Scanning

You are traveling in France and you need to send a telegram home.
Someone gives you this broChure.

Scan the text to see if it has useful information for you.

Mode d'emploi du

NOUVEAU TEISGRAMME

Toutes les communications pour acceder par telephone.
par Minitel. par telex a ce service sont gratwtes.

Par Minitel: Fakes le 36 56

Par telephone: Mites le 36 55
Par telex: Faites le 214 814

A partir de n'importe quelle cabine
publique avec une Carte Telecom.
Par telecopie: Renseignez-vous au
36 55

Pour tome demande d'inthrniation.
appelez le 36 55
Dictez (au telephone) ou tapez ksur

le clavier):

1. Vos propres coordonnees: nom.

adresse. numero de telephone.
2. Le nom l'adresse, le nurnero de
telephone. du telex ou de telecopie

du destinataire.
3. Le texte du telegramme.

Le prix vous est indique en fin de communication par Minitel

ou
A l'arrivee, le telegramme est transmis au destinataire par

les moyens de telecommunications indiques. En cas de
non-reponse. l'appel est renouveld et si cette nouvelle tentative
s'avere infrucrueuse. le telegramme est remis par les moyens

de la Poste.
Dans tous les cas, le destinataire recoit une confirmation

ecrite immediatement expediee.
Vous pouvez demander une copie du telegramme au moment

du depot ou dans le Mai dlin an apres son emission.
Pas d'abonnement au service).

Lita.

jci



Reading Worksheet
'trading French

Practice: Scanning

Traveling in Europe you pick up a magazine on a train and open to
this page that you think are job offerings.

- What clues can make you think that these are job offerings?

- What country is it from?

Do ycu think these jobs would be interesting to someone with a
college education?

- Do ynu have questions on anything you see?

Be prepared to share your answers and clues with the class.
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Reading iforksheet
Reading French

Practice: Scanning

Here's an opportunity for
information.

Look at the items below.
of what the items are.

you to practice scanning for specific

Preview quickly to get a general idea

- Now look more closely at the items and answer
questions.

1. In each case, how ues payment made?

Item A.

Item B.

Item C.

2. Which one had change returned?

the following

AOIOPSWAYE
LE 11'07;89 A 151142

00 1006 1 0244

L E

NO VENDEUR 1C43 0 N
3829? RO6EP,MA : 11

nii f
9 RIVE GeRHE

372035454431004

: AMERICAN EXPRESS

TJTAL

1 TOTAL

E.F.1.1; ET A 1IENTC7

7591006

3,00

31.'60

122,40

122,40

122,40

AkieGOINE
LE 13/ lin A IgH58

N

00 1006 CM CIP7Fi

RIVE GAUCHE

NO VENDEUR: 290F

38015 SENTEURS

7591006

X 2 =
100

X

38015 SENTEURS 40,00

38008 HOWES 1 8,15
NET

38013 DENTIFRICES 1 16,00

cisTOTAL
ESPE 17.1H;

MONNAIE RENDUE 23,85

L E

a o N
M A R
C H

PIER( I tifvEitilligETOT

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

76,15
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AU BON MARCHE
RIVE GAUCHE

LE 13/071717W
S O N
1,1035812

C H
00 1006 7591006

MVEGAUCHE
NO VENDEUR: 053

38015 SENTEURS 1 6,00

38015 SENTEURS 1 ,50

1 TOTAL

0 ESPECES 9,50

1 TOTAL

MERCI 17-FTITIOT
8 0 N

0.1

9,50



Reading Worksheet
Reading French

Practice: Scanning

You're spending the month of July in
oonoert at l'orangerie de Soeaux.
jazz and you don't enjoy classical
concert would be a good compromise.

Paris. You've been invited to a
Your host doesn't care much for
music. Scan to determine which

ctil.1/41,
17.4

.(,12s It Haw Patronage de M C.hatles PASQL.A.

President du Conseil (teneral des Hauts.de-Seine

Sawn Musicale d Ere de Straus

Musee tie !Ile de France

20e

festival

de forangerie

PROGRAMME
de Sceaux

JUILLET

sawed, 22 17 k 30 dhasiebe 23 a Is 30 samodi 20 17 Is 30 dhosacke3017k30

Miguel-Angel Estrella, Martial Sok', Quatuor Simon Harmonia Nova,

Una Ramos Michel Portal Duo Mozart K 421, direction Didier Bouture

Narciso Omar Espinosa. piano, clannette, saxophone Beethoven re I I, Ravel soliste Main Marion, fkite

Jose-Luis Castineira
de Dios
Musiques d'Arpntine

Jazz
Mozart . div. K. 157,
concerto pour Iliac K

symphonie re 29 K 201

Debussy Epigraphes antiques

Landowski concerto pour flute

mown I 17 k 30

Quatuor Parisii
Mozart K 156.
Beethoven re 16, Debussy

Mambo 17 k

Nadine et Leslie Wright
piano a quote rnains
Schubert- grande mate opus Q.

fuga opus post 152.

rondo opus 107

fantaisie opus 106.

variations opus iS

saiesdi 12 IT k 30

Nell et ivar Gotkovsky
violon et piano
Beethoven. tonnes re I opus 12

AOOT

13 17 k 30

Daniel Wayenberg, piano

Chopin ie scherzo, barcarolle,

fantaiste, =turtle en nu min..

? scherzo

Liszt : sonate

Nardi IS 17 Is 30

Harmonia Nova,
direction Didkr Bouture,
sollste Jacques Bouvier,
piano

Mozart div K. 157,
concerto pour piano K 415

Landowski : Mouvement pour

cordes

Tchaikowski serenade pour

curries

sawed 10 17 Is 31

Yvan Chiffokau et
OLivier Gardon
vinloncelle et piano

Bach senate n°

Beethoven sonate es" i,

Brahms sonar n" 2

Omsk, 20 IT k 30

Solistes de Salzburg
Mozart quintette K. 116

grande sestetto

concertante K ;64

Brahms sextuor opus i6

1-13

252

small 20 17 h 30

Tokio Akadetniker
Ensemble
Mozart div. K 1 6,

Mendelssohn symphonic n° 9

Rossini sonate n° I ,

Roussel sin fonietta

Saint-Georges symphonic

concertante

ihmaseks 27 17 k 34

Catherine Collard, piano

Haydn sonates Hob 21 et 24

Franck prelude, choral et fugue

Schumann Carnaval opus 9

1



Reading Worksheet
Beading French

Practice: Scanning

You are going to visit in Amiens for three days. You have amaximum
of 75 francs per night for a hotel. Which ones could you choose? Is
any information given which could help you to dhoose?

Amiens
OFFICE DE TOURISME
SYNDICAT D'INITIATIVE
Rue Jean Cate las
Tél. 22 91 79 28

HOTELS
13 ORM NOTEL OE L'UNIVERS

GI 2. rue de P4%ion
111 22 91 52 51 Tfiex 145 070

50 LE POSTILLON ***

T17al. ;21191116F971.22 9i 46 17 (FAX)

Nei POSTILION 140 754

15 LA PAIX **
CI S. we cle Is Riputkrue

TN 22 91 39 21

m,17 HOTEL LE NORMANDIE * *
us ties, me lamarbAe

TN 22 91 74 99

99 AISSASSADEUN **
(Bassrear)
8. place Worse Nue,
TM 22 91 64 06

14 LE SPATIAL **
15. rue Alexandre Film
TN 2291 53 23

87 L'ALSACE LORRAINE **
is. rue de 11 MOW
Th 22 91 35 7

10 LES TOURISTES *
(lleetaurco node)
22 Pt place NolreDame
TM 22 91 33 45

85 CENTRALANZAC *
17. rue AJeundre Noon

Tel 22 91 34 08

57 PMS OE CNAVANNES *
6 n12117269661 Dowers

HOTEL BAR OE LA PREFECTURE *
64. rue de la Riputigre

Tel 22 91 32 87

19 LA RENAssma *

in 8 tat rue Ardre

AThLA22L1VI91 1.°nEDE MACON *
ti I 3. bd des NOM

TM 22 92 02 50

* * * 100 a 380

240 a 1.10

120 a 200

120 a 280

140 a 200

95 a 150

100 a NO

70 a 110

90 a 210

90 a 170

70 a 115

70 a itAl

W a 127

HOTEL VICTOR HUGO 85 a 160

ni 2. rue 61 *More

Tel 22 91 57 91

( heure hqurant dans la (WOnne des letmetwes em hewe boor
c bents pow le dire.,4
Cenains de (es f tabfisSernents assivent la pension et IA I ) Dem
I Office de Tounsme diffuse sur decronde une det "'UAW .41.
WMAles

1-15 253



Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish:

Scanning

Look at the ad below briefly (preview it, in other words) and decide which of the
following categories it belongs to:

sports?
music?
travel?
education?

Now scan the ad to answer the questions below. Remember, just look for the
information you need to find. Don't try to understand every word.

1. Who are the two teams playing on Friday night?

2. Are they the same teams that are playing on Saturday?

3. Where does this take place?

4. How much do tickets cost?

5. If you only had Saturday free to attend, what time
should you be there?

2 0 r

I-17

FUTBOL
INTERNACIONAL

Copa navidena en Washington
41110. IINP 'NEP IIMIP IMP 1.1. Mato 'Mr 411OP VW

Entre los equipos de: ALIANZA AGUILA
- WASHINGTON DIPLOMATS

Viernes 7:30 p.m.

Alianza vs. Washington Diplomats
Sabado 12:30
C. D. Aguila vs. Wqshington Diplomats

Domingo gran final entre:
Alianza vs. C. D. Aguila

Eastern High School
(A una cuadra del Estadio Robert F. Kennedy)

Entradas: $12.00
De yenta en el Faro de la Columbia Rd. y en las

stsquillas del estadio



Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish

Practice: Scanning

Here's an opportunity for you to practice scanning for specific information.

Look at the ad below. Preview it quickly to get a general idea of what the
ad is about.

Now look more closely at the ad and answer the following questions.

1. You and your family only have 25 days of vacation. What
countries does this offer let you visit?

2. How much will a ticket for your adult family members cost?

3. How much will a ticket for your baby brother cost?

4. Can you visit Inglaterra on this package?

5. What is the only day you can leave?

6. Where should you call for more information?

FAMILIAR
Vlatt .1 1 4.11011.1 4 On N1(1.1

%Il (.11711h.1 ovec PP?'
4)141( .4 ,11101(11110.10."

filos petals insluyen:
r4a Oita

Aore Mara Ouire
'Mk maim*
nucee aye
Acorvevo

MRS* vlsisnOs
PONS ',feign
Sumo NwsIorre
Kos y Nies
Vied Nowise

SuseAWNS WNW Awns
U.S. S 3.124 4myMN. MGM lisssets
U.S. S 1421

Aiunsa woe
U.S. 241140
MAIN dnaOHISIUM WOW.

14443aim as ea *woo

alle Car

oatal y 4100101wNI

gemA S 041/0111 hverwamma I moms SSW

2"
I-19



Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish

Practice: Scanning

Here's an opportunity for you to practice scanning, using the table of contents of the
woman's magazine Buenhogar, shown on the reverse side of this page.

Remember, when you scan, you look for the specific information you need. Scan for
the answers to these questions:

1. Who is the director (or editor) of the magazine?

2. There are articles on two famous ladies. Who?

3. What novel does the magazine present this month?

4. If you wanted to read about being a mother after the
age of 35, what page would you look on?

5. On what page would you find your horoscope?

6. Who is the magazine's art director?

2 5 C
I -21



41.

DAD: . 22

DIRECTORA
MIRTA BLANCO

DIRECTORA DE ARTE
MARGARITA CARRILLO

PRESIDENTE
ARMANDO DE ARMAS

VICEPRESIDENTE
MARTIN DE ARMAS

GERENTE GENERAL
CARLOS E. GONZALEZ

DIRECTOR GENERAL DE YENTAS
DE PUBLICIDAD

GUIDO M. ALVAREZ

CONSULTOR
DE PROVECTOS ESPECIALES

CARLOS ESCALLON

CONSEJERO EJECUTIVO
GUSTAVO GONZALEZ LEWIS

211115 be The Hearst Corpocabcn. AN nohls removed. Plops.
duchon in ono* or in pan without consent ot the *OW.*
Propnotor .1 prohibited. S SUENNOGAIR. Marco imaNtrada
ye& 211 No. 22. 1945. Pubacollon beelines,. Se0ond daft
damage Nod id Mom. Monde 33152. and st mentioned meets
olhosto Annual eeownenen role MN. Price pot ,asee.
U 25. In U A. Prot). Office of eel/Sefton: VANIDADES
CONTINENTAL BUILDING. 0355 N W 30111 Street. vwerrse
Gardens. Mond& 331011. U S A BUENNOGAP Invests's soles
II seroded do sus snuncontes. Piro rod rOlOdotolbOtill cod
las ohne. makeup ppt km mimes SOUBSIMOGAR: Um.
ea regolttratia. Putolieada pot Ediletual Affiance. S A. Anse.
Ffibrego y Fibreas, Beim Sons of AMMIC111- Cline 50 (Poo
te). Panama 5. R de POilinla. Oftiona0 Contrabse do Venter
Eddlelo lbw DEAPIMAS. PWol Aeonsla Son Martin eon
Fine Aeende La Pas. CP1020 Apartado Postal POO 575.
Comes CP1010. VonOmoltat. Oripeos0On E. . A. porA.O Woos
Ulhollralth Co.. 2025 MeKiNeri St.. Norlorood. P. 33020. USIDS
$20-1100.
Clopolielli coma comOopondencis do sopunda clam on Is
DellopOn do Como) ea Geolernes. at MI 7 OD fipOOMOM Is
In& Soya No_ 25511. Foie leo. 71.
Vos Is reaciOn 00 rw.entras OfIcinoo de Versos do Pubseidad
en la pap* 1 Oit do Dots dooms odocsOn.

Posenseter: Send address changes to: &ModelAnts*" eubserlption !Derck. Department
P.O. Dos WO. Patterson. New York 'IMO.
To* rnalsnal eancoo. Iota yro IrsnaPoronoos o esoksoor
on. Mao soonOsAaros eon Lin sabre don Is Ow:am
torslueo. SUENNOGAP no lye responsabols yew rnslOna1 no
softitillft. rd tamocco cot is devOlutpOn Psi mono.

0

IMMIIV IIMr

To i
,.....,

D

I _

CONT NINO NO0 22 / (PJWc

,

"fi'

8 .
ARTUULOS
MANTENGALO jCONTENTO! 24 HORAS AL DIA 1 4

CUANDO UN NINO PREGUNTA
-4

QUE ES "BUENO" Y QUE ES "MALO" 20

MADRE DESPUES DE LOS 35... ePOR QUE NO? 26
MANUAL DE FIESTAS:

UN ALMUERZO DE SENORAS... MUNI' DE HOY! 68

PORSONALIDADES
LA REINA ISABEL. 4A PUNTO DE ABDICAR? 221

JANE WYMAN: LA HISTORIA DE LA MUJER

QUE NO LLEGO A PRIMERA DAMA 30

=LUZ& Y MODA
LA FORMA DE SU CUERPO 4l.A.DELATA1

SUETERES PARA FIESTAS 42
TEXTURAS... IY COLORESI 46

LAMM
IALGO NUEVO PARA MI TERRAZA! 52

DECORACION
PARA UN DIA CUALQUIERA 54

CON AIRE DE CAMPO 60

COCINA
PREPARESE j PARA DICIEMBRE! 74

HOY . j NOS REUNIMOS1 76

SECCION ESPECIAL
IGRAN HOROSCOPO 1986! 83

NOVELA
"UNA ESPINA EN EL CORAZON" por Kate O'Hara 116

SECtIONES FLIAS
6SABES QUE? 6
LOS BEBES DE BH 142

HOROSCOPO 146
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish:

Scanning

First, preview the ads on the back side of this sheet and decide which you would
read for more detail if you were interested in

a sale on towels?

a restaurant serving Peruvian food?

sending money to another city?

taking a trip to South America?

Now scan the ads to answer these questions:

1. How many places in the USA can you send money to?

2. How much are the towels discounted?

3. When can you hear the music at the restaurant?

4. Can you eat "conejo" there?

5. How much is a ticket to BogotA?

6. What hours is the agency open?

Be prepared to discuss the clues you used when previewing and when scanning.



VIAJES CARMEN
TRAVEL

.EL SALVADOR 520

'EL SALVADOR (IDA) 306
'QUITO 0 GUAY. 495

'CARACAS 299

'ASUNCION 699

'SANTIAGO 680

'BUENOS AIRES 699

'LIMA 449
'LIMA (IDA) 320
'GUATEMALA 449
'BOGOTA 690

'MANAGUA 599
'LA PAZ 799
'MONTEVIDEO 795

EUROPA Y EL CAME
Abierto lanes a sdbado, de 9 a.m. a 8 p.m.

Prestos especialei -

ntrega de Pasojes a domicilio sin costo adicional.
/ 0

Tambien enviamos ddlares a Centro y Sur Amenca. 0/ /
0 (Encomiendas a El Salvador, Peru y Ecuador) 0

1520 U ST. NW. Washington. DC 00
0. :
./
./ (202) 797-8753 797-8754

:
./ /

20% a 35% descuento
Tod.. las bailee de ban*
mow iv Wog Swab mire MINIM weft y
Mom en is lois bolo. num y n.

RESTAURANT & BAR

tOCINA PERUANA E INTERNACIONAL amema,
IMA RNA TRADICION

4MEMZADO CON

Pdias CAJOLLAS y ICA TROPICAL
LOS vIERNES !ABMS V 00/10N0011

.11-.3`

SU NUEVO MEM
* caw,* nls y poseado

Palkelo
Law Waldo

* Arm eon maim*
* Thieho Irlo
* Fah* comp
* Meanie de Napo
* GuotarnON AINK
* Moslem hum*
* Inehlhados d woo y de Ma*
* Pupusas

Nachos Acapulco
Impala:3os d camp.

AINERTO OE POSNO0 A WIVES
11 J.N. s II p.m
VIEWS r sumo
liii SI sAk
SIM La Rpm/

4 ihNi ArIVIMA VA. Darr

Tr 536-6150
Tr 241-9537

7:31T3NCI1 T Nonou LA
217.121111C:A

""mm°1111010-

[ iellesrewv 1
( UNION )

LA FORMA MAS
FACIL Y SEGURA

PARA ENVIAR DINERO
RAPIDAMENTE

Mande dinero desde donde
Ud. eat a 11,000 siLios en U.S.A.

LA MANERA MAS RAPIDA

I - 24
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish:

Scanning

Here's an opportunity for you to practice using your background knowledge before
scanning a Spanish text for specific information.

On the back side of this sheet is a news item about an upcoming Guatemalan party.
Don't look yet!

First make a list of the kinds of information you'd expect this article to give the
reader. Work with a partner.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Now flip the sheet over and scan the article to see if the information you expected
is there. Remember: Just look for the information you want to find. Don't trj to .

understand every word.

1-25 2G0



Gran Fiesta
Guatemalteca

El proximo sibado 24 de junio, a partir de las 8 de la noche, la
Fraternidad Guatemalteca presentari a lascandidatas upirantes
a representar a la colectividad guatemalteca, en el XD( Festival
Latinoamericano. El acontedmiento social tendril lugar en el
Nigh Club Columbus, ubicado en el $417 W Cedar Linef Bethel,-
da,MD. Se servirin platilios dpicos, cone Tamales, Revolcado
con Arroz, Tacos y Tostadu.La Fiesta Ward animada por el
Conjunto Los Profesionales. La entrada seri de $15 y estan
invitados todos los Chapines y latinosemericanos.

1



Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish:

Scanning

Tliis is an opportunity for you to practice previewing and scanning.

First, look briefly at the article on the
right. What category does it belong to?

sports story?
music lessons?
computer class?
help wanted?

Second, scan the article to find the answers
to these questions.

1. Who's offering the classes?

2. What subjects are offered?

3. The classes are on which day
of the week?

4. What date do the classes start?
What time do they meet?
(Use the chart below to answer.)

1st session 2nd session

5. What number should you call for
more information?

I-27

Clases gratis de
computación

con el objeto de ampliar las
oportunidades de empleo de
las minorfas, la biblioteca

Comuni !aria de Kensington Park ubi-
cada en el 4201 Knowles Ave. en el
condado de Montgomery, esti anun-
ciando sus clases gratuitas de compu-
tadoras Lotus 1-2-3, Spreadsheet.

Las clases seran dictadas en
por voluntarios expertos, du-

rante 4 miercoles consecutivos.
La primers sesidn se dictara el

10, 17, 24 y 31 de enero de 1990 de
6:00 p.m, a 9:00p.m. Las inscripciones
para estos cursos se pueden Neer en
persona o por teldfono el 18 de di-
ciembre de 9:00 a.m. a 9:00 p.m. y el
19 de d;ciembre de 1:00 p.m. a 9:00
p.m.

La se gunda sesido se dictari el 7,
14. 21 y 31 de marzo de 6:30 p.m. a
9:00 p.m. Las inscripciones senin el
27 de febrero de 9:00 a.m. a 9:00 p.m.
y el 28 de febtero de 1:00 p.m. a 9:0
p.m.

Los interesados deben ser inscri-
tos para participar en un soneo. El 50
por ciento de las plazas serin otor-
gadas a personas penenecientes a
grupos minoritarios.

Para obtener mu informaci6n
en castellano se puede Hamar a Mar-
lene Weiss al telifono 565-7342.
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Appendix J

Reading Worksheet 15

in French and Spanish:

Predicting



Reading Worksheet IS
Reading French

Practice: Predicting

Here is an opportunity for you to practice your prediction skills.
The article below gives the reader factual information about certain
items.

- First, what items is the article giving information about?

- Second, use your background knowledge to make a list of the kind
of information you'd expect to see in an article like this.

- Now go through the article to see if you find the information
you predicted. Do you also find information you didn't
predict?

I TIREZ LA BONNE CARTE
Pratiques, de plus en plus indispensables, les cartes bancaires connaissent depuis quelques
années un essor considerable. On denombre aujourd'hui 12 millions de porteurs en France.
Voici la grande famille des cartes bancaires.

Los eartos
badges
Un bon point. elles sont gratui-
tes Mais leur utilisation reste
des plus limitée. El les n'autori-
sent des retraits que dans les
guichets de la banque emettrice.
(Express, Ecureuil, Cesar, Eclair,
etc.)

Aka

La cart*
national*
Depuis le printemps dernier.
interbancarité oblige, son
systerne a Me revu et corrige.
Les deux grands réseaux, la
Carte v 4te (Credit agricole et
Credit mutuel) et la Carte bleue
(B.N P., Societe generale...) se
sont alliées pour veer la
fameuse »CB », la Carte ban-
caire Elle donne acces

Ir 11 44\

/ 10
s

t>r
Aik

l'ensemble des distributeurs
automatiques et surtout permet
le réglement de vos achats chez
plus de 7 500 commercants. Son
prix : 75 francs si vous oplez pour
le paiement immédiat (signer.
c'est payer) et 95 francs si vous
preferez le debit différé (entre 4
et 5 semaines).

Ls curios do
commorlants
Une forme déguisée de credit.
Emises par des établissements
non bancaires (grands magasins,
vente par correspondence...)
elles sont le plus souvent gratui-
tes Objectif : fidéliser une clien-

tele (Fnac, Carretour, Au
chan. etc ).

Ls carts do
priestly*
Ces cartes haul de gamme »
cumulent différents services : le
retrait d'especes mais aussi la
réseNation dans les hotels, la
location de voitures. Elles vous
font bénéficier d'assurances
supplémentaires (en cas de
dikes ou d'accident). Elles cou
tent cher (au moins 200 lrancs)
el exigent un revenu annuel
minimum (90 000 francs mini
mum). (Carte Premier. American
Express, etc.)

QUE FAIRE EN CAS DE PERTE OU DE VOL ?
Tiliphoner a votre agence banceire ou a l'un des deux

moires sulvant : 42.77.11.90 ou 43.23.46.46 si vein &hos
6 Paris, (16) 34.42.12.12. al veus ites en Province. indi-
quo: immidiaternent le numire di votre carte, l'heure et
I. lour euxquels vous conch:tea le disperition.

Confinnr par icrit votre d6claration. Une simpi. lame
suffit. Souvenes-vous :we le porteur est tenu pour respon-
sable de I. garde de se carte. II devre payer :me franchise
do 600 francs 6 sa banque si la dklaration de pert. n'a pas
itit felts I. tour mime ow s'il a Inscrit son code tonfidentiel
au dos de se carte.

J-3 264
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Reading Worksheet 16
Reading Spanish:

Predicting

Here's the title and drawing that accompany an article.

Regresa la Guerra contra los Fantasmas

Predict what the article is about.

My prediction:

Now skim the article (on the reverse side of this page) to see if your prediction was
right. Was it?

Yes No_



CINE

Regresa la Guerra contra los Fantasmas

,Zap, Con un sorudo
brew y aniquilador, las pown.
tes armas de los heroes
caudores cluninan a los arne-

les de to invisible. El drams
eonUntia...lasenliXioncs Akan.
Lan una cuna aparenternente
insuperable en la pclicula
"Ghostbusters Ir.

El Dr. Peter Venkham
(Bill Murray), Ray Stantz (Dan
Aykroyd), Winston Zed
demorctEmie Hudson), y Egon
Spengler tHarold Ramts)
retinen sus conocimientos para
rescataraun ninoque misreno-
samente empseza a desplaurse
en su cochectto hacta el winos
de las calles urbanas

Los productores etecu-
lives de vhoobfiter. ir son
Benue BnlIstetn, loe Medusa,
y Michael C. Gross. Sheldon
Kahn es al productor/eduor
asoctado.Elproductorasonado

r ` ..nn Michael

graft.'
"Todos tuvimos que trabatar

luntos pur unos i. t, mins
recuerda Reiman.

haciendo a lusitin a la tamilta de
actares que culAburaron en la
pnmera version tie "Ghost-
busterr. Continua dietendo,
".. la idea de hacer una secuela
parucia divertide. Sevin Dan
Aykroyd. el nuevotilmesebasa
en el compurtamtento y los
valores huntanus Inas que la
pnmerapelicula Esto ha imur-
ndo gran acttgida por parte del
pit blieo.

En el aspecto del ewe-
nano (la historia se despliega
en la gran cosmopolis
neoyorquinal para Ia pelicula,
Bo Welch, director de este Lte-
panamento, enknotru un rot,

- I

OS slil S OM Mon a OStrooliol Isallroe di las CMS Fansuiluss
ai WW Os . is atm SlgosOnso Woovoss a Os catilOoros 1111 Woolf
Ham RM. Dr helovdyEnustludson Ii Moms& so Os011 Moen
Ma Iii loll arm ON Area

urrnpus paNidus sir% ivron hap art;stitu IJIIikk it
1%14 It.NksAlminos.14: it"kindo para ljs +rums ul-

tramodernasdenuestrosheroes
--nu.%



Appendix K

Reading Worksheet 16

in French and Spanish:

Predicting
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Reading Worksheet 16
Reading French: Predicting

1. This is a news item front a daily newspaper. Use the title, the subtitle, and
the photo to make a prediction about the text. Write your prediction below.

2. Share what you've written with a partner. Now that you've predicted what
you think the text will be about, write THREE questions you expect to find
answers to in the text.

a.
b.
C.

En pati imarNial

I1=1111h1

MR_

3. Now flip the page over and read the text. Is your prediction correct? Scan for the
answers to your questions.

3EST COPY AVAILABLE
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Reading Worksheet 16
Predicting
(page 2)

RENNES (AP) Un an apres la
traverse. des Etats Unls d'Est
en Ouest (6000km) par un
groups de jeunes gens en
patIns do roulettes de Saint-
'Moue (Côtesdu-Nord), 18
sportIts de Rennes et de se:
environs se sont lances sur
les 3000km :operant la capi-
tal* brstonne de Moscou.

Pour gainer la capitale de !Union so-
viitique, les patineurs ont choisi de
passer par Paris, puis la Belgique, les
Pays-Bas, le Danemark, la Suede, la
Fln lande.

Ce voyage, qui devreit durer 40 jours
environ (avec une moyenne de 80km
par Jour), coOtera 270000 FF. Collectivi-
tee locales et entreprises ont sponsoris*
ce projet.

Le personnel d'accompagnement
étudiants ou representants du monde
du travailqui precedera et suivra les
patineurs aura pour charge l'inten-
dance et l'organisation des escales quo-
tidiennes.

Mais la plus grand. difficult* a 6t6
l'obtention de toutes les autorisations
pour traverser le territoire sovietique.
Les responsables d'un mouvement de
jeunes sportifs russes ont apporte leur
aide. En khange, a la fin de 160, les
patineurs d'aujourd'hul feront partie
du cotnite d'accueil et d'hebergement
de jeunes sovietiques se preparant
une randonnie de cyclotourisme Mos-
cou-la Bretagne.

Nag scan for the answers to these questions.
(1) What is the means of transportation used?
(2) What city are they leaving from?
(3) What city are they going to?
(4) What's the distance to be covered?
(5) How long will the trip last?
(6) What countries are they going through?
(7) What was the greatest difficulty they had?

K-4 2i;:i



Reading Worksheet 16
Reading Spanish:

Predicting

1. This is an exercise in anticipating the contents of a passage from its
title. Examine the title and write down 2 things you already know
about the topic.

Diabetes - Datos y
citras

2. Share what you've written with the rest of the class. Now that you've
built up some background knowledge, what do you expect the text to
be about? Write dol, n 3 questions you expect to find answers to in
the text.

a.

b.

C.

3. Now flip the page over and read the text. See if you find the answers
to your questions.

27(1
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Diabetes - Dates y
citres

Muchas personas estarán
contentas al conocer los
progresos logrado contra la
diabetes. una causa principal
de muerte en EE.I.JU. que
ocasiona 300,000 victimas
cada

Hay dos tipos de diabetes:
La que no depende de insulina
y la Rue depende de insulina.
El pnmer tipo generalmeme
puede controlarse con dicta
y ejercicio.

OOOOOOOO

Los que padecen del
segundo tipo necesitan dos-
is revives de insulina. Se
ha desarrollado un nuevo
tipo de insulina, llamada
Humulina. Es una insulin&
humans natural producida
mediante ADN recombinante.

K.6 2 71



Appendix L

Predicting:

Practice Worksheets

in French and Spanish
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Elemiing likeiodemet

Mermling numb
Practice: Predicting

This article is from aUXILAIL_11100, a widely circulated weekly
magazine. Using the photograph and the title, can you predict the
profession of the four man in the photograph?

Your predictlon:

Now flip the page and read the blurb introducing the article.

Ces commissaires et
inspecteurs traquent le gang
des chefs-d'oeuvre voles

LA POLICE
DE LAM'

L-3 273



Reading Worksheet
Reading French

Practice: Predicting

Here's the introductory blurb. Was your prediction about the men's
profession correct?

Chaque jour,
un tresor de
la psinture,
de la sculpture, do lc porcelains, du bronze ot
du mobiller disparalt. Face 6 cot% Industrie Interna-
tionale, los policlors travallient d'un nouvelle façon. Lours
armes principales : Ws catalogues des ventes,
los revues speclailsees, la frequentation des gaieties et la
circulation de renseignements de plus en plus precis.

Based upon the information in the blurb, what do you think the full
article will discuss?

Your prediction:



Reading Worksheet
Reading French

Practice: Prelicting

Here is an opportunity for you to practice your rzedicting skills.
In browsing through a monthly magazine about education, you spot this
ad.

1. Make a list of all the cognates you see.
2. Based upon the cognates you've identified and your background

kncwledge, make a prediction about the following:

Who is the ad addressed to?

%tat is the service offered?

3 Be prepared to share your predictions with the class and to
discuss the clues you used to make thcee predictions.

eTUDIANTS A LITRANGER
ET L'ASSURANCET...

LE PRIX DIME JOURNCE D'HOSPITALISATION EN "INTENSIVE CARE".

VOUS CONNA1SSEZ ?
NOM-

- COMMENT ETR.P. ADMIS DANS L'HOPITAL DE VOTRE CHOIX AUX U.S.A.,
A HONG-KONG, A TOKYO, A RIO DE JANEIRO ?

VOUS SAVEZ?
NON,

ALORS : TELEPHONEZ-NOUS AU 42.85.72.72.

ASSURANCES ET PREVOYANCE INTERNATIONALES
13, rue Henner 75009 PARLS__, ,

LE PREMIER SPECIALISTE FRANcAIS DE L'ASSURAiiitgrr eINES DANS LE MONDE ENTIER

LE MONDE DE LAM/CATION - SEPTFMlitl INS



Reading Worksheet
Reading French

Practice: Predicting

Understanding the article below will be difficult if the words
"blesses" and "balles" are cognates. Scan the article to find
information which can help you to decide if these words are actually
cognates or not. If not, what might they mean?

Ute the following questions to halp you scan the article for the
informatian you need to decide.

(1) Who or what does the article concern?
(2) What happened?
(3) Where did it happen?
(4) Were are those concerned now?
(5) Why did it happen?

Could you answer all of these questions? If not, can you at least
say in which paragraph the answer can be found?

Farrs DIVERS

Dans lea Boucheredualthne

Dal orders
woods

bksses pu banes
Un ou pimiento inoonnus,

lint en /IOW% Get mutt le feu lux
deux ouvrien salsonniers mannabm.
mermedi 2 &oat vete 20 b 30, Chi-
teaurenard (Bouebes-du-Rldioe).
dam I. guarder de La Cm.

M. Mohamedins Kau* trade-
buit mu, a 60 Were de tole bailee
de 22 long rifle au memo%ala main
et Nina M. Gelail Humes',
guano-quad* aka pear ea part
Et touche au bras droit. Les deux
boom's ont bospitalleie Avi-
gnon. Leur dud estjugs satisfaieant.

Un titige set ie prie d'une vOiture
d'occasion unit it l'origine de
Make.

Axe they cognates? Yes No

If not, what might they mean? Your prediction:

blesses

balles

Be prepared to discuss with the class the clues you used to
understand the article.

2 7 I;
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Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish:

Predicting

Here's a headlir. e. Work with a partner. Use cognates and your background
knowledge to get a rough idea of what the headline means.

CONDENAN A DOS MEXICANOS
A 40 ARDS EN PRISION

Predict 3 questions ycu'd expect to find answers to in this news story.

1.

2.

3.

The complete story is on the flip side of this sheet. Turn over and scan the story
for the answers to your questions.



CONDENA.4 A DOS MEX1CANOS
A 40 MOS EN PRISON

Ciudad de Mejico. Dos nar-
cotraficantes mejicanos fueron
sentenciados el 11 de diciembre
a cuarenta Mos en prisi6n cada
uno pot. el asesinato d agente
norteamericano antinarOticos
Enrique Camarena, dando isi
por terminado un caso que
dificultd las relaciones entre
ambos paises desde 1985.
'No existe ninguna posibilidad
de que esas sentencias sean
reducidas", dip el Procurador

General Enrique Alvarez del
Castillo.

Rafael Caro Quihtero, de 37
anos de edad y Ernesto Rafael
Fonseca Carrillo, de 56, fueron
encontrados culpables de de la
autoria intelectual del asesinato
de Camarena, un agente de la
DEA y de su piloto modcano,
Alfredo Zavla Ave lar.
Un vocero de la Procuraduria
General MD que Caro Quintero

27:3

L- 10

y Fonseca Carrillo deberan ser-
vir 74 y 53 Mos, respectiva-
mente y que no hay rebaja de
condenas en casos relacionados
con drogas, ni siquiera en un
dia,
Don Hamilton, vacero de el
director de Politica de Coatrol
de Drops, dijo en Washington
que "es elentador ver a personas
como Cam Quintero en prisi6n"



Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish

Practice: Predicting

1. This is an exercise in anticipating the contents of a passage from its
title. Examine the title below and write down what you already know
about the topic.

LCUAL ES SU PROBLEMA?
CALORIAS

2. Share what you've written with the rest of the class. Now that you've
built up some background knowledge, what do you expect the text to
be about? Write down THREE questions you expect to find answers
to in the text.

a.

b.

C.

3. Now flip the page over and read the text. See if you find the answers
to your questions.

279
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CALORIAS

"Leo inucho sobre dietas y calories,
pero, ge,cemo se cuintas son las calories
que debo Inger lr dlarlamente?

Eso depende del peso que usted tenga
actualtnente y de si desea mantenerlo, au-
mentarlo o disminuirlo.

Si quiere simplemente mantenerlo,
multiplique su peso, si es en libras, por 15,
y si es en kilos, por 30. El resultado sera
las calorfas que debe consumir.

Si quiere perder 1/2 kilo (1 lb) a la
semana, reste 500 calorfas del anterior
resultado.

Si desea engordar, anada algunas calo-
rfas, unas 750 aproximadamente.

Ejemplo

Peso actual
Para mantenerse
Calorfas diarias
Para reducir
Cals. diarias
Para aumentar
Calorfas diarias

Kilogramos

60
x30

1 800
-500

1 300
1.800 + 750

2.550

Nunca ingiera menos de 1.000 calorfas al
dfa. Las grasas no deben llegar al 30% de
su dieta.

Dir. Ija sus preguntas sobre belleza a:
VANIDADES Continental, 6333 N.W. 36 St.,
Virginia Gardens, FL. 33166. U.S.A.



Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish

Prcctice: Pr.:dieting

This is an exercise in anticipating the contents of a questionnaire when you know its
topic. On ',he flip side of this page is a questionnaire entitled, "LCómo come?" The
questionnaire is intended to help you determine if your eating habits are healthy.

1. Work with a partner. Using your background knowledge of Spanish
and what you know about healthy eating habits, write down at least 10
words in Spanish you think will be used in the questions.

2. Share your list with another pair. Check the words you have in
common. Add any words you haven't listed that the other pair has.

3. Now flip over to the questionnaire and see if the words you predicted
are there. Are there any words you didn't predict that you should
have, now tin,: you see the text?

L-13
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111
Si desea saber si sus costumbres alimenti-
cias son saludables. Ilene el siguiente
cuestionario:
1. I.:Con qui frecuencla usted come una
ensalada mixta, con más de 4 vegetales,
crudos o verdes?

a. la mayorfa de los dfas.
b. 4 6 5 veces a la semana.
c. 1 6 2 veces a la semana.
4. casi nunca o nunca.

2. zCon qui frecuencia come una fruta
fresca?
, a. una vez o más al dia.

4. 3 6 4 veces a la semana.
c. 3 6 4 veces al mes.
d. casi nunca o nunca.

3. zCome came roja o derivados (pas-
teles, embutidos, prensadas o pâtés)?

a. una vez al dia lo menos.

1111,d1.11.

is. 4 6 5 dills a la semana.
c. 1 6 2 veces a la semana.
d. casi nunca o nunca.

4. I,Con qui frecuencla come de 3 a 4
rebanadas de pan integral al dia o Ufl
pinto de legumbres (judias, lentejas...)?

a. 4 6 más veces a la semana.
b. 2 6 3 veces a la semana.
c, 2 6 3 veces al mes.
d. casi nunca o nunca.

S. 4Coi . qui frecuencia come pescado?
pescado graso (salmon, trucha, ma-

carela, attin...) 2 veces a la semana o más.
b. pescado grasoso y/o blanco y enlata-

do, 2 veces a la semana o más.
c. pescado con papas fritas, una vez a la

semana o más.
d. casi nunca o nunca.

6. IQué clase de desayuno hace?
a. ninguno; o café o té solamente.

cereal con leche y azticar, o pan
blanco con mermelael.

c. pan integral con margarina o mante-
quilla desgrasada.

d. cereal integral o avena cocida sin
azticar y con leche descremada.
7. 4Cuintas plezas de torta, galleticas
dulces o hdados entran en $u theta?

a. más de 2 al dfa.
b. 1 al dia.
c. 1 6 2 a la semana.
d. casi ninguna.

8. 6Con qui frecuencia vmle fritos o
asados con gram?

a. una vez 3 más al dia.
b. casi todos los dfas.
c. 3 6 4 veces a la semana.

una vez a la semana o menos.

RESIBUISTAI
1. a o b) 1 punto: Bien hecho. Seria una
maravilla que comiera vegetales verdes
todos los dfas y varios crudos o pocos



Reading Worksheet
Reading Spanish:

Predicting

Look at the headline and drawing below. Using your background knowledge, what
type of story usually accompanies headlines and drawings of this sort?

Work with a partner. Predict five pieces of information you usually find in this type
of story. State these as qi.wstions.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

POLICIA SOLICITA
AIWA PARA

CAPTURAR A LADRON
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Here's the entire text. Scan the text for the answers to your questions.

POLICIA SOLICITA
AVUDA PARA

CAPTURAR A LADRON
El 10 de diciembre, alrededor j

de las 8:30 p.m. la Georges '
Spanish American Grocery,,
ubicada en el 3840 Mt. Vernon
Avenue fue robed& por un
sujeto. El Departamento de
Policia de Alexandria necesita
su ayuda para poner al ladrdn
en la carcel.

La cajera estaba a punto de
comenzar a anotar la
mercaderfa que el presunto
cliente habfa puesto sobre el
mostrador, cuando el
sospechoso extrajo una pistols
y solicit6 todo el dinero en efer-
tivo. Tan pronto recibiti el
dinero, se di6 a la fuga.

El sospechoso es descrito como
un hombre blanco de unos 25
años de edad de 5 pies y siete

-.AM 'iDargie

pulgadas de estatura, de
complexion median , cabello
negro y ojos café. la altirna vez
que fue visto vestia chaqueta

negra y utilizes anteojos del
mismo color.

Dej6 el area del robo en un
automOvil Datsun 280Z. El
ladrOn no hablO ingles durante
el robo.

Si usted sabe also acerca de este
acto criminal, por favor llame a

Alexatultia Crime
Solvers al telifono
838-4858.


